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We study p r o p e r t i e s of mesons, which decny i n t o t h e 
(TTTT') and (KK) ch a n n e l s , u s i n g h i g h - s t a t i s t i c s (meson-meson) 
p r o d u c t i o n data f o r r e a c t i o n s o f the ty p e 
TT N > ( T T T i ) N 
TT hJ » ( K Vl) N 
PC + + 
w i t h a p r i m a r y i n t e r e s t i n the J = 0 mesons. 
V/e f i r s t i n v e s t i g a t e the p r o p e r t i e s of t h e S* and f i n d 
t h a t i t i s a normal B r e i t - W i g n e r resonance. We a l s o p r e s e n t 
evidence f o r a broad e l a s t i c resonance, t h e £ meson. 
We propose forms of p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n of the co u p l e d channel 
C 71 TT , KK) I = 0 S wave t o i n v e s t i g a t e t h e n a t u r e of th e S* 
and £ . We see t h a t i t i s not p o s s i b l e t o e x p l a i n these 
mesons s i m p l y as (qq) s t a t e s and t h a t f o r c e s i n t h e (qqqq) 
s e c t o r are a l s o i m p o r t a n t . 
We analyse r e c e n t (K"K°) p r o d u c t i o n data and f i n d evidence 
f o r a new 1 = 1 , 0 + + meson, t h e 6 ( 1 3 0 0 ) . T h i s (K~K°) a n a l y s i s 
a l s o g i v e s evidence f o r t h e s p i n U, A ?(1900) s t a t e , i l l u m i n -
a t e s t h e A2 and g p r o d u c t i o n mechanisms and determines t he 
g — » KK br a n c h i n g r a t i o . We d i s c u s s t h e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
th e &(970) and &(1300) and f i n d the most n a t u r a l answer i s 
t h a t , besides t h e c o n v e n t i o n a l (qq) nonet, t h e r e i s a low 
l y i n g (qqqq) nonet o f 0 + + mesons. 
( i l 3 DEC 1978 ) 
, *fCTI0« J 
U s i n g h i g h - s t a t i s t i c s (K +K ) p r o d u c t i o n d a t a , t o g e t h e r 
w i t h the r e s u l t s of t h e (K~K°) a n a l y s i s , we are a b l e t o 
i n v e s t i g a t e T = 0 CKP) s t a t e s . We f i r s t s t u dy t he resonant 
D wave ( f »i' »^ 2)• Then u s i n g I = 0 D wave as a r e f e r e n c e 
wave we c a r r y out a TT TT—> KK phase s h i f t a n a l y s i s . 
- i i j -
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CHAPTER 1 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Today we know a g r e a t d e a l about t h e m i c r o - w o r l d of 
elementary p a r t i c l e s . The i n t e r a c t i o n s among these 
p a r t i c l e s can be c l a s s i f i e d i n t o f o u r groups; s t r o n g , 
e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c , weak and g r a v i t a t i o n a l f o r c e s . Our present 
knowledge i s not enough t o und e r s t a n d t h e n a t u r e f u l l y but 
a huge amount of i n f o r m a t i o n has been accumulated d u r i n g 
t h e past few y e a r s . T h i s i n f o r m a t i o n can be used t o o b t a i n 
a b e t t e r u n d e r s t a n d i n g of n a t u r e . The e x i s t e n c e of f o u r 
d i f f e r e n t f o r c e s might i n d i c a t e t h a t t h e i r u n d e r l y i n g 
dynamics had d i f f e r e n t o r i g i n s . On the o t h e r hand a l l 
these i n t e r a c t i o n s c o u l d be d i f f e r e n t m a n i f e s t a t i o n s of a 
s i n g l e dynamical f o r m . On t h i s p o i n t , a g r e a t d e a l of p r o -
gress has been made towards t h e u n i f i c a t i o n o f e l e c t r o -
magnetic and weak i n t e r a c t i o n s and p o s s i b l y a l s o s t r o n g 
i n t e r a c t i o n s , based on Gauge T h e o r i e s . 
A b i g problem i n t h i s t y p e of work i s t h e gaps i n our 
knowledge of these i n t e r a c t i o n s . When we t r y t o u n i f y 
t h ese f o r c e s , we have t o l o o k a t l i m i t e d e x p e r i m e n t a l 
i n f o r m a t i o n , and u s u a l l y a t t h e end we have t o p r e d i c t 
some r e s u l t s r a t h e r t h a n o b t a i n c o n f i r m a t i o n from w e l l -
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known o b s e r v a t i o n s . So t h e obvious j o b of g e t t i n g more 
i n f o r m a t i o n about these I n t e r a c t i o n s i n d i v i d u a l l y must be 
done b o t h e x p e r i m e n t a l l y and t h e o r e t i c a l l y . Tn t h i s t h e s i s 
we s t u d y some o f the problems c o n c e r n i n g s t r o n g i n t e r -
a c t i o n s u s i n g r e c e n t l y a v a i l a b l e h i g h s t a t i s t i c s di-meson 
p r o d u c t i o n d a t a . 
The main f e a t u r e o f s t r o n g i n t e r a c t i o n s i s t h e 
c o n s e r v a t i o n of some quantum numbers. Hadrons, t h e p a r t i c l e s 
w hich can i n t e r a c t s t r o n g l y , can be l a b e l l e d by these con-
served q u a n t i t i e s . These quantum numbers are t h e i s o s p i n , 
baryon number, and str a n g e n e s s . The charge independence of 
s t r o n g i n t e r a c t i o n s has l e d us t o t h e Idea of i s o s p i n . I n 
a w o r l d t h a t o n l y s t r o n g i n t e r a c t i o n s e x i s t , 1 t i s not 
p o s s i b l e t o d i s t i n g u i s h p r o t o n from n e u t r o n or p o s i t i v e 
charged p i o n from n° or n " T h i s i s best e x p l a i n e d by t h e 
e x i s t e n c e of a symmetry i n t h e t h e o r y . We can t h i n k o f 
p r o t o n and n e u t r o n as two d i f f e r e n t s t a t e s o f a s i n g l e 
p a r t i c l e , c a l l e d n u c l e o n . S i m i l a r l y j[\ TT°, TT are t h e 
t h r e e d i f f e r e n t s t a t e s of a p i o n . There i s a v e r y c l o s e 
analogue of t h e an g u l a r momentum; one can assign a quantum 
number t o the nucleon 1=4 and r e p r e s e n t p r o t o n by 13= 
and n e u t r o n by 13= We c a l l t h i s q u a n t i t y i s o s p i n . We 
can a s s i g n i s o s p i n t o a l l observed hadrons. I n t h i s scheme 
charge independence of s t r o n g i n t e r a c t i o n s means an i n -
v a r i a n c e under r o t a t i o n s i n t h e " i s o s p i n space". This 
i n v a r i a n c e i m p l i e s t h e i s o s p i n c o n s e r v a t i o n under s t r o n g 
i n t e r a c t i o n s . Baryon number i s assigned B = t l f o r s p i n -
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h a l f hadrons ( b a r y o n s ) and B = 0 f o r i n t e g e r - s p i n hadrons 
(mesons). Sum of baryon numbers of an i n i t i a l and a f i n a l 
s t a t e , r e l a t e d by s t r o n g i n t e r a c t i o n s , are e q u a l . The 
p r o p e r t i e s of t h e K mesons and hyperons have i m p l i e d t h e 
e x i s t e n c e of another conserved quantum number. These 
" s t r a n g e " p a r t i c l e s are produced i n p a i r s by s t r o n g i n t e r -
a c t i o n s and decay i n t o hadrons by weak i n t e r a c t i o n s . This 
i n d i c a t e s t h a t s t r a n g e p a r t i c l e s have an e x t r a p r o p e r t y 
which i s conserved by s t r o n g i n t e r a c t i o n s and v i o l a t e d by 
weak. So we a s s i g n S = - 1 f o r t h e kaons and A , ^ _ and 
S = 0 f o r p r o t o n , n e u t r o n and p i o n s . I f we d e f i n e the 
hyper-charge as 
Y = B + S, 
we observe some r e g u l a r i t i e s among t h e i s o s p i n and hyper-
charge of the hadrons. 
Having i n t r o d u c e d t h e i s o s p i n , we have a l r e a d y proposed 
a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n scheme f o r hadrons. We have a l l o c a t e d 
p a r t i c l e s on t h e d i f f e r e n t r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of t h e group, 
S t l ( 2 ) . Gell-Mann and N i s h i j i m a ^ have c l a s s i f i e d hadrons 
i n terms of a l a r g e r group SU(3) combining i s o s p i n and 
hypercharge. D i s c o v e r y o f *Y and*Y p a r t i c l e s i n r e c e n t 
years has l e d us t o extend SU(3) t o SU(n) by i n t r o d u c i n g 
new a d d i t i v e quantum numbers e.g. charm, beauty ... The 
s m a l l e s t n o n - t r i v i a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f SU(n) has ( n ) dim-
e n s i o n , and a l l t he o t h e r r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s o f SU(n) can be 
c o n s t r u c t e d as p r o d u c t s of t h i s s m a l l e s t r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
and i t s c o n j u g a t e one. This o b s e r v a t i o n has been i n t e r -
p r e t e d as i f t h i s s m a l l e s t m u l t i p l e t has c o n t a i n e d ( n ) 
- If -
elementary o b j e c t s , from which a l l the hadrons c o u l d be 
c o n s t r u c t e d . These basic b u i l d i n g b l o c k s a r c c a l l e d q u arks. 
The number of d i f f e r e n t " f l a v o u r " o f quarks 1s a t l e a s t 
f o u r and p r o b a b l y more. 
The quark model can c l a s s i f y baryons and mesons 
s u c c e s s f u l l y . But t h e symmetry i s broken by t h e mass 
s p l i t t i n g observed w i t h i n m u l t i p l e t s . The deep dynamical 
b a s i s of t h e model i s s t i l l unknown. Quarks have n o t been 
observed as f r e e p a r t i c l e s y e t . T h i s suggests t h a t t h e 
quarks are c o n f i n e d i n s i d e hadrons by some y e t unknown 
mechanisms. Tn t h e r e c e n t years a t t e n t i o n has focussed on 
d e v e l o p i n g a quark dynamics c o n s i s t e n t w i t h t h e absence of 
f r e e quarks. The main problem of t h i s t h e o r y i s t h e 
e x p l a n a t i o n o f t h e c o n f i n i n g f o r c e s . I n the past y e a r s , 
e x i s t e n c e of quarks was i n doubt, because of t h e l a c k of 
f r e e q u a r k s . However, the deep i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n 
s c a t t e r i n g has shown t h a t p r o t o n i s n o t a s i n g l e , s o l i d 
o b j e c t b u t i t has a c e r t a i n s u b s t r u c t u r e . D e t a i l e d 
a n a l y s i s o f t h e data i s c o n s i s t e n t w i t h t h e e x i s t e n c e of 
quarks " i n s i d e " t h e hadrons. 
The d i s c o v e r y of and">^ f a m i l y and t h e charmed mesons 
i n t h e l a s t t h r e e y e a r s , has g i v e n more evidence t o suppor t 
t h e quark model. A l l t h e observed p r o p e r t i e s o f these 
p a r t i c l e s can be e x p l a i n e d by i n t r o d u c i n g t h e new "charmed 
quark". The t h e o r e t i c a l b a s i s i s p r o v i d e d by Quantum-
Chromodynamics, a non-Abelian gauge t h e o r y of s t r o n g i n t e r -
a c t i o n s i n whi c h f l a v o u r f u l and c o l o u r f u l quarks i n t e r a c t 
v i a exchange of an o c t e t of c o l o u r f u l , massless v e c t o r 
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g l u o n s ^ - The t h e o r y 1s 
[su ( 3 ) l M [suM] 
c o l o u r f l a v o u r 
where n = k w i t h u, d, s and c q u a r k s . Only c o l o u r s i n g l e t 
s t a t e s are supposed t o e x i s t i n n a t u r e . A l t h o u g h t h e r e a l 
w o r l d i s " c o l o u r l e s s " , t h e c o l o u r degree of freedom m a n i f e s t s 
i t s e l f i n v a r i o u s w a y s ^ . We can a p p l y t h e ideas of QCD 
• 
t o t h e o l d hadrons as w e l l as t h e new ones. But t h e s m a l l 
masses of t h e o l d hadrons and t h e i r many open channels 
make t h e s p e c t r o s c o p i c c a l c u l a t i o n s d i f f i c u l t . 
The problems of p e r f o r m i n g experiments w h i c h can p r o -
duce mesonic resonances have caused d i f f i c u l t i e s i n s t u d y i n g 
t h e meson s i d e o f t h e scheme. However, t h e c o l l i d i n g beams 
of e + - e~, pp a n n i h i l a t i o n and t h e h i g h s t a t i s t i c s meson 
p r o d u c t i o n e x p e r i m e n t s , which have become a v a i l a b l e r e c e n t l y , 
p r o v i d e a r i c h source of i n f o r m a t i o n about mesons. Since 
t h e symmetry r u l e s can l e a d us t o understand t h e dynamical 
s t r u c t u r e of hadrons, i t i s v e r y i m p o r t a n t t o s t u d y the 
problems of p a r t i c l e c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . T his t y p e of work w i l l 
be t h e main check of the SUC1*) and t h e o t h e r h i g h e r 
symmetries proposed f o r hadron dynamics. 
I n t h i s t h e s i s we s t u d y some of t h e mesons u s i n g t h e 
data f o r the r e a c t i o n s 
TT~P * (TlV)n 
7T~P • ( K + O n 
n
+ n • ( K + K ~ ) p 
Tl'p • ( I , V ) p 
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We s h a l l pay p a r t i c u l a r a t t e n t i o n t o mesons w i t h quantum 
numbers J r c = 0 + + . 
1.1 Survey of Meson Spectroscopy 
The L - e x c l t a t i o n quark model has p r o v i d e d a v e r y 
(l+ 5) 
economical d e s c r i p t i o n of t h e hadron s p e c t r o s c o p y ' . 
I n t h e model, we assume e x i s t e n c e of t h r e e d i f f e r e n t 
" f l a v o u r s " of q u a r k s , u, d, s, which are t h e main b u i l d i n g 
b l o c k s of t h e " c o n v e n t i o n a l p a r t i c l e s " . Since we s t u d y 
t h e " o l d p a r t i c l e s " i n t h i s t h e s i s , we l i m i t our d i s c u s s i o n 
t o t h r e e c l a s s i c a l quarks f o r t h e sake of s i m p l i c i t y . We 
g i v e t h e quantum numbers of t h e quarks i n Table 1.1. 
Type. I h S B I Q = I 3 * I / 2 
u(p) v1i/2 1i/2 0 V 3 1i/3 2/3 
d ( n ) 11/2 -1i/2 0 1./3 11/3 - V 3 
B ( X ) 0 0 -1 1i/3 -2/3 -1/3 
Table 1.1: The quantum numbers of 
t h e c l a s s i c a l q u arks, where 
Y = B + S. We show b o t h names 


















F i g u r e 1 .1 : 3 snd 3 r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s o f 
SU (3) - 3 c o n t a i n s quarks w h i l e 3 
c o n t a i n s a n t i - q u a r k s . 
Quarks belong t o t h e 3 r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of SU(3) and a n t i -
quarks belong t o 3 ( F i g . 1 . 1 ) . Mesons are q u a r k - a n t i - q u a r k 
s t a t e s and baryons are t h r e e quark s t a t e s . Quarks have 
s p i n h a l f and can undergo o r b i t a l e x c i t a t i o n s . I f we take 
pro d u c t of 
3 8 3 = 8 8 1 
3 fi 3 fi 3 = 10 © 8 © 8 ( 1 . 1 ) 
t h i s agrees w i t h t h e o b s e r v a t i o n t h a t mesons occur i n 8 
and 1 r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s , but baryons i n 10, 8 and 1. I n c l u d i n g 
the s p i n (SU(2)) we are l e d t o c o n s i d e r t he n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c 
o r b i t a l e x c i t a t i o n quark model based on 
SU(6) fi 0(3) (1.2) 
- H -
where the r o t a t i o n group 01 3) n r i s r p f r o m o r b 1 t .n 1 m o t i o n . 
The p a r i t y of an o r b i t a l s t a t e of a n g u l a r momentum L, 
i s 
P = f o r mesons ( 1 - 3 ) 
p = ( - ) L f o r baryons (l.h) 
and t h e t o t a l a n g u l a r momentum i s 
7 = ~L + s" ( 1 . 5 ) 
—» 
where S i s t h e t o t a l o f the s p i n o f quarks. S = 0 ,1 f o r 
mesons and 3/^ f o r baryons. Quarks are f e r m i o n s and 
so f o r a q-q p a i r , t h e C - p a r i t y of t h e n e u t r a l , Y = 0 
members should be 
C = ( - ) L + S ( 1 . 6 ) 
U s i n g ( 1 . 3 ) and ( 1 . 6 ) 
PC = ( - ) S + 1 ( 1 . 7 ) 
I f we d e f i n e t h e n a t u r a l and u n n a t u r a l p a r i t y f o r meson? 
such 
P = ( - ) J N a t u r a l P a r i t y ( 1 . 8 ) 
p = ( - ) J + 1 U n n a t u r a l P a r i t y ( 1 . 9 ) 
n a t u r a l p a r i t y mesons must have S = 1., s i n c e J = L - 1. 
So t h e i r PC must be p o s i t i v e . Hence t h e s t a t e s which have 
t h e quantum numbers 
J P C = 0 + " , l + _ , 2 + " , 3 + " . . . ( 1 . 1 0 ) 
a r e not. a l l o w e d f o r q - f j p a i r . T h e o n l y n t h u r mosonio 
s t a t e which i s f o r b i d d e n i n the ouark i;.odel h a p 
J P C = 0"". ( 1 . 1 1 ) 
I t would have t o have L = S because of i t s zero s p i n , but 
then by eg. ( 1 . 6 ) i t s C should be p o s i t i v e . 
We show t h e p r e d i c t e d SU(3) nonets t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g observed mesons i n Table 1 .2 . Only t h e 
J p c = 0 " + , 1"", 2 + + n o n c t s are c o m p l e t e l y f i l l e d w i t h w e l l -
e s t a b l i s h e d mesons. I''or n i l the o t h e r nonets we have 
problems; e i t h e r members of the nonet? are m i s s i n g or are 
not w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d , or t h e i r p r o p e r t i e s ire no*", w e l l 
known. The s i t u a t i o n f o r the baryon spectrum i s much b e t t e r . 
T h i s i s not s u r p r i s i n g s i n c e baryons are more d i r e c t l y 
a c c e s s i b l e e x p e r i m e n t a l l y . For i n s t a n c e baryon resonances 
may be observed i n f o r m a t i o n experiments (see F i g u r e 1 .2) 
whereas the l a c k of mesonic t a r g e t s p r e v e n t s such e x p e r i -
ments i n the case of rnesonst^ Meson s t a t e s a r e , 'n 
g e n e r a l j s t u d i e d by p r o d u c t i o n experiment? (see f o r 
example, F i g u r e 1 . 3 ) - This t y p e of experiment can s u f f e r 
\ K ( n ) > Kin) R Mesons Y N N N N N 
i'isrure. 1.. 2 F i g u r e 1.. 3 
t ) 
J = 1"~ meson s t a t e s can be found d i r e c t l y i n e e" 
c o l l i d i n g beam experiments, and pp a n n i h i l a t i o n r e a c t i o n s 





j I - 1/2. I - - l 1 = 0 1 = 0 
0 0 
1 i " v*l?*D) <t>(Loio) 
1 0 
0 + + 
































Table 1.?; A p o s s i b l e assignment of meson 
s t a t e s . We do n o t show t h e r a d i a l e x c i t a t i o n 
s t a t e s which would n o r m a l l y a r i s e i n any 
i n t e r - q u a r k p o t e n t i a l model. For example 
^'(1600) which are put i n L = 2, S = 1 s t a t e , 
c a n 'also be a l l o c a t e d t o a L = 0 r a d i a l 
e x c i t a t i o n s t a t e . 
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from l a c k o f s t a t i s t i c s s i n c e the "meson c l o u d " around the 
nuc l u o n i s d i f f u s e . Kvun when enough s t a t i s t i c s art' 
a v a i l a b l e , we have to overcome a d d i t i o n a l problems t o 
perform p a r t i a l wove a n a l y s i s . VJe need a dynamical 
p r o d u c t i o n model t o remove the unwanted baryon. Since 
quantum number r e s t r i c t i o n s a re s t r i n g e n t f o r meson 
systems, f o r o b s e r v i n g u n n a t u r a l p a r i t y meson resonances 
one needs at l e a s t t h r e e f i n a l s t a t e non-strange mesons. 
The a n a l y s i s of ruch t h r e e meson s t a t e s i s c o m p l i c a t e d b o t h 
t h e o r e t i c a l l y and e x p e r i m e n t a l l y . 
So f a r we have assumed t h a t t h e mesons nva quark-
n n t i - q u a r k s t a t e r . Tn t h e o r y t h e r e i s no reason why mesons 
cannot be ( q q q q ) , (qqqqqq) ... s t a t e s . The r e c e n t l y 
developed models of hadron dynamics, based on OCD, have 
e x p l o r e d t he p o s s i b i l i t y o f such s t a t e s . Moreover meson 
s t a t e s can be c o n s t r u c t e d o n l y w i t h gluons w i t h o u t anv 
(6,7,6) 
quarks . For i n s t a n c e J a f f e and Johnson have 
p r e d i c t e d a much r i c h e r meson spectrum w i t h s m a l l masses, 
u s i n g a c o l o u r e d - q u a r k - g l u o n model based on a s e m i - c l a s s i c a l 
(6,7) 
a p p r o x i m a t i o n t o the M.T.T. bag model . I n p a r t i c -
u l a r they have c l a s s i f i e d the observed - 0 + + mesons as 
(qqqq) s t a t e s . They have c l a i m e d t h a t t h e r e might be 
PC + + 
g l u o n i c hadrons ( u s u a l l y c a l l e d g l u e h a l l s . ^ w i t h J = 0 , 
2 + + mass around 960 MeV, CT +, 1"+, 2~ + mass about 1290 MeV, 
0 +", 1 + +, 2 +", 3 + + w i t h mass 1U60 KeV, 0 + +, 2 + + mass 1590 
MeV. These should be f l a v o u r and c o l o u r s i n g l e t s . These 
g l u e b a l l s would be r e l a t i v e l y narrow s i n c e t h e i r c o u p l i n g 
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t o normal hadrons v i o l a t e s t h e OZI r u l e . I f t h e y e x i s t , 
t h e y might be a r e l a t i v e l y i m p o r t a n t component i n t h e decay 
o f t h e new hadrons. The new mesons decay by a n n i h i l a t i o n 
i n t o g l u e which c o u l d r e s o n a t e b e f o r e c o n v e r t i n g i n t o 
c l a s s i c a l q u a r k s . These g l u o n i c hadrons must obey t h e decay 
s y s t e m a t i c of SU(3) f l a v o u r s i n g l e t s . Robson has a l s o p r e -
d i c t e d a r i c h spectrum of g l u e b a l l s , s u g g e s t i n g a model i n 
w h ich g l u e b a l l s can be c o n s t r u c t e d from b u i l d i n g b l o c k s 
(8) 
( g l u o n s ) , i n analogy w i t h t h e s i m p l e quark model . He 
i d e n t i f i e d t h e S*(980) as a g l u e b a l l . 
Let us t u r n t o the o t h e r a l t e r n a t i v e t h a t mesons are 
m u l t i q u a r k s t a t e s , such as c o n s t r u c t e d from two quarks and 
two a n t i - q u a r k s ( q q q q ) . A c c o r d i n g t o J a f f e and Johnson's 
p r e d i c t i o n s , t h e mesons made up as (qqqq) s t a t e s are expected 
t o be v e r y broad s i n c e a (qqqq) s t a t e c o u l d s i m p l y " f a l l 
a p a r t " i n t o two (qq) mesons. J a f f e has c l a i m e d t h a t t h e 
j r c = 0 + + mesons (£, S * , S ^ ) are t h e (qqqq) s t a t e s n o t t h e 
(7 ) 
( q q ) , L = 1, S = 1 s t a t e s of t h e c l a s s i c a l quark model . 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t t o i n t e r p r e t t h e known p r o p e r t i e s o f 0 + + 
mesons as t h e members of (qq) L = 1, S = 1 n o n e t , b u t as we 
do n o t have enough i n f o r m a t i o n about these mesons i t i s hard 
t o s e l e c t one o f these two a l t e r n a t i v e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s . 
T h i s i s a v e r y c r u c i a l area of t h e meson s p e c t r o s c o p y , i n 
p a r t i c u l a r e q u a l l y p o s s i b l e e x i s t e n c e o f g l u e b a l i s and 
( q q ) , (qqqq) s t a t e s p r e v e n t s us t o go f u r t h e r w i t h o u t 
h a v i n g enough i n f o r m a t i o n about these mesons. However 
r e c e n t l y observed (KK)S-wave enhancement a t M m ~ l » 3 GeV 
might p r o v i d e a c l u e ^ ) . There i s u n c e r t a i n t y about i t s 
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l s o s p i n . An Argonne group has c l a i m e d from K K p r o d u c t i o n 
d a t a t h a t i t has I = ( / 1 0 J whereas a. Notre-fiame group has 
assigned 1 = 1 from a study o f K°K° p r o d u c t i o n d a t a ^ . I n 
t h i s t h e s i s we s h a l l p r e s e n t s t r o n g evidence t o show t h a t 
t h e r e i s a I = 1 (KK) resonance w i t h M&1.3 GeV. Let us 
c a l l i t S. The e x i s t e n c e o f &(1300), i n a d d i t i o n t o t h e 
1 = 1 S(970), s u p p o r t s J a f f e ' s p r e d i c t i o n of h a v i n g two 
e n t i r e nonets of 0 + + mesons, one o f which c o n t a i n s (qqq"Zj) 
( 7 ) 
mesons, w h i l e t h e o t h e r covers (qq) mesons . I t w i l l be 
v e r y i m p o r t a n t t o observe t h e o t h e r members of t h e second 
0 + + n o n e t . 
J a f f e and Johnson have p r e d i c t e d t h e e x i s t e n c e o f 
o t h e r (qqqq) m u l t i p l e t s , w i t h masses below 1.6 GeV. For 
example J K = 0 + + 1 , 8, 27 SU(3) m u l t i p l e t s a t 1116 MeV, 
1 + + 1, 8 a t 1176 MeV, 1 + + 8, 8, 10, 10 a t 1223 MeV, 0 + + 
1, 8 a t l*fl8 MeV, 1 + + 1, 8, 27 a t 1*+51 MeV. They have 
no t e d t h a t l a r g e w i d t h s of these s t a t e s have made i t 
d i f f i c u l t t o observe them. They a l s o c l a i m e d e x i s t e n c e 
of (q$) s t a t e s h a v i n g quantum numbers which c l a s s i c a l 
quark model has f o r b i d d e n , namely t h e s t a t e s i n (1.10). 
I n c o n t r a s t t o t h e v e r y r i c h spectrum o f meson s t a t e s 
p r e d i c t e d by such t h e o r e t i c a l models, t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l 
meson spectrum i s v e r y poor. I t i s i m p o r t a n t t o o b t a i n as 
much e x p e r i m e n t a l i n f o r m a t i o n as p o s s i b l e about t h e meson 
spectrum, i n p a r t i c u l a r about t h e p r o b l e m a t i c a l 0 + + s t a t e s . 
Here we use a v a i l a b l e h i g h s t a t i s t i c s s p e c t rometer data t o 
shed l i g h t on these problems. 
- H+ -
1.2 J i r u = 0 Mesons 
We l i s t t h e known 0 + + mesons i n Table 1.3, showing 
t h e i r observed decay modes t o g e t h e r w i t h some of t h e 
processes i n w h i c h we observe them. We put q u e s t i o n marks 
a f t e r u n c e r t a i n mass or w i d t h v a l u e s . 
PC + ++ Apar t from t h e w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d J = 0" , 1 , 2 
n o n e t s , o n l y t h e 0 + + nonet has c a n d i d a t e s f o r a l l i t s 
members. Since t h e quantum numbers of t h e 0 + + mesons a l l o w 
them t o decay i n t o two 0" + meson s t a t e s , many o f t h e i r 
decay channels are e x p e r i m e n t a l l y a c c e s s i b l e . They are 
I S 
r 50 
T~p ( *+ir In 
s; f w>o 110 
\ in 
YT p —>>( v c * ) * p 
o + IT Ti. , v~*vr f T p —* ( •n + "") *\ 
\loo? Ti"p ("P^Tf)^ 
Table 1.3: The known 0 mesons 
i n t e r e s t i n g s t a t e s t o s t u d y f o r many reasons. They p r o v i d e 
a u s e f u l t e s t i n g ground f o r d y n a m i c a l models. Also t h e 
decay of these S-wave s t a t e s a r e s u i t a b l e f o r s t u d y i n g 
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symmetry b r e a k i n g e f f e c t s w i t h o u t k i n e m a t i c a l c o m p l i c a t i o n s 
They p r o v i d e i n f o r m a t i o n on t h e s p i n - o r b i t s p l i t t i n g i n t h e 
q u a r k - a n t i q u a r k i n t e r a c t i o n t h r o u g h comparison w i t h the 
,PC +• ++ 
J = 2 , and 1 s t a t e s . A comparison of t h e decay r a t e s 
o f t h e t h r e e d i f f e r e n t nonets ( J r c = 0 + +, 1 + + , 2 + + ) w i t h 
same q u a r k - a n t i - q u a r k r e l a t i v e o r b i t a l a n g u l a r momentum i s 
i m p o r t a n t f o r h i g h e r symmetry schemes^ 1 2^. We know t h a t 
uo, <k and f , f a re i d e a l l y mixed, w h i l e ^ i s m a i n l y i n o c t e t 
and i ^ 1 i n s i n g l e t . When we have an e s t a b l i s h e d 0 + + nonet, 
i t w i l l be v e r y i n t e r e s t i n g t o s t u d y i t s m i x i n g p r o p e r t i e s 
and t h e e x t e n t t o which i t s decays are governed by OZI r u l e . 
1 = 0 , 0 + + mesons, ha v i n g vacuum quantum numbers, can be 
n o t t h e ( q q ) s t a t e s , but c o n s t r u c t e d by some p e c u l i a r 
dynamical e f f e c t s , f o r i n s t a n c e they might be d i l a t o n s ^ ) . 
However, perhaps t h e most i m p o r t a n t reason t o s t u d y t h e O-4"*" 
s t a t e s i s t o c l a r i f y whether or not t h e r e e x i s t low l y i n g 
(qqqq) s t a t e s and g l u e b a l l s i n a d d i t i o n t o t h e c o n v e n t i o n a l 
quark model, ( q q ) s t a t e s . The d i s c o v e r y o f c-, whic h we 
d e s c r i b e i n p r e v i o u s s e c t i o n , has a l r e a d y opened t h i s 
q u e s t i o n up and made t h i s s u b j e c t a c r u c i a l area f o r f u r t h e r 
s t u d i e s . 
A l t h o u g h many decay channels of the 0 + + mesons are 
e x p e r i m e n t a l l y a c c e s s i b l e , i n p r a c t i c e t h e r e are s e v e r a l 
problems. We g e n e r a l l y observe these mesons as a r e s u l t of 
p h a s e - s h i f t a n a l y s e s . I n these a n a l y s e s , t h e L = 0 S-wave, 
being the lowest p a r t i a l wave, i s l e s s c o n s t r a i n e d by the 
e x p e r i m e n t a l o b s e r v a b l e s than t h e h i g h e r L = 1, 2, 3 ••• 
(P, D, F ...) waves. Moreover i t i s r e l a t i v e l y suppressed 
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due t o occ u r r e n c e o f (2L + 1) f a c t o r s i n the p a r t i a l wave 
de c o m p o s i t i o n of the cross s e c t i o n . W i t h t h e pr e s e n t 
accuracy o f exp e r i m e n t s , i t i s n o t easy t o d e t e r m i n e such 
low p a r t i a l wave c o n t r i b u t i o n s . The second c h a l l e n g e comes 
from t h e a m b i g u i t i e s i n h e r e n t i n p h a s e - s h i f t a n a l y s e s . 
These a m b i g u i t i e s have n o t h i n g t o do w i t h e x p e r i m e n t a l 
accuracy, even i f we have i n f i n i t e l y a c c u r a t e d a t a , t h e y 
w i l l o c c ur. More than one s e t of s o l u t i o n s can d e s c r i b e a 
g i v e n set of data and f u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n must be sought 
t o s e l e c t a unique s o l u t i o n . T his means i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
t o d e t ermine t h e S-wave r e l i a b l y and any s t r u c t u r e seen 
i n a S-wave a m p l i t u d e i s more suspect than those f o r t h e 
l e a d i n g p a r t i a l waves. 
Besides these g e n e r a l d i f f i c u l t i e s i n d e t e r m i n i n g an 
L = 0 a m p l i t u d e , t h e 0 + + mesons have t h e i r own problems. 
The 1 = 1 S(970) i s l o c a t e d j u s t below the KK t h r e s h o l d 
and c o n s e q u e n t l y i t i s not easy t o determine i t s para-
meters. A s i m i l a r problem occurs f o r S*(980). There i s 
doubt about whether i t i s a resonance, or a t h r e s h o l d 
e f f e c t , namely a cusp. The s i t u a t i o n i s c o m p l i c a t e d by 
u n c e r t a i n t y i n d e t e r m i n i n g on which of t h e Riemann sheets t h e 
pol e s occur. I n a d d i t i o n t o t h i s we do not observe t h e S* 
as a peak i n TTTT S-wave but r a t h e r i t i s l o c a t e d on a broad 
e l a s t i c background, which has been a t t r i b u t e d ' " ^ t o t h e 
£(1200) meson. Two o v e r l a p p i n g 1 = 0 S-wave resonances 
(S , £..) i n a two channels s i t u a t i o n (TTTT ^ K K ) m a k e s t h e 
problem o f unambiguous i d e n t i f i c a t i o n p a r t i c u l a r l y d i f f i -
c u l t . 
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For t he I = \ ^(l*+50) we may l o o k a t t h e r e c e n t 
a n a l y s i s of t h e SLAC data f o r t h e r e a c t i o n s 
YT p — > ( K * n + ) * 
a t 13 G e V / c ^ ) . They have found a s t r u c t u r e i n ( fcir ) 
S-wave a t around l A 5 GeV, about 250 MeV wide, l o c a t e d on 
an e l a s t i c , s l o w l y v a r y i n g background. However none of 
t h e f o u r s o l u t i o n s , t h a t t h e y have p r e s e n t e d , show 
s t r u c t u r e t h a t we can unambiguously i n t e r p r e t as two over-
l a p p i n g resonances. There i s d e f i n i t e l y one resonance i n 
( VCTT ) S-wave but i t s p r o p e r t i e s , and the n a t u r e of i t s 
background, i s u n c e r t a i n and we need more i n f o r m a t i o n t o 
i l l u m i n a t e t h e ( K i r ) S-wave a m p l i t u d e . 
We s h a l l s t u d y many of these problems u s i n g r e c e n t l y 
a v a i l a b l e h i g h s t a t i s t i c s di.-meson p r o d u c t i o n d a t a . I n 
some cases we s h a l l emphasise t h e n e c e s s i t y o f more e x p e r i -
mental i n f o r m a t i o n . 
1.3 Summaries of t h e Other Chapters 
The r e s t of t h i s t h e s i s i s planned as f o l l o w s : we 
s h a l l g i v e a b r i e f survey o f t h e r e c e n t h i g h - s t a t i s t i c s 
di-meson p r o d u c t i o n experiments i n Chapter I I . We s h a l l 
a l s o d i s c u s s t h e r e l a t i o n s among observables and a m p l i -
t u d e s , the Chew-Low fo r m u l a e f o r one-pion-exchange (OPE) 
a m p l i t u d e s , a b s o r p t i v e e f f e c t s , t h e exchange mechanisms of 
the r e a c t i o n s which we analyse i n t h i s t h e s i s . We s t u d y 
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t h e p r o p e r t i e s of t h e S* e f f e c t and i t s background ( t h e £ 
meson) i n Chapter I I I . We d i s c u s s the e f f e c t s of t h e 
v a r i o u s c o m b i n a t i o n s o f the S* poles on t h e complex energy-
squared plane and propose forms of p a r a m e t r l z a t i o n o f the 
co u p l e d channel (^' I r, KK) I = 0 , L = 0 a m p l i t u d e which 
a l l o w f o r t h e presence of o v e r l a p p i n g S* and £ resonances 
and p e r m i t a d e t e r m i n a t i o n of t h e i r parameters. I n p a r t i c -
u l a r we perform a coupled-channel a n a l y s i s of t h e data f o r 
th e r e a c t i o n s TTp — > ( T r + T T ' ) ^ and TT~p —•> ( U.+ vc~) *\ t o 
i n v e s t i g a t e t he p r o p e r t i e s of t h e S* and &. We s h a l l 
p r e s e n t an a n a l y s i s of the r e a c t i o n TTp — » (^~ P 
i n Chapter TV. We det e r m i n e t h e am p l i t u d e s as f u n c t i o n s of 
t i n A 2 and g resonance r e g i o n s and a l s o as a f u n c t i o n of 
th e e f f e c t i v e (K K°) mass i n t h e r e g i o n 1.0 ^ M^-^o ( 2 . 0 GeV. 
We s h a l l s t udy t h e p r o d u c t i o n mechanisms and t h e p r o p e r t i e s 
of the mesons, which can decay i n t o K~K° f i n a l s t a t e . We 
analys e t h e data f o r the r e a c t i o n s fl~p-»(K+K~)n and TT+n — > 
( K + K " ) p i n Chapter V. Here we use t h e r e s u l t s o f Chapter 
IV t o e l i m i n a t e t h e I = 0, I = 1 a m b i g u i t y . We s t u d y t h e 
L = 2 KK am p l i t u d e s o f these r e a c t i o n s i n d e t a i l . We 
c a l c u l a t e e x p l i c i t l y t h e e f f e c t of the mass d i f f e r e n c e of 
K+,K" and K°,K° and analyse t h e data w i t h M ^ < 1 . 1 GeV i n 
terms o f the S* and o mesons. F i n a l l y we p e r f o r m an 
U M " =—">& phase s h i f t a n a l y s i s i n Chapter 7= We d i s c u s s 
t h e p o s s i b l e c l a s s i f i c a t i o n schemes of t h e = 0 + + mesons 
i n Chapter VI and summarise our c o n c l u s i o n s i n Chapter V I I . 
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CHAPTER U 
Data and Formalism 
2.1 Survey o f TTTT and KR P r o d u c t i o n 
The e a r l y experiments o f di-meson p r o d u c t i o n r e a c t i o n s 
had l i m i t e d s t a t i s t i c s . Development of s p e c t r o m e t e r s over 
t h e past few years has p r o v i d e d f a c i l i t i e s t o p e r f o r m h i g h -
s t a t i s t i c s di-meson p r o d u c t i o n e x p e r i m e n t s . An example of 
such experiments has come from a Saclay group* •L '. They 
have r e p o r t e d t o t a l 30000 events o f T T ~ T T" and T T + T T " p r o -
d u c t i o n i n 1970. Three years l s t e r a B e r k e l e y group has 
pr e s e n t e b T > e s u l t o f t h e 32100 events of 
r e a c t i o n ^ * ) . i n 197I+ a CERN-Munich group completed a v e r y 
h i g h s t a t i s t i c s s t u d y o f r e a c t i o n 
T T ' p — » "n + T T in 
( o v e r 300000 events J ^ 1 ^ . The ^ " n — ^ T : i n t e r a c t i o n has 
been s t u d i e d e x t e n s i v e l y u s i n g the data of these e x p e r i -
ments. For d e t a i l e d reviews o f the "*T IT i n t e r a c t i o n s we 
r e f e r t o the book by M a r t i n , Morgan and S h a w ^ ^ and t h e 
CERN Report by P e t e r s e n ^ l 8 ) . We s h a l l use t h e da t a o f the 
II z r 
CERN-Munich experiment t o s t u d y t he S - t problem. 
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S i x h i g h i s t a t i s t i c s e xperiments hnve been c a r r i e d o u t 
of (KK) p r o d u c t i o n i n r e c e n t y e a r s . We l i s t t hese e x p e r i -
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Since t h e KK s t a t e i s a p a r t i c l e - a n t i - p a r t i c l e s t a t e , i t 
has t h e p r o p e r t i e s (22) 
P 1 KK > = ( - ) L 1 KK > 
C I KK > = ( - ) L | YK> 




where P and C a r e t h e p a r i t y and t h e charge c o n j u g a t i o n 
o p e r a t o r s r e s p e c t i v e l y , G i s t n e G p a r i t y , L i s t n e s p i n o f 
th e KK system and I i s t h e t o t a l i s o s p l n , i t can have 
va l u e s 
I = 0,1 (2.1+) 
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Thus t h e a l l o w e d quantum numbers f o r KK s t a t e s are 
J P C = 0 + +, 1", 2 + + , 3"" (2.5) 
For a g i v e n J 1 ^ , I can be 0 or 1. 
The K° K° system can o n l y have even v a l u e s o f a n g u l a r s s 
momentum. For a two i d e n t i c a l s p i n - z e r o p a r t i c l e s , Bose 
s t a t i s t i c s do not a l l o w odd v a l u e s of the a n g u l a r momentum. 
T h e r e f o r e , t h e K°K° s t a t e s , which can decay t h r o u g h the 
K SK S s t a t e , can o n l y have t h e quantum numbers 
J r c = 0 + +, 2 + + , h++ (2.6) 
The K°K~ system has Q = -1 and t h e r e f o r e can o n l y have 
1 = 1 . 
The TTTT s t a t e has the same quantum numbers of those 
i n e<j. (2.5) • Since "mr system has G = + , f r o m e<j. (2.3) 
L + I = even (2.7) 
where L, I are the s p i n and i s o s p i n of the TITT system; 
f o r t h e Tin system we can have 
I = 0, 1, 2 . (2.8) 
The e q u a t i o n (2.7) separates o u t i s o s p i n v a l u e s of t h e 
T\tT system f o r a g i v e n v a l u e o f L. T h i s r e s t r i c t i o n does 
not h o l d f o r t h e KK system. T h i s means i f we observe a 
new resonance i n t h e KK system, i t i s not s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d 
t o a s s i g n i t s i s o s p i n . On t h i s p o i n t t he K"K° system i s 
p a r t i c u l a r l y u s e f u l t o d e t e r m i n e t h e i s o s p i n of resonances 
of t h e KK system. Moreover, t h e K g t ^ system, which has o n l y 
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J = even a m p l i t u d e s , 1s a l s o v e r y v a l u a b l e i n s o r t i n g out 
t h e p h a s e - s h i f t a m b i g u i t i e s of the KK p r o d u c t i o n . 
The charge-exchange processes 
I T " p > IT"* TT~ Y\ 
IT • p > V C + VC~ vi 
TT+ Y\ > Vt* VlT p 
T T - p — > (2.9) 
have t h e common f e a t u r e of dominance of one-pion exchange 
a m p l i t u d e s i n t h e f o r w a r d s c a t t e r i n g r e g i o n . T h i s f e a t u r e 
a l l o w s us t o s t u d y TTTi —"> 1 1 1 1 and "nT> — * V C K i n t e r a c t i o n s 
by i s o l a t i n g t h e p i o n exchange a m p l i t u d e s . At the meson 
v e r t e x " f i l IT T O of t h e r e a c t i o n 
TT h) — > n TT Kl 
G p a r i t y must be always n e g a t i v e . T h i s c o n d i t i o n a l l o w s 
o n l y a s m a l l number o f exchanges. Since t h e r e i s no such 
c o n d i t i o n f o r t h e KK system, t h e number of a l l o w e d exchanges 
i s l a r g e r . The r i c h n e s s of a l l o w e d exchanges f o r t h e KK 
p r o d u c t i o n c o m p l i c a t e s t h e i s o l a t i o n of t h e one-pion-
exchange (OPE) a m p l i t u d e s . 
The KK p r o d u c t i o n mechanism i n the r e a c t i o n 
TT~ p » fc" p (2.10) 
i s d i f f e r e n t from those i n (2.9). The p o s s i b i l i t y of t h e 
exchange of vacuum quantum numbers a l l o w s t h e exchange of 
pomeron, f , e t c . , and t h e p i o n exchange i s o n l y a l l o w e d 
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f o r t h e J = odd a m p l i t u d e s by t h e G p a r i t y s e l e c t i o n r u l e . 
T h e r e f o r e t h i s r e a c t i o n i s not a good p l a c e t o s t u d y t he 
one-pion exchange a m p l i t u d e s , however i t i s v e r y u s e f u l i n 
d e t e r m i n i n g t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n s o f t h e o t h e r exchanges i n t h e 
KK p r o d u c t i o n . 
2.2 Observables and Amplitudes 
We c o n s i d e r processes of the type 
processes are f u n c t i o n s o f f i v e k i n e m a t i c a l v a r i a b l e s . We 
choose these v a r i a b l e s t o be (see F i g . 2.1) 
s = ( p 1 + p 2 ) 2 
(2.11) 
where v»v are mesons. The a m p l i t u d e s d e s c r i b i n g these 
t (P P ) 
( P . + Pi . ) (2.12) 
e 4> , di-meson decay angles i n the m-inu r e s t frame. 
At g i v e n i n c i d e n t momentum, 
TT 
N 
m t h e process can be d e s c r i b e d 1 
by f o u r v a r i a b l e s , namely m 
t , M,0 and 4> i n (2.12). The 
decay angles 9 . (p can be 
N measured e i t h e r i n t h e t 
channel ( G o t t f r i e d - J a c k s o n ) 
F i g u r e 2.1; Diagram of or s-channel ( h e l i s i t y ) 
process n NJ — > ro\xtnx NJ. 
PA are t h e four-momenta 
o f t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g 
p a r t i c l e s . 
frame. The s p e c i f i c a t i o n 
of these two frames i s shown 




F i e u r e 2.2; The s and t channel frames. 
The two frames are r e l a t e d by a 
r o t a t i o n \ about t h e normal t o 
th e TT hJ -—••> w i ^ ^ N J r e a c t i o n plane. 
The e x p e r i m e n t a l i n f o r m a t i o n c o n s i s t s o f an i n t e n s i t y 
d i s t r i b u t i o n , f o r a g i v e n i n c i d e n t momentum: 
clcr (2.13) 
The l e f t - h a n d s i d e o f (2.13) corresponds t o t h e number o f 
events i n the element d M dl t c i - f l - • On t h e r i g h t hand 
s i d e f i r s t term i s p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e number of events i n 
th e elementdPIdt and i t i s t h e i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y 
(2.1*) 
W l © , Cp) s p e c i f i e s t h e m l 5m 2 a n g u l a r d i s t r i b u t i o n . I t 
can be expanded i n terms of s p h e r i c a l harmonics 
WlB , < M = £ < Y 7 h > | U Y? , I 6,*) (2.15) 
where / Y 3 > are t h e e x p e c t a t i o n v a l u e s of t h e c o r r e s -
ponding s p h e r i c a l harmonics and a r e c a l l e d t h e n o r m a l i s e d 
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moments. The e x p e r i m e n t a l data a re u s u a l l y p r e s e n t e d i n 
th e form 
A M ( M ; 0 = N < V 7 n > (2.16) 
as f u n c t i o n s o f M and t . 's are g e n e r a l l y c a l l e d t h e 
M 
unn o r m a l i s e d moments. 
The i n t e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n d e f i n e d i n e.gj. (2.13) may 
be expressed i n terms of h e l i c i t y a m p l i t u d e s . I f we r e s t r i c t 
o u r s e l v e s t o t h e case t h a t produced mesons have s p i n z e r o , we 
can d e f i n e t h e h e l i c i t y a m p l i t u d e s , e i t h e r i n t or s-channel, 
as 
H ^ " 11, m, e,*) (2.i7) 
f o r f i x e d v a l u e of i n c i d e n t momentum. Here \ A denote t h e 
i n i t i a l and f i n a l n u cleon h e l i c i t y components. The normal-
i z a t i o n of these a m p l i t u d e s i s such t h a t 
is _ _ _ L y I u i , l l M (2.18) 
To d i s c u s s t h e p r o d u c t i o n of t h e di-meson system, i t i s 
co n v e n i e n t t o decompose «~1 ^ i n t o a sum of H y ^ > R a m p l i -
t u d e s , c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o t h e p r o d u c t i o n o f di-meson s t a t e s 
o f s p i n L and h e l i s i t y A . I g n o r i n g t h e channel l a b e l 
H ^ ( b,M , b ( ( l > ) = Z ( i L 4 i i / L H ^ l t , h ) c \ L ( 9 » e a 4 > . (2.19) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g i n t o t h e e<j. (2.18) 
d M a t a t a L , > M L t , x t v 
e 
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We d e f i n e the spin d e n s i t y matrix elements f o r di-meson 
production 
^ L l i H ^ j ' h ^ (2.21) 
where N i s given by eq. (2.1*0. Using eqs. (2.15), (2.20) 
and (2.21) we can express the normalised moments i n terms 
of the spin d e n s i t y matrix elements: 
t 
L \ L X 2-3 + 1 
1/2. 
where C t ,, ^ . 7 V M ,VM \^ f \M"> denote Clebsch-Gordan c o e f f i c i e n t s 
Note th a t the r e l a t i o n s (2.19)-(2.22) are equally v a l i d i n 
terms of e i t h e r t or s-channel h e l i s i t y amplitudes. The 
e x p l i c i t expansions of eq. (2.22) are l i s t e d i n Appendix I 
i n the case L,, .^ U f \ Aft, I ; \ X R l \ 4 1 . As the 
experimental data are given more conveniently i n terms of 
moments, i n the presence of more than one spin s t a t e of 
produced di-meson system, we u s u a l l y do not have i n f o r m a t i o n 
d i r e c t on L ' s • Instead we have i n f o r m a t i o n on l i n e a r 
combinations of de n s i t y matrix elements. 
I t i s u s e f u l f o r the d e s c r i p t i o n of t-channel exchanges 
to d e f i n e the f o l l o w i n g combinations of the amplitudes ( i n 
e i t h e r the t or s-channel frames) 
A \ 0 A" A 0 • 
At h i g h energies the amplitudes and H\~ describe 
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the production of a di-meson system by n a t u r a l and unnatural 
p a r i t y exchange, r e s p e c t i v e l y J . 
The t and s-channel amplitudes are r e l a t e d by usual 
crossing r e l a t i o n s . These r e l a t i o n s are discussed i n 
reference (17) i n f u l l g e n e r a l i t y , here we summarise some 
of the r e s u l t s : The crossing matrices are block diagonal 
i n terms of H L~ amplitudes defined i n (2.23). The ampli-
tudes w i t h exchange of d e f i n i t e n a t u r a l i t y are r e l a t e d among 
themselves by crossing. The crossing transformation on the 
nucleon h e l i c i t i e s has the f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s : I t i s 
diagonal i n the forward d i r e c t i o n f o r the unnatural and 
n a t u r a l p a r i t y exchanges amplitudes, i . e . f l i p — > f l i p , 
n o n - f l i p —» n o n - f l i p . Except very close to the forward 
d i r e c t i o n , the unnatural p a r i t y exchange amplitudes t r a n s -
form i n an a n t i - d i a g o n a l way f o r the nucleon h e l i s i t y 
( f l i p —»non-flip) w h i l e the transformation continues to be 
approximately diagonal f o r the n a t u r a l p a r i t y exchange 
amplltudes. 
2.3 Properties and Formalism of One-Pion -
Exchange Amplitudes 
Most of our knowledge on TTTi—^TlTi^v. i n t e r a c t i o n s 
has been obtained from studies of the one-pion-exchange 
(OPE) processes: 
TT W •> T« TT N 
TT N —"> KVLN. (2.2*0 
The Importance of these processes i s due to the dominance 
of the OPE c o n t r i b u t i o n . I f we can i s o l a t e t h i s c o n t r i b u t i o n 
the associated H »—» HIV, kR amplitudes f o l l o w immediately. 
However there are complications. We never observe the one-
pion-exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n alone i n the processes of the 
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type of (2.2*+). There are several other amplitudes g i v i n g 
c o n t r i b u t i o n s to the observables besides the OPE ampli-
tudes. The amplitudes, corresponding to non-OPE exchanges 
can give sizeable c o n t r i b u t i o n s , s p e c i a l l y i n KK production 
processes. Therefore we have to take i n t o account a l l 
possible exchanges and important c o r r e c t i o n s a r i s i n g from 
absorptive e f f e c t s . I n order to do t h i s we should have a 
dynamical model, together w i t h high s t a t i s t i c s data to 
give i n f o r m a t i o n on these amplitudes. 
We should e x t r a p o l a t e the s c a t t e r i n g region amplitudes 
to the pion pole, i n order to determine the p h y s i c a l 
TTTT > TITT(idvc.) amplitudes. Let us consider the diagram 
shown i n Fig. 2.3- Even i f we ignore a l l other c o n t r i b -
u t i o n s , the processes' of 
type (2.2*f) cannot give 
d i r e c t l y the p h y s i c a l 
TTM —•> TTTf (vevO amplitudes. 
Roughly speaking the physical 
amplitudes f o r the reactions 
1n (2.2*+) are i n the form 
Figure 2.3: OPE Diagram 
i n processes 
-a N — > TTTT( Itvt) KJ. 
R i s a meson resonance. 
.TT(K) 
TT(K) 
A ~ V ( NTT M) — F l O p|( TT TT —") Ti u (KVt)) (2.25) 
where V I ^ T T N ) i s the vertex f u n c t i o n d e s c r i b i n g the 
bottom vertex i n F i g . 2.3, l/( t - v»l) i s the OPE propagator, 
F ( t ) i s a form f a c t o r s a t i s f y i n g F ( * * n ^ = l > and 
P(TTTI — ) n i ; ( k i O ) are the p h y s i c a l TrTi •> TT TT ( K. K ) 
amplitudes. I n order t o determine the we 
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have to c a l c u l a t e V(MirNJ') a n d F ( t ) . The form of the 
V( Mu N) vertex f u n c t i o n can be determined using th<? 
Feynman diagram techniques. The most model independent way 
to determine F ( t ) i s to f i t the t-dependence of A i n the 
r e l a t i o n (2.25) bearing i n mind the c o n d i t i o n F l ^ ^ l . 
I n t h i s way we c;-m determine the TfTT -—"> 7T Ti ^K- £.) amplitudes 
from TT N — > UTTIKVDM OPE amplitudes up to some known 
kin e m a t i c a l f a c t o r s . This e x t r a p o l a t i o n method was 
(plf) 
o r i g i n a l l y proposed by Goebel, and by Chew and Low , 
( ? S ) 
and a d e t a i l e d c a l c u l a t i o n was given by F e r r a r i and S e l l e r i 
D i f f e r e n t conventions used by the d i f f e r e n t authors prevent 
the use of t h e i r r e s u l t s d i r e c t l y . Therefore we review the 
c a l c u l a t i o n using the c u r r e n t l y accepted convention. 
We f o l l o w the convention given i n the book by 
(26) 
Pilkuhn . We give the d e f i n i t i o n of the S-matrlx, the 
no r m a l i z a t i o n of the s t a t e s , the cross s e c t i o n , e t c . i n 
Appendix I I . 
Consider the diagram i n F i g . 2.3* We d e f i n e the 
ki n e m a t i c a l v a r i a b l e s such 
s = ( q 4 + q 2) 
* = <Q2 - P3>' 
^ = (p + p ) 2 = p 2 (2.26) 
1 2 R 
©, 4» Polar angles of produced "mrlvcic.) 
i n the R r e s t frame 
We normalise the s c a t t e r i n g matrix element T f o r t h i s 
process so th a t 
T = V I NJ Ti T T I t , H —>Ti«lK V.)). (2.27) 
The terms on right-hand side of the eq. (2.27) are the 
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same as (2.25)• We introduce the shorthand n o t a t i o n : 
Z = T ( TTTT > TTT; ( £ ) ) . ( 2 * 2 8 ) 
The S-matrix element 
^ . V . U i O ' ^ - v ^ - f i . f t - ^ > v i N ; T . i v / ) ^ ~ Z . (2.29) 
Using eqiS. ( A . I I . 9 ) and (A.II.13) we can w r i t e the cross 
s e c t i o n : 
1 vi J ^ l 1 " 
cicr = C* L'PsU; P P, P, ) V l N J n l s j ) - — L 
As we do not have any nucleon p o l a r i s a t i o n i n f o r m a t i o n , we 
average over the i n i t i a l nucleon h e l i c i t y s t a t e s and sum 
over the f i n a l nucleon h e l i c i t y s t a t e s . I n eq. (2.30) only 
V I NTi N) depends on the nucleon h e l i c i t i e s . I n Appendix 
I I I we show 
4-2 I V i N J ^ N ^ f = - G Z { ) (2.31) 
where £ l A - = 14. & ( 2 7 ) . 
The L o r e n t z - i n v a r i a n t phase-space element i n ecj. 
( 2 , 3 0 ) j a V 
(2.32) 
can De re-wnr^en as 
; ( ^ [ M 5 ; ^ , ^ j | ' \ ( 2.33) 
(see Appendix I V ) . S u b s t i t u t i n g e<^s. (2.31) and (2.33) 
i n t o e<j. (2.30) we obt a i n 
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So f a r we have e x p l i c i t l y c a l c u l a t e d the NTTM vertex 
f a c t o r and the (TTM —>ff.N) phase-space element. The 
c ) U p s ( Mv; f l f J \T\L (2.35) 
describes the subprocess 
Tf Tf y R » I T Ti , I UL VC ) . 
At t h i s point we t r e a t the exchanged pion as an on-shell 
r e a l p a r t i c l e ; the o f f - s h e l l e f f e c t s are described by the 
F ( t ) f a c t o r . We show i n Appendix V that 
J i l - . ^ M 1 ; p .) l t l l = i U M p Z U l + n|T L( nit -»n,7U*))| 
- f l ' t=o (2.35) 
where J represents the i n t e g r a t i o n over the s o l i d angle 
element d -TL - dl <\> cA c<^> 9 , p = ( M l/i, - i * V , ) / l - i s the 
Tv» I Uu.) centre of mass momentum. Recall t h a t 
dM 2 = 2MdM (2.36) 
and i n the l a b o r a t o r y system ( c . f . (A.IT.12) ) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g eqs. (2.35), (2.36), (2.37) i n t o etj. (2.3*0, 
we f i n d 
This equation i s the r e s u l t t h a t we seek. The r i g h t 
hand side contains only known f a c t o r s except F ( t ) and the 
T,.. Once we determine F ( t ) we can obtain the TTir —» 7\" 
p a r t i a l wave amplitudes, T }^ immediately. Note 
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that, the eq. (2.38) i s the cross-section of the TT N > 
n n I \£ vcl W process. For observed processes w i t h d e f i n i t e 
charges (such as ^ f —^Ti^TT v) ) w e n n v e %0 include the 
appropriate i s o s p i n Clebsch-Gordan c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
The OPE amplitudes have d i s t i n c t i v e f e a t u r e s . They 
have the pole ^/(t-v~> l n) , and vanish as • F T . t t . o . 
These two f a c t o r s give a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c t-dependence. The 
OPE amplitudes have the pure nucleon h e l i c i t y n o n - f l i p 
s t r u c t u r e and produce only h e l i c i t y zero states of the 
TT TT ( system i n the t-channel. These p r o p e r t i e s can be 
proved by n o t i c i n g the TT has spin zero, t h e r e f o r e = m 
should be zero f o r the NN and TT(TTT»1 , TT(fcfc) systems. So 
f o r pure OPE, only ^ Y m ^ ) moments of produced d1-meson 
system can be d i f f e r e n t from zero i n the t-channel (see 
Appendix I ) . But experiments show non-zero < Y 
ments i n the t-channel ( l 6 ' 1 9 ' 2 0 ' 2 l \ This i n d i c a t e s 
the existence of absorptive c o r r e c t i o n s and amplitudes 
produced by other exchanges. 
The absorptive c o r r e c t i o n s to OPE amplitudes have been 
ex t e n s i v e l y studied f o r the r e a c t i o n TP p —-?» TT+TI~ f (see 
reference (17) and references t h e r e i n ) . Let us assume t h a t 
only the L = 0,^=0 Hy,> " 71 ^ * ) production ampli-
tude i s produced by OPE i n the t-channel. I g n o r i n g the 
t e f f e c t , by crossing we f i n d the s-channel amplitudes min 
r - T - H,,., ~ T T (2-39) >X0 t - ^ \ A* A 0 t 
which vanish at t = 0. The data do not agree w i t h t h i s 
p r e d i c t i o n . For example the £ meson production cross-section 
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i n TT~p — > T T\~y\ does not vanish at t = 0. This has been 
explained by the absorptive c o r r e c t i o n s to the ampli-
tudes which do not vanish at t = 0. The simplest pheno-
menological way to introduce such c o n t r i b u t i o n s i s to add 
a constant to the P j j amplitudes 
M, - + C . (2AO) 
The Williams model^2®^ or the "Poor Man Absorption" 
(29) 
d e s c r i p t i o n assumes C = 1. We can l e t C be a complex 
n u m b e r ^ 0 ) . The authors of r e f . (30) have found a s o l u t i o n 
w i t h a small imaginary part of C. I f we choose C to be a 
r e a l constant, we can make some s p e c i f i c p r e d i c t i o n s : 
( i ) a l l h e l i c i t y amplitudes, f o r a given L, have a common 
phase, ( i i ) a l l amplitudes, i n c l u d i n g the predict e d non-
OPE amplitudes, are pure nucleon h e l i c i t y f l i p i n the s-
3 
channel (except the n e g l i g i b l e H + + OPE amplitude), 
( i i i ) f o r the t-channel amplitudes 
H U H " x / u T T i ) + +1 
where C(M) i s a r e a l f u n c t i o n of the di-meson e f f e c t i v e 
mass M and L i s the spin of the produced TTIT system^*) 
D e t a i l e d f i t s t o the experimental data have shown t h a t 
C(M) can be parametrized as a polynomial i n M, and a l l 
these p r e d i c t i o n s are consistent w i t h the d a t a ^ 2 ' ^3) t
2.W Exchanges and Amplitudes 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n we discuss the allowed exchanges f o r 
the f o l l o w i n g di-meson production processes: 
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n"p > TT^Ti n 
Tf p > ^ *l ^ 
TT tJ * ^ + *~ ^ 
T f + 0 * fc+ Vt ' f> 
TT- p > It's p • (2-W2) 
I n p a r t i c u l a r we want to determine the exchange c o n t r i b -
u t i o n s to the s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes. P a r i t y and 
G-parity conservation gives r e l a t i o n s between h e l i c i t y 
amplitudes i n terms of the quantum numbers of the exchanged 
o b j e c t ^ 2 - ^ . Assume the process 1 + 2—>3 + i s mediated 
by the exchange of a Regge pole w i t h i n t r i n s i c p a r i t y n, 5 j ^ = (-) , i s o s p i n I i n the 
V» 1 , (Fi g - 2 A ) . We can apply 
p a r i t y and G-parity conservation 
at v e r t i c e s A and B. I n terms of 
s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes, the 
r e s u l t s of t h i s procedure a r e ^ 2 ^ : 
Figure 2 A 
P a r i t y at vertex A: 
P a r i t y at vertex B: 
Assuming 2 and k are the same type of p a r t i c l e , G-parity 
at vertex A: 
t-channel 
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where S., X;, -^ are the sp i n , h e l i c i t y and i n t r i n s i c 
p a r i t y of p a r t i c l e s 1, 2, 3, *+ r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
I f we only consider production of the meson i n the 
processes i n (2.**2), we can describe them by a s i n g l e 
diagram (Figure 2.5), where R i s the produced meson w i t h 
spin L, h e l i c i t y ^ , and 
i n t r i n s i c p a r i t y ^ . Re-
c a l l i n g 0 , s ^ i / * , 
V s " « V + a n d 
f i x i n g ^ - + i / l we can 
r e - w r i t e (2.l+3)-(2.1+5) i n 
simpler forms: Figure 2.5 
t L + >. + 1 , S H ~ h -C vi (-) H (2.W7) 
Let us consider the nucleon h e l i c i t y n o n - f l i p amplitude 
( i . e . > = + 1/7.), taking ^ = 0 , from equation (2.W7) 
Hs =1^1 Hs 
which gives 
Recall the n a t u r a l and unnatural p a r i t y d e f i n i t i o n f o r 
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mesons 
y. = (-)k Natural P a r i t y 
= (-) Unnatural P a r i t y . 
Eq. (2.*+9) i m p l i e s t h a t a meson w i t h n a t u r a l p a r i t y i n 
X^=0 st a t e can only be produced by unnatural p a r i t y 
exchange and v i c e versa. 
For any value of ^ R w i t h ^ = using (2A8) 
which implies t h a t only exchanges which can s a t i s f y the 
c o n d i t i o n 
G ^ = ( - ) * (2.50) 
can give a c o n t r i b u t i o n to the nucleon h e l i c i t y n o n - f l i p 
amplitudes i n the s-channel. 
Now we take ^ = + 1/1 , / \ ^ = - t / l _ , using equations 
(2.W6) and (2.W 
which together give 
The l a s t r e l a t i o n shows that only exchanges which can 
s a t i s f y the c o n d i t i o n 
G = + J (2.51) 
can give c o n t r i b u t i o n to the nucleon h e l i c i t y f l i p ampli-
tudes i n the s-channel. 
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I t i s u s e f u l t o know the small | . t | behaviour .'.'of the 
d i f f e r e n t amplitudes, so we can i d e n t i f y the amplitudes by 
studying t h e i r small ' I t I r egion s t r u c t u r e . Near the forward 
d i r e c t i o n , h e l i c i t y amplitudes have c h a r a c t e r i s t i c behaviour 
described by the kinem a t i c a l "half-angle f a c t o r s " which 
express the conservation of angular momentum along the 
d i r e c t i o n of motion. I n the process Ti -t NH1") > + 
H* ~- t r ) (2.52) 
The t-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes have s i m i l a r s m a l l - t 
behaviour, consistent w i t h those of s-channel amplitudes 
and the crossing r e l a t i o n s ^ - ? ) . 
Now we discuss the exchange mechanism of the processes 
i n (2A2) i n d i v i d u a l l y : 
n T T - p 
(TT +TT-) 
Because t h i s i s a 
charge exchange process, 
the exchanged p a r t i c l e 
(or Regge pole) has 
1 = 1. The ( TT + TI~) 
system has d e f i n i t e 
G-parity G = + so at 
the top vertex of F i g . 
2.6 G = -, as the pion 
has G = -. Therefore only exchanges w i t h I G = 1" can give 
c o n t r i b u t i o n to t h i s process. I g n o r i n g the low l y i n g 




TT ( I G = l " , J P = 0") Unnatural P a r i t y 
A 1 ( I G =1", J P = 1 +) Unnatural P a r i t y 
A 2 ( I G = 1", J P = 2 +) Natural P a r i t y . (2.53) 
Using eq. (2.23) and eqs. (2.>+9)-(2.52), we summarise 
the possible exchanges i n Table 2.2: 
E X C \r\ CA. v, i ^ p f ^ 
V\ C_ (- • c'. i «-J t l^f. U PL- N f 6 
H + - Q IT 
fit c 
H::i TT - t 
H + * 1 ft, / - T 
- t 
Table 2.2: Regge exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
to the s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes 
i n process TTD * TT"* TT~ Y\ . 
I I ) TT" p > K> K° ~ 
TT _ p » V.+ v\ 
V * > tt* vt~p 
These are a l l charge exchange processes t h e r e f o r e we 
need 1 = 1 exchange. The (KK) system has G = ( - ) ^ + ^ , where 
L i s the spin of (KK) system and I = 0, 1 i s the t o t a l 
i s o s p i n . At the TT(KK) vertex we can have G = +,- w i t h 
G = - ( - ) k + * . The allowed exchanges f o r these processes 
have I G = 1~, 1 +. We have l i s t e d I G = 1" exchanges i n 
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(2.53) • The known T. = 1 + Regge t r a j e c t o r i e s are: 
B ( I G = 1 + J p = 1 +) Unnatural P a r i t y 
Z ( I G = 1 + J p = 2") Unnatural P a r i t y 
The Z i s the exchange-degenerate partner of ^ . 
The G-parity s e l e c t i o n r u l e shows which exchanges can 
c o n t r i b u t e to the amplitudes w i t h d e f i n i t e L and I of the 
(KK) system: 
L = even I = even G = -, ( TV , A]_, A 2) 
L = even I = odd G = + ,(B, Z, f ) 
L = odd I = even G = +,(B, Z , f ) 
L = odd I = odd G = TT ,A 1,A 2). (2.55) 
o o 
As we have explained i n Section 2.1, the KgKg system 
can only have even values of L. 
There i s a very u s e f u l r e l a t i o n between amplitudes of 
f ( 1 ° = 1 + J P = 1") Natural P a r i t y . (2.5*0 
(3^,35) 





B 11 $ • • * • ^TT-,B 9 • • • • 
n n 
Figure 2.7 
For the meson v e r t i c e s of F i g . 2.7 the i s o s p i n Clebsch-
Gordan c o e f f i c i e n t s give 
- ko -
< TT T1 + | Vs V. ; I - 0 > = < TT+TT- I VC K; I * 0> 
< TT" l i + | VC VC ; 1= 0 > = < TT + P>"1 KK", 1 = 0> (2.56) 
and 
< i r TTM K * ; I * 1 > = - < TT+TT l vc ; I * O 
< TT- e>+ I vc vc • 1 = 1 > = - < T r + G>" I K K 1= 1 > . (2.57) 
Therefore i f we denote FUTT p) as the amplitude of the 
process TT~p —-> Y?VT * , AU^) a s t n a t f o r v> K.*K~ 
and A(I = 0 ) , A(I = 1) as amplitudes f o r producing I = 0,1 
of (KK)system r e s p e c t i v e l y , then (2.56) and (2.57) give 
A(Tt" p) = A ( I = 0) + A(I = 1) 
A ( u + n ) = A ( I = 0) - A(I = 1) . (2.58) 
Using e«j. (2.23) and e<js. (2.W9)-(2.52), we l i s t i n 
Table 2.3 the Regge exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o the s-channel 
h e l i c i t y amplitudes f o r the charge-exchange processes 
i t N N . 
Ex CVULA c\ e i 
U P t NPE S v-vcJU. - b 






H i t , 
H + + I A* 
Table Regge exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n s to the 
s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes i n charge-exchange 
T T N — > U f c l N processes. 
- hi -
i n ) n~p => K p 
Here we can have I = 0 or 1 exchange. The (K°K~) 
system has 1 = 1 and G = ( - ) L + I . Therefore at the TT ( K° K") 
vertex G = ( - ) L , and exchanges w i t h I G = 0 +»~,l +»~ are 
allowed. We have l i s t e d the I G = 1~'+ exchanges i n (2.53) 
and (2.5*0, the dominant 1 = 0 ' exchanges are: 
fl> ( I G = 0 +, J p = 0+) Natural P a r i t y 
J ( I G = 0 +, J P = 2 +) Natural P a r i t y 
u^»(lG = 0", J P = 1") Natural P a r i t y (2.59) 
where we ignore low l y i n g and H t r a j e c t o r i e s . The G-
p a r i t y r u l e G = ( - ) ^ shows which exchanges can c o n t r i b u t e 
to the amplitudes producing a spin L of the (K°K") system: 
L = even G = + ( IP, f ) 
L = even G = + (B,Z,f) 
L = odd G = - (uu ) 
L = odd G = - ( T T A 1 A 2 ) . (2.60) 
Using e^. (2.23) and eqs. (2.W-(2.52) we l i s t i n 
Table 2.*+ the Regge exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n s to the s-channel 
h e l i c i t y amplitudes i n the process TT~ p •> (VC°vt)p • 
We should make some remarks about the NPE side of the Table 
2A: the pomeron i s expected t o couple domlnantly t o 
amplitudes w i t h no h e l i c i t y - f l i p at the nucleon v e r t e x , 
t h a t i s H^*^ . Also i t i s a phenomenological f a c t that 
the f andu> couple dominantly t o , w h i l e the ? and 
A 2 couple dominantly to amplitudes w i t h nucleon h e l i c i t y -
F 1 1 N < _ TTL+ (36) 
f l i p , I .e. a . 
+-1 
- 1+2 -
t x r_V\ 
UPE N PL 
L 1: 0 I - 1 1=0 
^ + - 0 B 




M - I 
H + + i ? 
H i - TT 
c 
o cX cX H L + : i TT - t 
/ T 
Table 2 A : Regge exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n s to the 
s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes i n the 
process. n~p—>> p , where L 
i s the spin of (K K~) system. 
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CHAPTER. I I ? 
s * t £; Problem 
3.1 Early H i s t o r y of the S* 
H i s t o r i c a l l y the S* e f f e c t was o r i g i n a l l y observed as 
a (K°K°) enhancement, r i s i n g sharply from the production 
t h r e s h o l d i n the process i T p —"> ( fc° K.^ ) v\ , which has a 
strong OPE c o n t r i b u t i o n ^ 7 ^ . The (K°K~) system d i d not 
show such a strong enhancement^ 8^ t h e r e f o r e the ( K ° K J ) 
t h r e s h o l d peak has been I d e n t i f i e d as a resonance w i t h 
TG,PC + ++ (10) 
I J = 0 0 produced by one-pion-exchange v J y j. However 
the resonance i n t e r p r e t a t i o n was not c e r t a i n , since f i t s , 
i n terms of complex s c a t t e r i n g length and S* Breit-Wigner 
resonance formulae, could describe the data equally w e l l ^ 0 ^ 
ft few years l a t e r , t h i s (K°K°) enhancement was also seen i n 
the (K +K~) s t a t e ^ ^ . As we have observed the S* e f f e c t 
v i a TTW —"> j — 9 V- K we should also expect to see the 
S S i n " f i f i — * T 1 ' n s c a t t e r i n g . Early phase s h i f t analyses 
of TTTT-^ nT? s c a t t e r i n g determined the phase of L = 0, I = 0 
e up-down 
x ( l * t , 1+2) 
•R\T-*>TTTT amplitude (S^.^) complicated by th
ambiguity, without any i n f o r m a t i o n on the S 
The f i r s t evidence of the S* e f f e c t i n tru-»TTT\ c a m e from 
a Berkeley group J . They reported the existence of a 
narrow anomaly near the KK t h r e s h o l d i n both the mass 
d i s t r i b u t i o n and angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h e " i i + i r ~ system 
produced i n the r e a c t i o n f i + p s> ( T T + I T ) A + + at 7 GeV/c. 
- hh -
The anomaly i n the TT +TT e f f e c t i v e mass d i s t r i b u t i o n shows a 
shoulder betveen 910-950 MeV, a sharp drop between 950-
980 MeV and a f l a t region above 980 MeV. The normalised 
( Y o ^ moment has a strong drop at 980 MeV. Since 
< Y j > ~ f o °0 ~* I P S" ) , t h i s anomaly i n d i c a t e s 
a r a p i d movement e i t h e r i n the S-wave or the P wave. The 
normalised moment has a sharp r i s e at 980 MeV, which 
i s — \PlV ( I P I 1) , t h i s means e i t h e r the P wave 
i s increasing or the S wave i s decreasing. A l l these 
anomalies are most e a s i l y understood as a r a p i d v a r i a t i o n i n 
5 1=0 ^ u amplitude associated w i t h the KK t h r e s h o l d . The 
same group analysed the TT U —=>TTn data, together w i t h 
, + c I = o 
(K K ) mass spectrum, assuming th a t the j> amplitude 
IT IT 
could be parametrized as a resonance which couples to the 
TT TT and KK channels^ They found th a t the -> v n 
amplitude must s t a r t at about 900 MeV w i t h phase & - 90° 
s 
and reach &^LS0° at about 990 MeV, s e l e c t i n g the "down" 
s o l u t i o n as the unique one. Selection of the "down" 
s o l u t i o n as the physical one, has been confirmed by com-
parison w i t h T T ^ T T " — * TT° TT° d a t a ^ ^ . The s t r u c t u r e of 
r I - 0 
the ^ amplitude, determined by the Berkeley group, has 
been confirmed by the r e s u l t s of analyses of the high 
s t a t i s t i c s data f o r the Tr~p —> T T + T T/\ process at 17.2 GeV/c 
The s t r u c t u r e of the amplitude i n d i c a t e s t h a t 
the S* i s located on a large background, which i s 
% r*. BD°- ^ o 0 a t around M = 900 MeV. Morgan extracted 
the S* e f f e c t from the S ^ amplitude and found a slowly 
r i s i n p ; background phase reaches 90° around M n i r= 1100-1300 
MeV and i s almost e l a s t i c ^ ) . The s t r u c t u r e of the 
- i*5 -
background may be i n t e r p r e t e d as a very broad, almost e l a s t i c 
resonance w i t h mass around 1100-1300 MeV, c a l l e d the £, 
meson. 
The nature of the S* i s s t i l l u n c e r t a i n , since the 
resonance and the s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h d e s c r i p t i o n s can f i t 
the TTTT —>m\ data equally w e l l . The o l d KK production 
experiments, having l i m i t e d s t a t i s t i c s , cannot d i s t i n g u i s h 
these two p o s s i b i l i t i e s e i t h e r . However high s t a t i s t i c s 
Ti~p > (*.+ K.~} V\ experiments have been reported r e c e n t l y 
(*+7, 56) # These data contain i n f o r m a t i o n on the f u l l 
angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of the produced K+K" p a i r i n the 
t h r e s h o l d region and provide the o p p o r t u n i t y to perform 
a coupled channel analysis of the S* using TT~p — ? T T + M~v\ 
and TT p —"> v\ processes. This analysis gives i n f o r m a t i o n 
on the phase of the L = 0, 1 = 0 iriT —^ KK amplitude as w e l l 
as i t s magnitude. 
3.2 Poles and the Dynamical s t r u c t u r e of the S* 
As we have discussed i n previous s e c t i o n , the S* e f f e c t 
i s associated w i t h strong anomalies i n the inr—*TTTr and 
XT ir — * > channels. I t i s w e l l known that such sizeable 
anomalies can a r i s e at the t h r e s h o l d of an open channel 
(1+8 ifQ 50) 
only when the amplitude has poles near the t h r e s h o l d ' ' 
To a good approximation we can discuss the S s i n terms of 
j u s t two channels, TTIT and KK. A l l the phase s h i f t analyses 
of the ITTT — 0 17TT s c a t t e r i n g are c o n s i s t e n t w i t h n e g l i g i b l e 
1^ i n e l a s t i c i t y e f f e c t s below the KK t h r e s h o l d . I n t h i s 
two channel approximation the amplitudes have two r i g h t -
hand cuts on the complex S ( t o t a l energy squared)-plane, 
s t a r t i n g from the opening points of the two channels. 
- h6 -
Therefore we have t o deal w i t h a Riemann surface w i t h four 
sheets. The poles can occur on any of the unphysical sheets 
and so lead to d i f f e r e n t amplitude s t r u c t u r e . So, i n order 
t o understand the S*, i t i s c r u c i a l to know how pole posi-
t i o n s on various sheets e f f e c t the amplitudes. 
The TTiT —©TITi and IF\i Y-V. s c a t t e r i n g can be conven-
i e n t l y described e i t h e r v i a the p a r t i a l wave S matrix or the 
p a r t i a l wave X m a t r i x . As we are i n t e r e s t e d i n L = 0, we 
omit the subscript L from e^. (A.II.15) 
5 = i + l\ V T V ( 3 - D 
where S\ and T are 2x2 matrices i n the channel space and 
(3-2) 
\ \) * i / 
where 
V, 
U = W _ s ; L ( S - <i **\. V 6 - (3 .3) 
\ 
are the pion and kaon centre of mass momenta w i t h S- " i ; n 
M i + « o _o Here we neglect the K ,K and K ,K mass d i f f e r e n c e . 
KM 
We s h a l l study t h i s e f f e c t i n Chapter V. We introduce the 
so-c a l l e d Argand amplitudes by 
A P T ^ . 13M 
The n o r m a l i z a t i o n of the A amplitudes i s such t h a t , w i t h 
only a s i n g l e channel open, u n i t a r i t y gives 
ImA = | A|2 (3-5) 
The TT Ti —"> H ii T\ v KK, KK —*KK processes are described by 
- h7 -
elements 
S l l = s ^ " ) 
S o o = S (KK 22 
S = s 
12 21 
KK) 
= S( TTT KK). (3 .6) 
These S matrix elements may be expressed i n terms of phases 
and e l a s t i c i t i e s by 
s * 
(3.7) 
which s a t i s f y the u n i t a r i t y c o n d i t i o n 
(3 .8) 
The corresponding A matrix can be w r i t t e n using eg. (3 .1) 
and ( 3 . ^ ) , 
. 1 
1. 
r.—? '^.+ s,) „. , 
1 ; / (3 .9) 
The four Riemann sheets are shown i n F i g . 3 . I ; where, 
f o r c l a r i t y , we show the cuts displaced j u s t below the r e a l 
a x i s . 
- kQ -
Complex S plane 
Figure 3.1; The Riemann sheets f o r the 
and KK channels. The cuts are d i s -
placed j u s t belov the r e a l axis f o r 
c l a r i t y . 
Sheets I , I I , I I I , IV correspond to (Imk^, Imk 2) = ++, 
_ + ) — ? r e s p e c t i v e l y . We r e f e r to the phys i c a l sheet 
as sheet I ; the physical amplitudes are evaluated on the 
upper side of the r i g h t hand cuts on t h i s sheet. 
A convenient way to guarantee the s i n g u l a r i t y s t r u c t u r e 
and u n i t a r i t y p r o p e r t i e s of 5 matrix elements i s t o introduce 
an a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n d(s) = d ( k t , k 2 ) w i t h square r o o t branch 
points at k t = 0 and k g = 0 ( 5 0 ? 5 1^. Then i f we put 
" U" As) " oU W, ; kt) 
we f i n d that the ( i , j = 1,2) have the c o r r e c t a n a l y t i c 
s t r u c t u r e i n the physical region. The poles of the S 
(3.10) 
( 3 . H ) 
(3.12) 
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matrix are caused by the zeros of d I ( s ) = d ( s ) . This method 
(50 c l ) 
can be generalised to many channel cases ' ' . 
For equal mass p a r t i c l e s i n each channel we can map the 
whole four-sheeted s-surface onto a s i n g l e plane by a 
conformal t r a n s f o r m a t i o n ^ 0 ^ . S matrix elements are then 
expressed as a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n s on t h i s plane without the 
th r e s h o l d c u t s . Let us consider the f o l l o w i n g two 
successive conformal transformations from s through k j to 
<JU> : 
S - M l£ + vn\r) ( 3-13) 
where 
i n terms of and A k w i l l be 
2 
k = A- ( ^  . (3.16) 
By these transformations the f o u r Riemann sheets are mapped 
onto the s i n g l e '"w-plane". This can be e a s i l y seen by 
considering the inverse tr a n s f o r m a t i o n : 
Lo = J _ U i + t O (3.17) 
J _ = J _ ( V - . (3-18) 
Equations (3.17), (3.18) show tha t i f a point S on sheet I 
of S- surface i s mapped to a point u> on the u>-plane, then 
the p o i n t s on sheet I I , ( I I I , IV) i s mapped t o the point 








( " I I V I V 
i n / I I I 
Figure "3.2: Images of the four Riemann sheets 
on theuj-plane. The bold l i n e i s the physical 
region. The points i , l on theu>-plane correspond 
to the f i r s t and second t h r e s h o l d points on 
the s-surface. 
On theu>-plane, the S-matrix can be expressed i n 
terms of i t s poles and zeroes, as w e l l as i t s unphysical 
s i n g u l a r i t i e s . For such a general expression of the S-
m a t r i x , i t i s d i f f i c u l t to know e x p l i c i t l y what kind of 
conditions u n i t a r i t y imposes. However, f o r p r a c t i c a l 
purposes, i t i s o f t e n q u i t e u s e f u l to have an approximate 
form of the S-matrix which includes only a few re l e v a n t 
p o l e s " 0 ' . 
I f the S* i s a resonance, we should expect to 
describe i t by the usual two-channel Breit-Wigner form. 
The S* i s located very near to the KK t h r e s h o l d , so we must 
take c a r e f u l l y i n t o account the opening of the new channel 
by making the c o r r e c t a n a l y t i c c o n t i n u a t i o n across the 
t h r e s h o l d . This can be achieved by ta k i n g 
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k = ( S> - 4 v ^ j ' V l aJUv*. VWme^WoijL 
The two-channel Brelt-Wigner form corresponds to choosing 
J u s ) « - s U t W, Y , V J (3.20) 
where m i s the mass of the resonance, and X. are the couplings 
to the TTIT and KK chanhel r e s p e c t i v e l y . The Breit-Wigner 
amplitudes, constructed from eg. (3*20), have two poles, 
one on sheet I I I and the other on e i t h e r sheet I I or IV. 
We can prove t h i s e a s i l y by working on thecu-plane; the 
r e a l i t y c o n d i t i o n of the amplitude requires t h a t any pole 
o f f the r e a l a x is i s accompanied by i t s complex conjugate 
one. This means, a p o l e u j r i n the complex cu-plane i s 
accompanied by a pole a t - w * . I f we w r i t e (50,52,53) 
d(s) = d(co) r w (uo- K , - ^ H ^ + ^ 5 ) (3.22) 
w i t h the r e s t r i c t i o n s imposed by asymptotic behaviour of 
the S- matrix and u n i t a r i t y 
f= 1 u ^ ) » 1 u , r f ' > 1 (3-22) 
and; 
A < 0 ; \<M < \ A l (3-23) 
where 
A = sin(ar g ( c u g ) ) 
B = sin(arg(<fr»r)). 
2 
We can see th a t dGw) i n ( 3 « 2 l ) i s equal to d(s)/£ 0 f «tj. 
( 3 . 2 0 ) . (A X =V*y«^]. The m and ^  ^ of eq. (3.20) are given by 
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The con d i t i o n s (3.22) and (3-23) show t h a t the pole 
ou_ should be on sheet I I I , w h i l e C J _ i s e i t h e r on sheet I I 
+ ) 
or IV, (See Figure 3 « 2 ) . When a resonance occurs w e l l 
above both t h r e s h o l d s , only the sheet I I I pole i s mani-
f e s t i n the amplitudes. However when a resonance happens 
to be near a t h r e s h o l d , both of the poles play c r u c i a l 
r o l e . 
I t i s possible to describe the S* e f f e c t i n terms of 
"the KK s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h " , as an a l t e r n a t i v e paramet-
r i z a t i o n . To r e c a l l the d e f i n i t i o n of the s c a t t e r i n g 
l e n g t h , l e t us assume there i s only one channel open. The 
L = 0 amplitude i s of the form 
t: "Li c a % -; 
We can expand the " ua\ % " i n the "zero e f f e c t i v e range 
(Ik) 
approximation" a s w , 
(3.26) 
where a i s the s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h . S i m i l a r l y i n the two 
channel case we can w r i t e 
1 1 V. c j A r ; 
(3.27) 
One can see from e^. (3.21) t h a t the amplitude has four 
poles not two, but p o l e sU J and-**/* are described by the 
same parameters, t h e r e f o r e i n eg. (3*21) there are only 
two independent poles. Here we are t a l k i n g about these 
two Independent poles. 
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where 
= K - 1 u \ • 
I n the zero e f f e c t i v e range approximation: 
k, A = — -v (3-28) 
where i s the complex s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h of the second 
channel. I f we w r i t e A i n terms of o(, we have 
We s h a l l see t h a t the amplitude w i l l have a pole at 
\c u= - \ /<* (3-29) 
on the sheet I I . I f \ * l i s l a r g e , the pole i s near the 
second t h r e s h o l d , 0). This could happen i n the S* 
case; a large KK s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h would give a sheet I I 
pole very near the t h r e s h o l d and t h i s pole can show i t -
s e l f as the S* e f f e c t . Note t h a t here we are dealing only 
w i t h a s i n g l e pole, (and i t s complex conjugate one), there 
i s no nearby sheet I I I poles. 
As we discussed i n the previous s e c t i o n , the S* i s 
located on a la r g e background which could be i n t e r p r e t e d 
as a resonance, i n the TT TT channel. Therefore we have t o 
c 1:0 
parametrize the b f f T T amplitude by two overlapping s t r u c t u r e s 
There are several ways t o achieve t h i s but none of them can 
serve p e r f e c t l y . The most convenient way i s to use eg&i 
(3.10 ) - (3.12), employing a d(s) f u n c t i o n which can describe 
the overlapping s t r u c t u r e s . A s u i t a b l e d(s) f u n c t i o n can 
be determined phenomenologically or from a dynamical model. 
For the dynamical determination, i t i s convenient to use 
the multi-channel N over 0 formalism, i n which<Ks) can be 
- 5h -
taken to be cAe^  0 • We can w r i t e the S wave T matrix of 
eq. (3.1) i n the form: 
(3.3O) T N 0 
where N has the l e f t - h a n d c u t s , a r i s i n g from the crossed 
channels, and 0 has the right-hand t h r e s h o l d c u t s . I n 
many channel cases, the no r m a l i s a t i o n of T i s such t h a t : 
One of the most important questions of elementary 
p a r t i c l e theory i s whether the low-energy mesons are pre-
dominantly (qq) composites as i n the naive quark model or 
whether some, or a l l are predominantly (meson-meson) s t a t e s , 
as i n the o l d "bootstrap" type models. I f the mesons are 
(qq) s t a t e s , then i n a many-channel model they would have t o 
be i n s e r t e d as CDD poles, since the quarks are permanently 
confined; they w i l l never enter i n t o an S-uiatrix d e s c r i p t i o n . 
However i t may be possible to take a co n t r a r y view here: I n 
the work on baryon resonances by Gustafson et a l w , who 
e x p l i c i t l y c a l c u l a t e the l e f t hand c u t s , i t i s claimed th a t 
the low-energy states are (meson-baryon) composites and th a t 
no CDD poles are re q u i r e d . This appears to r u l e out the 
(3.31) 
w i t h 
(3-32) 
'a a 
the t h r e s h o l d points and U. are the corres where s. are 
1 
ponding momenta. Using eqs. (3.29), (3*30) 
U D =- S N . (3.33) 
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p o s s i b i l i t y t h a t those baryons are (qqq) s t a t e s as i n the 
simple quark model. A s i m i l a r argument i s also p o s s i b l e 
f o r mesons; resonances could be predominantly (meson-
meson) states and i n the quark scheme we have t o t r e a t them 
as (qqqq) s t a t e s : Even w i t h i n a p a r t i c u l a r r e a l i s a t i o n of 
the quark model t h i s problem i s not solved. For instance 
i n the MTT bag model of mesons, i n a d d i t i o n t o the (qq) 
s t a t e s , there are (qqaq) states w i t h s i m i l a r masses '' . 
Therefore i t w i l l be u s e f u l t o consider d i f f e r e n t p ossible 
s t r u c t u r e s of the resonances and see t o what extent the dati 
can d i s t i n g u i s h between them. This should help i l l u m i n a t e 
the nature of low-energy resonances. 
Here we consider three d i f f e r e n t dynamical models f o r 
the S* and the background ( t h e £, meson) to parametrize the 
TTTT —=> Tin, U l i —» vtvL S wave i n the KK t h r e s h o l d r e g i o n . 
We also discuss two phenomenological psrametrizations> one 
of which gives p h y s i c a l mass and couplings of S and L , 
and the other which explores the two-channel z e r o - e f f e c t i v e 
range approximation. 
I ) Exchange Model 
I n t h i s model we assume t h a t the amplitudes are domin-
ated by forces i n the "iiir and KK channels, together w i t h a 
coupling between them. We parametrize the diagonal element 
of D by l i n e a r f u n c t i o n s of s and the o f f - d i a g o n a l elements 
by constants. We add a p p r o p r i a t e t h r e s h o l d terms, m u l t i -
p l i e d by a r b i t r a r y constants. Thus 
/ s t - * -U, v., A ft v., \ 
0 = 
\ C - ; 0 sR- s - i Vs. / ( 3 ' 3 5 ] ! 
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which corresponds to an N given by 
We c a l c u l a t e T = N 0"' a° d impose the c o n d i t i o n T, = T 
~ />- ~- 12 21 
This y i e l d s 
B-D , C » t 7 f , ft - 81 ^ - S ^ ) " ! / ^ . (3.36) 
Thus, f o r eieJ-D we have the 6-parameter form 
I n the l i m i t i n which the TI n —*> VCvt coupling i s ignored 
t h i s model permits a resonance innri and one i n KK. The 
former, which we i d e n t i f y w i t h the £, gives the background 
to the 8* s t a t e i n the KK channel. 
I D Mlx,ed Model 
Here we permit an £ background i n the TtTt s t a t e as 
before, but we do not include any forces i n the TfiT —* fci< 
or KK-+ KK amplitudes. Instead we include a qq channel i n 
which there i s a bound s t a t e . Thus 
D - o 1 c - . 'D^t 
\ E F S - S / • ( 3 ' 3 8 ) 
We have ignored the t h r e s h o l d terms i n the qq channel since 
we assume that these are s u f f i c i e n t l y d i s t a n t not to a f f e c t 
the r e s u l t s . When we impose T 1 2 = T 2 1 we f i n d 
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15 = 0 , D = - flf/t . (3.39) 
We can th e r e f o r e w r i t e 
which has f i v e e f f e c t i v e parameters ( , S>a= S} - C f , I f j , 
1^= A P V b 7 A E) . 
We see th a t t h i s model i s i d e n t i c a l to model I except 
t h a t i t has the a d d i t i o n a l r e s t r i c t i o n t h a t B of model I 
i s zero. 
I l l ) Quark Model 
Here we ignore a l l forces i n the meson channels and we 
t r e a t the T T F — > ^ coupling to lowest s i g n i f i c a n t order. I t 
i s convenient to include two qq channels ( e . g . f l u l and £ of 
SU(3)) and parametrize each as a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n of s. 
Thus we put 
0 R • ; $ ^  C + 0 »<., 
3 V s V 
L X \ - S / . O A l ) 
Provided we do not go beyond second order o f f - d i a g o n a l 
terms, we obtain 
where a,b,c,d,e,f are s i x r e a l constants. Although they 
both have s i x parameters, (3.37) and (3.*+2) are d i f f e r e n t . 
I n p a r t i c u l a r (3« l+2) does not allow any term of the form. 
( i k ) ( i k ) . 
1 2 
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IV) Brelt-Wlener and Background 
This model has been used by several authors to 
x (11 1+6 "5p l5"'?) determine the S parameters' , The idea i s to 
modify the Breit-Wigner d(s) f u n c t i o n i n eq. (3.20) to 
a l l o v a background e f f e c t . This can be achieved by choosing 
the d(s) f u n c t i o n to have the f a c t o r i z e d form: 
d(s) = d R ( s ) d B ( s ) . (3A3) 
I n t h i s form we can separate out Sm and the background. 
d R ( s ) i s given by (3.20). d B ( s ) can be parametrized i n 
several ways. Here we choose t o parametrize d (s) i n 
terms of an e l a s t i c fin resonance (the £ meson). 
d \ y > = I M 1 - s - ; lftVt . (3.MO 
V) Constant Inverse K Matrix 
Let us consider the one-channel zero e f f e c t i v e range 
approximation (see eq. (3»26) ) . I f we w r i t e M = l/ct.in eg. 
(3.26), then the amplitude i n eq. (3.25) would be 
A"1 = M/k - i . 
I f we generalize t h i s to the two-channel problem 
thus we would get the usualM matrix parametrizatlon of the 
amplitudes, 
A = k I h - f i c ] lc . (3A5) 
I n the zero-effective-range approximation, a l l the elements 
of M~ K 1 matrix are taken to be r e a l constants. The KK 
s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h defined i n e^. (3«28) i s given i n terms 
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of M J J by 
H 1 t - • l ' t 
i p 
where k, = k ( s ^ m ) . I n t h i s formalism the d(s) f u n c t i o n 
1 1 K 
would be 
This 3-parameter d e s c r i p t i o n can provide a sheet I I pole 
and the large background phase. For instance, the -n »—•>•[?» 
matrix element can be w r i t t e n 
^ -s ^ M U ^ ' S 
where 
I n equation ( 3 A 8 ) , the f i r s t term can give the sheet I I 
pole, while the second term supplies the large TIT background 
phase provided \ M u 1 << . 
3.3 TT-ff - 7 » ^ t * ^ ) Coupled Channel 
Analysis m the, g* Rfljtipn 
I n order to study the p r o p e r t i e s of the S x we have 
performed a coupled channel analysis by f i t t i n g Htf and 
KR production amplitudes d i r e c t to Tfp —"> "f i "*" TTV\ 
and Tfp —"> * + Vt" " ( 1 + 7' 5 6 J data. We have used t -
channel TT^TT" moments f o r TTp TT+ TT~ v\ ( w i t h - t < 0.15 
GeV ) i n 20 MeV bins through the mass range 0.8 <* M^n 
< 1.2 GeV (see Figure 3 .3) . We have ignored the ampli-
tudes produced by A^ exchange, which have been shown to 
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be n e g l i g i b l e i n the small t - r e g i o n by an analysis of 
TT~p —»TY*TT*\ p o l a r i z a t i o n d a t a ^ " ^ . For tr"p — * K." v\ 
we have used the t-channel moments obtained at 6 GeV/c 
(V7) 
by the Argonne EMS group 
I 1-5 
1 H* MOMENTS 
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Figure ^."3: The mass spectra of the unnormalised 
•nit moments i n the region o. » < Mnn < t . l . GeV. 
Here cr= N of eq. (2.11*-). The data are t h a t of 
the CERN-Munich 17.2 GeV/c TT p-^TT"^*^ experiment 
( 1 6 ) , i n t e g r a t e d over the t rdnge t ^ . ^ < - t < -
0.15 GeV2. The curves are the f i t using model I . 
(- t < 0.08 GeV2) and at 18.h GeV/c by the CERN-Munich 
c o l l a b o r a t i o n (_ t <0.2 GeV 2). The exchange mechanisms 
are more complicated i n t h i s r e a c t i o n (compare Tables 2.2 
and 2.3) and t o study the M^ - dependence i t i s d e s i r a b l e 
t o consider data extrapolated to the IT -exchange pole. 
Such a cross-section e x t r a p o l a t i o n has been done by the 
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Figure l.ki The t-channel moments of the K~K 
angular d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the process n~p —••> fc~iC'n. 
Here < Y Z , > = N < Y * > i n a r b i t r a r y u n i t s . M The 
data f o r <Y a 0> were obtained by the CERN-Munich 
group by e x t r a p o l a t i n g the cross section to the 
TV -exchange pole (56). A l l the other moments 
shown are normalized t o these (non-evasive) 
extrapolated values. The curves correspond to 
the f i t of model I (the do t t e d curve f o r < Y l > 
i s obtained i f t h e ? t a i l phase i s i n p u t ) . The 
dashed curve f o r <Y°> i s the f i t using the 
constant M m a t r i x , model V. 
CERN-Munich group^°\ a n d s o w e normalized a l l the 
observed moments to these values. The moments obtained i n 
t h i s way are shown i n f i g u r e 3.U. 
We have analysed the data using the "Ochs-Wagner" 
method ( 3 2' 3 3 ) . That i s we have w r i t t e n theuTTand KK 
production amplitudes i n terms of TT exchange v i a Chew-Low 
formulae i n the form: 
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L H n L " l ' ) = / u T T V ) L . / C ( M) 
I L 4 1 £ I H|"* 1 1 1 \ - I L.| . (3.50) 
4 + i 
Here we neglect the A 2 exchange. The observation of 
} - 0 leads us to assume | L + | = I L.|. We use 
L = S,P,D,F f o r L = 0,1,2,3 production amplitudes of the 
t t t t (KR) system, C i s the o v e r a l l n o r m a l i z a t i o n f a c t o r , M 
i s the e f f e c t i v e T\TT (KK) mass, and C(M) i s a r e a l f u n c t i o n 
of M, (see Section 2.3 and eq. (2.1+1)). The i s o s p i n de-
composition of the amplitudes of " J T ^ T T - — T T + TT" i s 
aL- fll \^ L OJUL, ( 3 - 5 1 ) 
and th a t f o r "n +ir"—"> K~ i s 
i ^ , L : J L . A l L V L O J J L , (3-52) 
I 
where A^ are given by equation (3-9) . We have f i x e d 
f o r thenff system by r e q u i r i n g at the f peak, 
and f o r KK f i x i n g the | meson irn/iciZ couplings at t h e i r 
SU(3) value and f i t t i n g the < Y j > moment f o r T T p — 
We parametrized C(M) as a quadratic f u n c t i o n of M i n each 
channel. We give the l i s t of d e n s i t y matrix elements i n 
terms of the L Q + amplitudes i n Appendix V I . 
The observable Tin and KK moments can be expressed i n 
terms of L (tiff —» iffi ) and L ( TiTi —-"> VCf) using the r e l a t i o n s 
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given i n Appendices I and V I . For each r e a c t i o n we have 
f i t t e d the observed unnormnlised moments NK w i t h 
J ^ 1 f M ~ 1 , i n terms of S, P and D production ampli-
tudes. A small c o n t r i b u t i o n t o " ^ production from the g 
resonance t a i l was also included. We f i x e d the ft\ and A? 
1 *-
amplitudes using ? and | resonant forms w i t h the r e l a t i v e 
tfff /KK couplings f i x e d at t h e i r SU(3) values. We f i x e d 
the r 0 a m p l i t u d e i n terms of the e l a s t i c phase 
.and set 
A 2 = 0 . 
We have i n v e s t i g a t e d the I = 0 S wave parametrizations 
discussed i n Section 3.2 by f i t t i n g to the data keeping 
the other p a r t i a l waves f i x e d . The curves on Figs. 3.3 
and 3*1* correspond to the best f i t obtained using the 
model I param e t r i z a t i o n , e^. (3•37)• The parameters 
obtained are 
V m .0 .1 . « i - ^ -5 ( 3 # 5 3 ) 
A =- -0.11 ± o.m. - 0.01 - 0.55 
i n u n i t s of GeV. There are systematic discrepancies i n 
the d e s c r i p t i o n of some of theUTi moments which may be due 
to using f i x e d Breit-Wigner forms to describe the t a i l s of 
the f and £ resonances. S i m i l a r systematic m i s f i t s i n 
(32) 1 
t h i s region were also found i n the CERN-Milnich phase-
s h i f t analysis based on resonance parametrizations. I n 
the f i t we allowed the P wave phase &J(tj»—=> fc. vt) to be 
f r e e . We found t h a t i t i s i n agreement w i t h t h a t p r e d i c t e d 
by the t a i l of the f resonance Just above the KR t h r e s h o l d , 
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but by M - = 1.1 GeV that i t needed to be some 30 l a r g e r . 
I f 8^  (TTTi —* vc vt) i s assumed to be given by the ? t a i l , 
and the other parameters l e f t unchanged, then the dotted 
curve i s obtained f o r KK production,(see 
F i g . 
The values of four of the s i x parameters of model I , 
eq- (3*53)> are poorly determined and suggest th a t the 1 = 0 
S wave i s over-parametrized. S^. i s badly determined because 
i s large and the parameters are s t r o n g l y c o r r e l a t e d . As 
expected from the values of B i n eq. (3*53)j model I I , which 
has t h i s B = 0, gives e s s e n t i a l l y the same f i t . Moreover, 
the model IV, equation (3.^3), w i t h four e f f e c t i v e parameters 
S - IM -y - , 7f - Q w - and >> also gives an 
e s s e n t i a l l y i d e n t i c a l f i t , w i t h 
i n u n i t s of GeV. The conventional TT"[T p a r t i a l w i d t h i s 
* <3-55) 
We have found th a t model I I I , equation (3.M-2), was 
r u l e d out by the data since i t i s unable to reproduce the 
necessary background i n the channel. Also the constant 
M = K= "^ matrix parametrization was unable to give a s a t i s -
f a c t o r y f i t t o the data. The best f i t , using equation 
(3.W7), had 
M n = 0.095, M 2 2 = -0.0^5, M 1 2 = O.I63 (3.56) 
I n p r a c t i c e o§ was parametrized i n terms of a broad e l -
a s t i c Tin resonance. The best values were m^ = 1.1, 
eX - ^ .1 w i t h l a r g e , s t r o n g l y c o r r e l a t e d e r r o r s . 
3 tin 
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i n u n i t s of GeV. I t gave the behaviour of N < Y ^ > > f o r 
KK production shown by the dashed l i n e i n F i g . 3 A . How-
ever i n t h i s parametrizntion we were able to f i t *K 
N<Y'i>keeplng %\ I TT« —* KVL) as given by the f t a i l . 
I n t h i s case there i s only a nearby sheet TI pole, and the 
absence of a nearby sheet I I I pole does not allow 
(52) 
t o decrease r a p i d l y enough w i t h i ncreasing M -
The I = 0 S wave amplitudes obtained i n the f i t s are 
shown i n the Argand p l o t s of Figure 3«5« There i s no 
r -1=0 
ambiguity i n the sign of the 0 wave A^2 since the i n t e r -
ference w i t h the resonance t a i l c o n t r i b u t i o n s i s compat-
i b l e w i t h the KK production data provided ^ . / 
(W6) * i s p o s i t i v e . I n Table 3.1 we show the S pole p o s i t i o n s 
corresponding to the various parametrizations. We n o t i c e 
t h a t the sheet I I pole p o s i t i o n i s very s t a b l e to changes 
of the param e t r i z a t i o n . I n order to check t h i s s t a b i l i t y , 
we have also f i t t e d the data, parametrizing the I = 0 S 
wave d i r e c t l y i n terms of i t s poles (plus background) on 
(53) u>-plane 
p o s i t i o n 
We 8gain found the same sheet I I pole 
1Cll-»TUl 
0 - B . 
JH9 X 
T \ 
097 y mj \ » 9 9 
1 V 
Figure ^.5; The Argand p l o t s of the L = 0 A-^ and A j 2 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The continuous curves, w i t h the mass marked 
i n GeV, are the S wave amplitudes obtained i n the f i t using 
Model I . The dashed curve (open p o i n t s ) correspond to 
Model V. The unmarked points f o r TT n —» vcvt correspond to 
MkR = 1 , 0 2 » 1 - ° 3 7 5 , 1.075 GeV r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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I n Table 3.1 we also give the r a t i o of the S* couplings 
to the two channels, defined as I / T ^ l at the sheet 
I I pole p o s i t i o n and KK s c a t t e r i n g length f o r model V, 
as defined i n eq. (3.W6). 
SWA 1 SWV ILL 
I) ExcWe>.*^ e O. 'm -'< O.017 
to.ooi +0.001. 
O . m -
1 o.oii 10.00S 
TJ.) Mlx^A o . W - i o .on 
tO.OOl 1 O.OOl lo. 00$ 1 Q.QoS 
to. ooi +0,ooi + o.olo 
-\ O.o}? 
O . ' m - l D . O l l 
t D. 0 D ^ lO/Ool 
C7< = - <V1 + i 1 0 . 1 
Table 1.1; The Sf pole p o s i t i o n s and 
couplings, the KK s c a t t e r i n g length 
i n u n i t s of GeV. 
The S a i s also evident i n the TTTT spectrum observed 
i n the r e a c t i o n K"p — > T>~ n + ( A, 1°) ( 5 8 ) . The data w i t h 
(58) 
the f t a i l subtracted 7 are shown i n Fi g . 3.6 together 
w i t h our p r e d i c t i o n s f o r the shape of the spectrum. 
We have proposed forms of parametrization of the 
coupled channel ( TT IT ,KK) 1 = 0 S wave which allow f o r 
the presence of overlapping S* and £ resonances and permit 
an I n v e s t i g a t i o n of the nature of these mesons. We found 
t h a t model I I I ( t h e quark model) i s not able t o f i t the 
data. This shows, i t i s not possible to e x p l a i n these 
mesons as only (qq) states and forces i n the meson-meson 
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(qqqq) sector are also Important. We also saw tha t models 
I and I I are overparametrized. Indeed, i n the rel e v a n t 
range of M^^ i t i s possible to describe the I = 0, S 
wave w i t h only f o u r parameters ( w>s» f o^ '_ ( o^ *_ j %^ ) . 
Although the r e s u l t s support model I I (mixed model), w i t h i n 
the range of the analysis,the data does not contain enough 
i n f o r m a t i o n to study the quark s t r u c t u r e of S* and £ i n 
d e t a i l . Even the determination of the £. parameters i s not 
possible. S i m i l a r analyses over a wider range of M may 
be i n f o r m a t i v e , but small changes of the higher p a r t i a l waves 
e f f e c t the I = 0 S wave s t r u c t u r e d r a s t i c a l l y . Therefore 
i t i s b e t t e r to study the I = 0 S wave f u r t h e r where i t i s 






Figure "3.6; The ITTT 1" mass d i s t r i b u t i o n observed i n 
tC"p—» Ti-Tt+(^/S') I n the S* region w i t h the 
background and f resonance events subtracted (58). 
The continuous curve corresponds to the p r e d i c t i o n 
f o r Model I and the dashed curve to that f o r model V. 
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We found t h a t the sheet I I S pole i s determined by 
the data a c c u r a t e l y , independent of the form of the para-
m e t r i z a t i o n . The data favour the two-pole (Breit-Wigner) 
d e s c r i p t i o n of the S*. However t h i s i s not compatible w i t h 
p r e d i c t i o n of f t a i l %^ {TT Ti —> phase. I t i s i n t e r -
e s t i n g to note t h a t the s i n g l e sheet I I pole d e s c r i p t i o n 
(constant M m a t r i x ) i s compatible w i t h the 5* t a l l 
^ [ n —">V.*-) phase. But w i t h a s i n g l e sheet 13 pole we 
cannot observe the normal resonance behaviour of I = 0 , 
5> ( TTTT —*> K i t ) f (see i n F i g . 3.5 open c i r c l e s of TTTT-* KK ) . 
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CHAPTER I V 
Analysis of the i r ~ p —» ( K" p Reaction 
*+.i Introduction. 
The high i s t a t i s t l c s data f o r the r e a c t i o n TT~ p » 
K~K°p allow a study of the meson spectrum t h a t i s more 
s e l e c t i v e than that f o r K+K~, K°K° production. The K~K° 
channel has iso s p i n 1 and i s thus accessible to even spin 
states of odd G-parity (such as the & ( 0 + + ) , A^O*4"*")) and 
to odd spin states o:? even G-parity (such as the g(3~~))> 
(see equation (2-3))• The data t h a t are a v a i l a b l e on K K° 
s 
production, t h e r e f o r e complement the i n f o r m a t i o n a v a i l a b l e 
from the K+K", K°K°, TT +TT TtaTf° production data. 
The even and odd G-parity K"K° states are produced by 
d i f f e r e n t exchange mechanisms. The allowed n a t u r a l and 
unnatural p a r i t y exchanges (denoted by NPE and UPE) are 
shown i n Table 2 A . From studies of the SU(3 )-related 
r e a c t i o n s KN—?(*TT)N we expect i s o s c a l a r NPE (pomeron, 
f , and00 exchange) and lsove c t o r UPE ( TT exchange) to be 
dominant^ 9 j 60, 6 l ) # ^ n e p o s s i b i l i t y of pomeron exchange 
means t h a t at high energies even L K~K° states should be 
more copiously produced than those w i t h odd L. 
The K~K° production data i s very important as f a r as 
the 0 + + mesons are concerned. The pro p e r t i e s of the 
r e c e n t l y observed S wave enhancement at around M^ g s: 1.3 
GeV i s not c e r t a i n ^ , 10) ^  Although i t has peak i n the 
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small t region, I t s t-dependence i s d i f f e r e n t from 
TI- exchange. I n a d d i t i o n f;o t h i s , tho I n t e r f e r e n c e between 
i s o s c a l a r and isovector (Kp)S waves has n d i s t i n c t i v e t -
( 1 9 ) 
dependence i n t h i s r e g i o n V A 7 / . An amplitude analysis of 
K -K° production data can answer the question of whether the 
M^g «r 1.3 GeV S wave enhancement has an I = 1 component and 
i f i t has, how b i g t h i s component i s . 
To e x t r a c t the TTp —•? K" K.s |> amplitudes from the 
experimental moments we use the combination of h e l i c i t y 
amplitudes w i t h d e f i n i t e asymptotic exchange n a t u r a l i t y 
( i . e . eq. (2.23)) ' I n t r o d u c i n g the spectroscopic n o t a t i o n , 
we w r i t e 
The i n t e r f e r e n c e terms can be r e w r i t t e n i n the form 
where J i s the degree of nucleon spin coherence ( 0£ ^ $ \ ) 
and 4> i s the r e l a t i v e phase between amplitudes L" and L. 
if.2 Amplitude Analysis i n the A 2 Mass Region 
The t s t r u c t u r e of the observed K~K° t-channel moments 
i n the A 2 mass r e g i o n , 1 .2< M^ ^ l . k GeV, i s shown I n 
F i g . h.l. The f i v e l a r g e s t moments M&Y ^ \4 Y '(^ ^ 
show the dominance of the NPE amplitude H * * ^ = 0 + , 
and i n d i c a t e t h a t a l l other amplitudes w i l l be much less 
r e l i a b l y determined. The non-zero N ^ Y * ^ moment i s a t t r i b -
u t a b l e to i n t e r f e r e n c e of D + w i t h the h e l i c i t y - t w o NPE 
amplitude of D 2 +. The s t r u c t u r e of Nl \ Y 0,1^ can be 
accounted f o r by P +D + i n t e r f e r e n c e and show no evidence f o r 
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Figure * f . l t Corrected s p h e r i c a l harmonic moments 
of the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of the K", i n the _ t g 
channel h e l i c i t y r e s t frame of the produced K~K 
system, as a f u n c t i o n of t i n the A2 mass reg i o n , 
1.1 < HK-K.<1.^GeV. The data are f o r -p-p —-> Y.-v.*p at 10 GeV/c. 1 ' 
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8 P 0D 0 i n t e r f e r e n c e e f f e c t . The UPE amplitudes are much 
harder to i s o l a t e . The moments NKYJ') and N<Y"[ >, 
taken together w i t h N ^ Y \ "> , imply small U0D_ I n t e r f e r e n c e , 
but a l a r g e r SDD_ c o n t r i b u t i o n . There i s no evidence of 
e i t h e r a P 0 or P_ e f f e c t , except possibly S 0P 0 i n t e r f e r e n c e 
i n the f i r s t t - b i n of M<Yi>. 
As a r e s u l t of these observations we performed an 
amplitude analysis of the J ^  M £ * i N^Y^^) moments 
i n the A 2 mass region i n terms of the magnitudes and 
coherences of the NPE amplitudes D+, D2+, P+ and of the 
UPE amplitudes Dc, D-, So. Neglect of P0, P_ means the 
moments N<YY> 
are not included i n the a n a l y s i s , and as 
N<Y\> i s also compatible w i t h zero we do not determine 
the P+I>2+ coherence. Moreover the data cannot determine 
r e l i a b l y the i n d i v i d u a l coherences i n the weak UPE sector. 
We th e r e f o r e assume nucleon spin coherence and, motivated 
by Ti - B exchange degeneracy, ( Ccr"> <t>) = - 1 . 
The r e l a t i o n s between amplitudes and moments have been 
given i n Appendices I and V I . We l i s t the c o n t r i b u t i o n s of 
D 2 + below: 
N < Y ; > = - l.m (u i P + o*j 
Some other moments also have c o n t r i b u t i o n s i n v o l v i n g D 0 : 
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N<Y°> : 
N <Y}> • i. 0^9 
N < Vi> - 0. *»3 S 
N < Y*> £ < L ( 0+ OA) 
N - 0.1^1 
N O s 0>: i o 2 4 r 
N < Y *j > «U I 0 + OA) • Of .» t ) 
The r e s u l t s are shown i n F i g . k.2. We see the expected 
dominance of the NPE amplitude, D + ) i n -n~p —•> ft^ p . The 
clea r |sJ s i g n a l i s described by a D 2 + c o n t r i b u t i o n 
of approximately 10$ the magnitude of D+. The suppression 
of the UPE D wave amplitudes (associated w i t h B, 2 exchange) 
i s to be compared w i t h t h e i r r e l a t i v e l y stronger I t ex-
change s t r u c t u r e i n K~p -» K*(l '+20) ±p ;(see F i g . k of Ref. 
(59)) . 
We may compare the values of I D0I of F i g . *t.2 w i t h those 
o 
obtained from charge-exchange A 2 production. Data are 
a v a i l a b l e f o r T r " * * \ — p at If GeV/c ( 6 2\ and f o r T T P — " > f\^v\ 
at 12 and 15 GeV/c^-^. We i n t e r p o l a t e d the measured t -
channel p a r t i a l cross-sections f ° 0 0 c\o"/dl b using the 
form |> w i t h ot 10 - - 0.1 + ^ -8 t . To convert to 
\DJ X we included a k.7% A 2 — > Kff branching r a t i o ( 3 7 ) , we 
m u l t i p l i e d by £ due t o i s o s p l n , and corrected to a 1.2 <C 
MKR ^ m a s s l n t e r v a l . T n e values obtained f o r \06\ at 
p L = 10 GeV/c are i n d i c a t e d by the dashed l i n e on F i g . h.2. 
The agreement between obtained from charge-exchange 
and non-charge-exchange reactions means tha t there i s no 
evidence f o r i s o s c a l a r UPE i n Tl" o — A ? 
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n"p— K"K°p AMPLITUDES IN THE A, MASS REGION 
— i 1 1 1— i| " 1 1 r - T - 1 r 
S D - ^ 
D+D 
P.D 
O 3 COHERENCE 
(F cos •) D.I 
1 I \ IS0| • I a J UJ J* o | P J \ 2 1 in. 0' 
• 0. 
I 0.2 OA 0.6 Q6 OA 0.2 
-t (GeV/c)' 
Figure I f . 2 ; The 1 0 GeV/c Ti~p — > \L~ \c* p 
amplitudes i n the A 2 mass reg i o n . The 
curve of 10*1 shows the p r e d i c t i o n ob-
tained CEX A£ production ( 6 2 , 6 3 ) . The 
coherences S0 % and - S 0 - are assumed equal, 
and are denoted SD. The SD and D+Dp+ co-
herences are not w e l l determined and the 
curves only i n d i c a t e the trend of the r e s u l t s . 
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An i n t e r e s t i n g f e a t u r e of t h i s analysis i s the 
importance of S wave K K° production i n the A 2 mass 
region (see F i g . k.2). I n general, i t i s d i f f i c u l t to 
e x t r a c t lower p a r t i a l waves, and to study the r e l i a b i l i t y 
of t h i s determination of S Q we repeated the analysis w i t h P Q 
included, together w i t h R_ = - 0.5 ?0 , but w i t h S Q omitted. 
The d e s c r i p t i o n of the moments was again reasonable, though 
not q u i t e as good as t h 8 t w i t h S 0 included and P 0 omitted. 
E s s e n t i a l l y the only change i n the amplitude components 
shown i n F i g . h.2 i s t h a t I S J — > \ P*l and, of course, no 
SD i n t e r f e r e n c e . There are i n d i c a t o r s that the s o l u t i o n 
w i t h large S c i s the physical one. F i r s t , by comparing 
to u j exchange f o r K.p—?K*(890)p, and by comparing the P 
wave background i n the g region (see the next s e c t i o n ) , 
there are i n d i c a t i o n s t h a t ,£ \ P+l . Second by com-
+ - (19) ° o (Q) paring K K V i 7 / and K gK g V 7 / production data ( i n p a r t i c u l a r 
the e q u a l i t y of the N ^ - ^ o ^ moments) i t has been noted 
t h a t the P wave TT-exchange amplitude i s small i n our mass 
range. Q u a n t i t a t i v e l y we f i n d t h i s P 0 cannot account f o r 
the required UPE c o n t r i b u t i o n needed i n K~K° production. 
For these reasons we favour the K~K° amplitude s o l u t i o n 
w i t h . t h e r e l a t i v e l y large S 0 and-a small P Q c o n t r i b u t i o n . 
Even i f the two most forward points shown f o r i S„| are over-
estimated, due t o the omission of a possible P Q c o n t r i b u t i o n 
which peaks at small t ( TT -exchange) and due to l a r g e 
acceptance c o r r e c t i o n s , the t - s t r u c t u r e s t i l l Implies a 
strong n o n - f l i p component (Z-exchange) i n S 0 at small t . 
This suggests t h a t the bump observed i n the S wave at 
MKR^ 1 , 3 G e V i n K * K ~ a n d K s K s h a s a r a t n e r l a r * e 1 = V 
component. 
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A 2 production by NPE i n the process TT~ p > A t p 
proceeds v i a pomeron and f exchange. A comparison w i t h 
K*( 1^-20) d i f f r a c t i v e production can give valuable informa-
t i o n onP and f exchange. We may w r i t e the D + amplitude 
D + ( A J = IP + |. ih.5) 
This c o n t r i b u t i o n to the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section f o r A 2 
production, | D + ( A 2 ) J 2 , i s shown i n F i g . W.3. I t i s obtained 
from D+(K"K°) of F i g . k,2 a f t e r c o r r e c t i o n f o r ( i ) the unseen 
A 2 decay modes (using an A 2 — > KK branching r a t i o of *f . 7 # ) , 
and ( i i ) f o r the f i n i t e mass i n t e r v a l ( 1 . 2 - l A GeV) using an 
A 2 Breit-Wigner form. 
This can be compared w i t h ^ ( 1 ^ 2 0 ) production i s o l a t e d 
from the r e l a t e d K~p — 1 > p r e a c t i o n s . High i s t a t i s t i c s 
data f o r these l a t t e r processes have been taken at the same 
beam energy. These data were a n a l y s e d ^ ^ t o determine the 
TT~ production amplitudes i n the mass region l.S^ <C 
< 1.5 GeV and K*( 11*20) production was also found to proceed 
dominantly v i a the NPE amplitudes D + ( K * i r " ) . The d i f f e r e n t i a l 
cross-sections f o r ^ ( 1 ^ 2 0 ) production, or more p r e c i s e l y 
J.D +t 2, are also p l o t t e d i n F i g . M-.3> a f t e r c o r r e c t i o n f o r 
the unseen^ K*(ll * 2 0 ) decay modes and f o r the f i n i t e mass 
b i n . The crossover at - t = 0 .3 GeV2 has been i n t e r p r e t e d 
i n terms of the pomeron, f and u> exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n s , ^ 0 ' ^ 
where the c o e f f i c i e n t s 16 and j i are introduced as we define 
(P and I by eq. ( ^ . 5 ) . Before c o n f r o n t i n g the data, i t 
+ ) # + 
We include a f a c t o r 3 /2 to allow f o r K —* \L~ T° , and 
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Figure h.~K: The NPE cross-sections, 
ID+12 f o r TT"p -> fl~ p and fc* p —» ^ "()«iio)*p 
at 10 GeV/c. The cross sections are 
corrected f o r the unseen decay modes 
and f o r the t a i l s of the Breit-Wigner 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s outside the f i t t e d mass 
i n t e r v a l s . This l a t t e r c o r r e c t i o n i s 
a f a c t o r 1.5.0 and 1.52. f o r the A2 and 
K (1920) mass i n t e r v a l s r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The r a t i o R i s discussed i n section h.2. 
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i s i n f o r m a t i v e to a n t i c i p a t e values of the c o e f f i c i e n t s 
Y and ^  . From SU ( 3)-invariance and magic f , f ' m i x i n g we 
expect To estimate the r e l a t i v e coupling of the 
pomeron, "Jf , we may use the f , f ' -dominated pomeron hypoth-
e s i s ^ 1 * ^ . According to t h i s scheme^'' 
where oi.U) are the usual t r a j e c t o r y f u n c t i o n s . I n the 
symmetry l i m i t r = 1, and the pomeron i s an SU( 3 ) - s i n g l e t . 
The departure of r from 1 represents the e f f e c t of SU(3) 
mass breaking. 
To f a c i l i t a t e the comparison of A 2 and 1^(1^20) pro-
d u c t i o n we p l o t i n F i g . ^ . 3 , the r a t i o 
W 
Cf.8) 
versus t , where we used the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sections 
0" = c \ c / c l V = \ >shown i n the upper part of the 
f i g u r e . We have used the sum of K*+ and K*~ cross-sections 
to remove the i n t e r f e r e n c e c o n t r i b u t i o n s between the even 
(IP, ^ ) and odd ((*») G-parity exchanges. I f we assume I UJI1" 
i s small compared to , then R i s an i n d i c a t o r 
o.£ the r e l a t i v e s t r e n g t h of the pomeron and f c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
I f the processes are dominated by pomeron exchange then we 
expect t h a t R = l + y - ,whereas i f f exchange i s dominant 
we expect R - l . From F i g . if.3 we see that R = 1 .25 , 
w i t h a small e r r o r , f o r -t<0.W GeV2. Suppose, f o r example 
at - t = 0 .2 GeV2 t h a t r U ) 5 * 0 . 5 " and that the r e l a t i v e 
pomeron-f phase i s 6 0 ° . Then t h i s value of R impli e s t h a t 
the I f * -J c o n t r i b u t i o n i s 1:1 i n l f p - * f y f , and i s 1.5:1 
i n VC p -^tt'OhlO) p at 10 GeV/c. 
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M-.3 Amplitude Analysis i n the g Meson Region 
The ^ s t r u c t u r e of the moments of the K"TC° angular 
d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the g mass region, 1.55 ( M^ fc ( l . 8 5 GeV, i s 
shown i n F i g . h.U. The data do not allow a f u l l amplitude 
determination. We use the t-channel moments KK.Y 1^ w i t h 
8, M = 0 } 2 to determine the magnitudes and coherences 
of the NPE amplitudes L +, and of the UPE amplitudes L Q, 
w i t h L&h. We are l e d to t h i s s i m p l i f i c a t i o n by the 
r e s u l t s i n the A 2 mass region. From the A 2 analysis we 
expect that L + L ' 2 + i n t e r f e r e n c e terms w i l l c o n t r i b u t e to 
i 
the M = 1 moments at l e a s t as s t r o n g l y as L DL i n t e r f e r e n c e 
terms. The data are unable to determine both L_ and L 2 + . 
However these small amplitudes only c o n t r i b u t e q u a d r a t i c a l l y 
to the M = 0, 2 moments and so i t should be r e l i a b l e t o use 
these moments to determine the more dominant L 0 and L + 
amplitudes. 
The N ^ . Y 0 I T _ ^ moments show tha t g resonance 
production proceeds mainly by UPE ( F 0 ) , and to a much 
lesser extent by NPE ( F + ) . The dominance of the N < Y i > 
and N ( . Y £ ^ > moments, as compared to the other M = 2 
moments, i n d i c a t e s a very strong D + component i n the g 
region. Moreover the J = 8 moments suggest t h a t L = k 
(K K°) production by NPE exchange (G +) must be included i n 
t h i s mass i n t e r v a l . The presence of sizeable D+ and G+ 
amplitudes make the determination of | P +j very d i f f i c u l t . 
The d i f f i c u l t y i s apparent from the expression f o r the 
J = 6 , M = 2 moment 
N < Y ^ > = - 0-W i F ^ f - O . t S * i G u f - O.mS R e ( 0 + G 4 * ) . 
The "background" amplitudes, D + and G+, are associated w i t h 
pomeron exchange and are ther e f o r e enhanced r e l a t i v e t o the 
uf-exchange resonant amplitude F +. 
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Figure k.h: As f o r F i g . M-.l, but i n the 
g meson mass region, 
1.55< M k R < 1 . 8 5 GeV. 
There i s no evidence f o r the L = h UPE amplitude Gc, 
ei t h e r from F i g . h.k or from the moments as a f u n c t i o n of 
the produced K"K° mass (see F i g . h.7). I f we compare 
10+1 ocwdl \ 0_ \ i n F i g . h.2 f o r A 2 production, since 
L = 2 and L = h amplitudes are produced by the same ex-
change mechanism, we expect a very small G0 i n comparison 
to G+. We t h e r e f o r e set Gc = 0 , and inc l u d e only J i 7 
moments w i t h M = 2 i n the an a l y s i s . 
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I n each t - b l n we use the J 4 8 , M = 0 ,2 moments to 
determine the magnitudes and r e l a t i v e phases of the 
amplitudes w i t h i n the NPE sector ( P + , D+, F +, G +) and 
w i t h i n the UPE sector ( S 0 , P 0, D0, F 0 ) . For each t - b i n 
a l l the s o l u t i o n s are enumerated using the B a r r e l e t zeros 
t e c h n i q u e ^ ? ) . T n e d e t a i l e d explanation of our method i s 
given i n Appendix V I I . I n each t i n t e r v a l we selected 
the physical s o l u t i o n by imposing the c o n t i n u i t y of the 
imaginary parts of zeros as a f u n c t i o n of t and by 
r e q u i r i n g amplitude magnitudes consistent w i t h the presence 
of the A 2 and g resonances. The ambiguity i s e s s e n t i a l l y 
only i n the lower p a r t i a l waves; i n p a r t i c u l a r f o r the 
S»P« a. and D r , amplitudes. We note also, t h a t the analysis o, + o 
assumes, w i t h i n each sector, t h a t the amplitudes have a 
common coherence f a c t o r , "J . Within the UPE sector there 
i s no reason why t h i s should be c o r r e c t and so only the 
dominant UPE coherence may be meaningful. F 0 i s the dom-
ina n t UPE amplitude and the other UPE q u a n t i t i e s are much 
less r e l i a b l y determined. To sum up, we note t h a t the 
analysis should be r e l i a b l e and unambiguous f o r D+, F +, G+ 
and F Q. 
The r e s u l t s f o r the g production amplitudes and the D 
and G waves, together w i t h t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e coherences, are 
shown i n F i g . M-.5« The lower p a r t i a l waves are, i n general 
not so w e l l determined and depend on the B a r r e l e t s o l u t i o n 
that i s selected. For our s o l u t i o n the magnitudes of 
so» poV p+ a r e approximately 1 . 0 , 0 . 6 , 0 .7 \T^\ / ( j t V 
r e s p e c t i v e l y at - t = 0 .15 GeV2; and 0 . 3 , 0 . 1 , 0 .2 
at - t = 0 .5 GeV2. The coherence of S 0F C i s 
p o s i t i v e f o r a l l t , t h a t of P 0F 0 i s ^ - O A f o r - t < 0 * 3 
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i x _ p — K"K°p AMPLITUDES IN THE g REGION 
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Figure The 10 GeV/c Tfp —•> Vf lt° f 
amplitudes i n the g mass re g i o n , 1.55< 
Mvj5<1.85 GeV, obtained from the data 
o f F i g . KA. The extreme f l u c t u a t i o n s 
seen i n the 3 4 T ^  5 moments at - t = 
0.29 GeV2 w e r e removed before a n a l y s i s . 
Only r e p r e s e n t a t i v e e r r o r s are shown 
f o r i0o| and the coherence. 
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GeV2 and tha t of P +D + i s negative f o r a l l t . 
The d i f f e r e n c e of odd-L and even-L (K~K°) production 
mechanisms i s s t r i k i n g l y evident i n F i g . M-.5 (see Section 
2 A . I I I and Table 2.h). For UPE, the g production ampli-
tude F c ( IT -exchange) dominates the background D Q ampli-
tude (B, 2 exchange). On the other hand f o r NPE, g 
production proceeds v i a F + (co exchange) which i s smaller, 
and of d i f f e r e n t t s t r u c t u r e , than the even-L D+, G+ 
amplitudes ( I P , f exchange). The expected s i n g l e - h e l i c i t y 
f l i p character of the NPE amplitudes i s c l e a r l y apparent 
f o r D+ and G+. 
The s t r u c t u r e of f o r g production may be compared 
w i t h theu).-exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n i s o l a t e d from the f 
production reactions 
- A £ C -n- f - » V*)] • lk-9) 
Following Hoyer et a l we apply finite-mass-sum-rules 
and two-component d u a l i t y to r e l a t e theco-exchange con-
t r i b u t i o n s to these resonance production reactions at a 
given energy 
-0 
oVc-^  C^)/ ell 
From our r e s u l t s f o r \F^| (see F i g . *f . 5 ) we can estimate 
g production bytu-exchange at 10 GeV/c, provided we are 





d ( J u / d t ( p prod.) 
6 GeV/c 
B.R.(g—KK) = 1°/o 
= 1.5% 
0.2 0.4 
•t (GeV/c) 2 
0.6 
Figure >f.6t Data f o r J? production by 
cu-exchange a t 6 GeV/c, taken from r e f . 
( 6 9 ). The curves are the f i n i t e - m a s s -
sum r u l e p r e d i c t i o n s , obtained from 
the g production amplitude F + of F i g . 
* f . 5 , f o r two d i f f e r e n t values of the 
g — » KK branching r a t i o . 
Taking eC -0M + O.** t i n ep^ . (W.10), we then c a l -
c u l a t e c l ^ C ^ V o L ' t . I n f i g u r e W.6 we compare our 
p r e d i c t i o n w i t h 6 GeV/c f production d a t a ^ ^ ) ? a f t e r 
a l l o w i n g f o r the d i f f e r e n t beam momenta using the usual 
p *** dependence. The curves, shown f o r two d i f f e r e n t 
g—*KK branching r a t i o s , r e s u l t from the curve through 
I P +) on F i g . *+.5« The comparison, which i s most rel e v a n t 
f o r 0.1 < - t < 0.2 GeV2, favours a branching r a t i o 
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r i g — > o J U ) 12) 
The 16 GeV/c data f o r isospin-zero-NPE f p r o d u c t i o n ^ ^ 
has l a r g e r e r r o r s but a s i m i l a r comparison y i e l d s com-
p a t i b l e r e s u l t s . 
The s t r u c t u r e of |Fo| of F i g . k.5 i s i n d i c a t i v e of Tr 
exchange, and the values may be extrapolated to the Tr pole 
( t = v ^ ) t o give a more d i r e c t determination of the g-^KK 
IT 
branching r a t i o than that we obtained from To do 
t h i s we use the Chew-Low form (see eq. ( 2 . 3 8 ) ) 
- b e v 
w i t h L = 3 , where t n„ a { M ^ / ^ . ^ ) » a R d 
M 1 
We I n t e g r a t e over the experimental mass bin 1.55 - 1*85 
GeV. The t o t a l w i d t h of the g resonance i s f= r „ t -f l " ^ ^ 
, where 
2 1 + 6 
w i t h a b a r r i e r f a c t o r D(x) = 225 + *f5x + 6x + x and 
i n t e r a c t i o n radius R = 3 .5 GeV"1. We take the mass and 
wid t h of the g resonance to be mp = I . 6 9 GeV, Y' = 0 .18 
GeV; and the momentum of the other decay channels, i n 
a d d i t i o n to the TTTT and KK channels, t o be represented 
by \ 0^S k k R . we f i t IR>I to e<j. w i t h ( T ^ - ) 
and the slope, b , as f r e e parameters. We omit the point 
p 
at - t = 0.09 GeV due t o the larg e acceptance c o r r e c t i o n s 
i n the near forward d i r e c t i o n . The f i t i s shown by the 
curve through )F»| on F i g . h.3 and corresponds to 
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N T ^ T , T K i / T - O. o u t O.ol^ 
V> = 1 1.1 G e W " 1 . 
I f we take the p a r t i c l e table value of the g — * "IT rr 
branching r a t i o , / ' f s l ) . ^ , then we f i n d the 
g —*KK branching r a t i o i s 
This determination i s i n agreement w i t h the independent 
estimation P - . / P ^ 0.015 , which we obtained from 
the NPE amplitude, F +. 
The above numbers y i e l d a r a t i o of KR and TTTT decay 
modes of the g resonance of 
V ^ / T , , = O.oSL 1 0.017 . 
This i s to be compared w i t h the SU(3) p r e d i c t i o n value 
Note t h a t SU(3) comparisons are b e t t e r s a t i s f i e d without 
i n c l u d i n g b a r r i e r f a c t o r s . To agree w i t h the SU(3) 
p r e d i c t i o n , we would have had to input f l , , / f t 0>H which 
would have led to f R . / f = 0 . 0 1 . 
i+A Amplitudes As a Function of 
Here we analyse the same data as a f u n c t i o n of the 
e f f e c t i v e mass of the produced (K"K°) system. We use the 
moments Kl < ^ , of the K" angular d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the 
t-channel, i n 50 MeV i n t e r v a l s over the mass range 1 £ 
< 2 GeV, i n t e g r a t e d over the t i n t e r v a l 0.07 < - t < 1.0 GeV2 
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Figure k.7: The mass spectra of the t-channel 
acceptance corrected moments f o r 10 GeV/c 
"n'p —1* *~K-aP data, a f t e r allowance f o r the 
observed IC*-* \t? TT* T T " decay. The data 
are I n t e g r a t e d over the t I n t e r v a l 0.07 ^ - t C 
1 GeV2. The s e n s i t i v i t y of the data i s 7671 
corrected events per £b. 
(see F i g . i t . 7 ) . To analyse the data we use the same method 
to determine the amplitudes as the one we used i n the g 
resonance region. That i s , we use the M = 0,2 moments w i t h 
J ^ 8 to determine the magnitudes and r e l a t i v e phases of 
the amplitudes i n the NPE sector ( P + , D+, F +, 0 +) and I n 
the UPE sector ( S 0 , P c, DD, F 0, G 0)as a f u n c t i o n of M k R i n 
the range l < M k £ < 2 GeV. The r e l a t i o n s among the amplitudes 
and moments are given i n e^$. ( l * . l ) , (k.2) and Appendices 
I and V I . For example, f o r each mass bin above M W R = 1.8 GeV, 
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where the amplitudes up to L = h are r e q u i r e d , we use 16 
moments t o determine 9 amplitude magnitudes and 7 r e l a t i v e 
phases. I n p r i n c i p l e , t h i s assumes t h a t , w i t h i n each sector, 
the amplitudes have a common coherence f a c t o r ^ . There i s 
no c e r t a i n t y that t h i s i s c o r r e c t . However, i n p r a c t i c e , 
at a given mass, o f t e n only one i n t e r f e r e n c e term i s 
important w i t h i n each sector, and then the data give a 
r e l i a b l e determination of the corresponding spin-phase 
coherence"^ "^CnJ)C|) . For example, i n the mass region 
the data determine O H J 4> f o r S 0D 0 and P+D+ i n t e r -
ference. 
Even then the amplitude determination i s not uniaue. 
The data determine only ( u ^ q ) ) ^ , and not the r e l a t i v e 
phases ^ i ' > a n <* s o there remain d i s c r e t e ambiguities. 
At each mass b i n we obtain a l l possible s o l u t i o n s by using 
the method explained i n Appendix V I I . We f i n d t h a t the 
amplitude GD, des c r i b i n g L = k K"K° production by UPE, i s 
compatible w i t h zero. This can be a n t i c i p a t e d by i n -
spection of the N < Y * | X ^ moments. I n the r e s u l t s 
presented below we have t h e r e f o r e set G0 = 0 . For 
below 1.7 GeV we f i x G+ t o be given by the t a i l of a spin 
f o u r resonance and f i t only moments w i t h J ^  7« For 
below 1.5 GeV we f i x the L = 3 amplitudes, F 0 and F+> to 
be given by the t a i l of the g resonance and f i t only 
moments w i t h 5- The resonance forms are normalised to 
f i t the amplitude determinations i n the higher mass bins. 
We tabulate a l l the allowed s o l u t i o n s i n each mass b i n . I n 
the m a j o r i t y of mass bins these s o l u t i o n s give an 
+) 
The value represents the spin-phase coherence averaged 
over the t i n t e r v a l of the data, 0 . 0 7 < ^ - t < l GeV2. 
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e s s e n t i a l l y exact d e s c r i p t i o n of the data. Tn a l l but the 
mass b i n about 1.325 GeV (see the data f l u c t u a t i o n s i n 
F i g . h.7) and those above 1.85 GeV the f i t s have an accept-
able \ • I n Figs. *+.8 and k.9 we present the s o l u t i o n 
t h a t i s selected at each mass bi n by r e q u i r i n g : 
i ) the dominance of S 0 j u s t above the 
K K° t h r e s h o l d (the higher p a r t i a l 
waves should be suppressed by the 
f a c t o r of (k K£) L i n t h i s r e g i o n ) , 
i i ) The c o n t i n u i t y of ImZ; (UPE s e c t or) 
and ImZj (NPE sector) as a f u n c t i o n 
of the K"K° e f f e c t i v e mass, 
i i i ) amplitude behaviour consistent w i t h 
the presence of the A 2 and g res-
onances . 
Leading resonant waves are e s s e n t i a l l y unchanged i n magni-
tude by B a r r e l e t transformations and the t h i r d c r i t e r i o n 
i s mainly h e l p f u l o f f resonance. The f i r s t two c r i t e r i a 
e l i m i n a t e an a l t e r n a t i v e s o l u t i o n w i t h P 0 s i m i l a r i n magni-
tude and s t r u c t u r e t o t h a t shown f o r S 0 below l A GeV (see 
F i g . h.9) and. w i t h S 0 smaller and s t r u c t u r e l e s s . 
Above = 1 . 6 GeV we see the emergence of L = h 
K -K° production. U n f o r t u n a t e l y the data do not allow 
r e l i a b l e partial-wave analysis above 2 GeV 3 0 as to estab-
l i s h a resonance shape f o r G+. However, support f o r 
resonance i d e n t i f i c a t i o n comes from the behaviour of the 
D +G + i n t e r f e r e n c e c o n t r i b u t i o n . This i s the dominant 
i n t e r f e r e n c e term i n t h i s mass range and, moreover, both 
L = 2 and L = h K K° states have the same production 
mechanisms. The behaviour of should there-
f o r e reproduce co-»> { <b^- ^ ) , where & are the I = 1 KR 
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decay phases. Assuming i s given by the t a i l of the A,,, 
we see that the behaviour of 4s , as a f u n c t i o n of 
M - , gives f u r t h e r c o n f i r m a t i o n of the spin ^ resonance of 
mass M^1.9 GeV reported by the Geneva group '*'. 
\ . 5 Conclusions 
Here we summarize the main r e s u l t s of our study of 
K K° production data i n A 2 and g resonance mass regions 
and as a f u n c t i o n of i n the range 1< ( 2 GeV by the 
r e a c t i o n i f p —> \C p at 10 GeV/c: 
1. We f i n d A 2 production proceeds dominantly by NPE. 
The t-channel D + amplitude i s dominant, but a non-
zero N ^ Y ^ s i g n a l leads to a D 2 + c o n t r i b u t i o n 
which i s , on average 10% of \0 + l . The curves shown 
through the |0 4 l and |0„| amplitudes i n F i g . *+.8 and 
1+.9 correspond t o A 2 Breit-Wigner f i t w i t h 
w i t h i n t e r a c t i o n radius R = 3.5 GeV"1. 
2 . The UPE amplitude D 0 i s consis t e n t i n magnitude 
and t s t r u c t u r e w i t h that found i n CEX A° pro-
d u c t i o n , and lends support to the assumption 
tha t UPE i s dominantly i s o v e c t o r i n TT~ p — ^ A x p. 
3. S wave K~K° production i s important i n the A 2 
r e g i o n , the b s t r u c t u r e i mplying a strong 
n o n - f l i p component at smallfc (Z exchange). 
Both the b and M^ - s t r u c t u r e of S a m p l i t u d e 
PC +4-
suggest the existence of an I = 1, J = 0 
-.1 
resonance under the A 0. We c a l l i t 8 (1300 ) . 
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NPI£ in if p — K- K° p (0.07 < -1 < I (GeV/c)J) 
O P. I ID-
0. 
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Figure **.8; The t-channel amplitudes 
de s c r i b i n g K"K° production by NPE ob-
tained by analysing the moments of 
F i g . *+.7. Representative errors are 
shown. The curves through the L >, X. 
amplitudes correspond t o the B r e i t -
Wigner f i t s of eq. (^.lV) and (4-. 15) . 
Only the coherences between s i g n i -
f i c a n t amplitudes are shown. 
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UPE In n p — K" K° p (0.07 < -I < 1 (GoV/c)') 
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Figure I f . 9 ; The same as F i g . >+.8, 
but f o r UPE K"K° production 
i f . There i s r e l a t i v e l y l i t t l e P wave K"K° production, 
although the P +D + coherence i s w e l l determined. 
5. and K*(1920)~ production are r e l a t e d using the 
°p ^ ' dominated scheme f o r the pomeron. We e s t i -
mate the pomeron r e l a t i v e t o | exchange and f i n d , 
2 
f o r example, at - t ~ 0 . 2 GeV a r a t i o 1:1 i n 
TT"p —•» p a* 1° GeV/c. 
6. We f i n d g production proceeds dominantly by 
UPE (TT exchange). We ex t r a p o l a t e to theTT exchange 
pole and f i n d 
Taking f ^ T r / T = D.^ S t h i s gives 
J j L * - O . O U ± 0,00*1 . 
r 
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The curve shown through l F D | i n F i g . W.9 
corresponds to g resonance Brelt-Wigner f i t 
w i t h 
w i t h R = 3-5 GeV 1. 
7. g production by NPE (u> exchange) i s masked by 
the production of L = 2 and L = h K~K° systems 
which can proceed by pomeron and | exchange. 
Finite-mass-sum-rules and d u a l i t y allow a com-
parison of the NPE amplitude, F +, w i t h f pro-
duction data. This hypothesis leads to an estimate 
of the g—*KK branching r a t i o of T * * / V ^ 0.0 I S . 
8. Above 1.6 GeV we see the emergence of L = h K~K° 
production. The t s t r u c t u r e of G+ shows tha t 
L = h K"K° system i s produced by NPE (1? ; ^ 
exchanges). The data do not allow a determination 
of the mass and width of t h i s resonance, but the 
behaviour of the D+G+ i n t e r f e r e n c e term i s e v i -
dence f o r G+ resonant s t r u c t u r e . 
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CHAPTER Y 
Analysis of TTp > C *+ ) rv , - V t t V J p 
Reactions 
5.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The (K +K ) system has a r i c h resonance spectrum, because 
i t s quantum numbers allow i t t o couple many n a t u r a l p a r i t y 
meson resonances w i t h I = 0 ,1 , P = C = ( - ) L , G = 
(see Sec. 2 .1 , eqs. ( 2 . 1 ) - ( 2 . 5 )) • Therefore the data of 
the reactions 
TT P — * ( K + K - ) n (5-1) 
T1"*n —»(K +K~)p (5.2) 
allow a study of resonances w i t h L r c = 0 + + I = 0 S*, i ; 
r r i or , „ PC ++ 
I = 1 %, % ; L = 1 I = 0 ^ I = 1 /; L = 2 1 = 0 
• PC —— £ ; I = 1 A 2; L = 3 I = 1 g, etc. I n p a r t i c u l a r the 
sum and the d i f f e r e n c e of the moments of reac t i o n s (5*1) and 
(5 .2) give valuable i n f o r m a t i o n on the i n t e r f e r e n c e of ampli-
Pf 
tudes w i t h the same L , but d i f f e r e n t I . Recall t h a t i f we 
denote A(n"p) as the amplitude of the process (5 .1)» A(TT +n) 
as that f o r ( 5 . 2 ) , and A ( I = 0 ) , A ( I = 1) as amplitudes f o r 
producing a (KK) system of i s o s p i n I = 0,1 r e s p e c t i v e l y , we 
f i n d 
A(TTp) = A( I = 0) + A ( I = 1) 
A(TT+n) = A ( I = 0) - A ( I = 1 ) , (2.58) 
(see Sec. 2 A . I I , e j j . ( 2 . 5 8 ) ) , where 
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tr A« B z TT Af A(I=0) = S ,S ; P , P ; D , D ; ... f o r L = 0,1,2 . . . 
A ( I - l ) = S B, S Z; p \ PA*, DB, DZ; F^, F A t ... 
f o r L = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 • • • 
here the s u p e r s c r i p t s denote the appropriate Regge exchanges 
f o r producing a (K.K) system by unnatural p a r i t y exchange, (we 
neglect the NPE exchanges). We d e f i n e using the r e l a t i o n s 
(2 .58 ) : 
T r p ^ (U I A1 (1-1) A'n=l) ) 
<M A'II*o)«•(!.-1)) ( 5 ' 3 ) 
where a known sum over Re(A.'A*) terms i s i m p l i e d . Thus i t i s 
possible to study S*-S > J , ^  - A ; S* L - ^' ; • • • 
i n t e r f e r e n c e e f f e c t s . However the determination of the 
amplitudes i s ambiguous. The data cannot f i x the r a t i o of 
A ( I = 0)/A(I = 1 ) . To i l l u s t r a t e t h i s , l e t us suppose only 
S ( I = 0) and S(I= 1) amplitudes are d i f f e r e n t from zero: 
then the data can be w r i t t e n as 
2< Y:> = l l S i i s o ) l * + l l S < 3 s i ) ] i 
A < Y ' 0 > - - ^ i u ( s ( v . o ) s n u i ) ) . ( 5 A ) 
For a given value of J < Y ° ) and 4 ( Y ° J ) I there are 
three unknowns t o be determined: ; | S ( I » I $ 11 - M \ and 
CJ>-^  $<* tt • Therefore there are i n f i n i t e number of s o l u t i o n s 
of equations (5.*+), according t o d i f f e r e n t values of S ( I = 0 ) / 
S ( I = 1 ) . I t i s easy to show t h a t w i t h . t h e presence of 
higher p a r t i a l waves t h i s ambiguity remains f o r a l l values 
of L. Therefore i n order to have a meaningful determination 
of the amplitudes we have to input some In f o r m a t i o n i n t o the 
a n a l y s i s . This i n p u t can be a dynamical model, or some 
already known amplitudes, or both. 
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The exchange mechanisms of the r e a c t i o n s (5-1) and 
(5«2) have been discussed i n Sec. 2. 1+.JI (see Table 2 . 3 ) . 
We expect the dominance of the TF -exchange amplitudes i n the 
small t region. This allows us to perform a "fi" IT > fcic. 
phase s h i f t a n a l y s i s . But i n the small t r e g i o n , some other 
amplitudes also give sizeable c o n t r i b u t i o n s (see \\\ and 
|0 o| i n F i g . *f . 2 ) . I n p a r t i c u l a r the I = 1 S wave, a r i s i n g 
from B and Z exchanges, has a lar g e magnitude i n the small 
t r e gion. Therefore we have to i n c l u d e such c o n t r i b u t i o n s , 
besides the OPE, i n order to perform a r e l i a b l e extrapola-
t i o n to the plon exchange pole. 
The data only determine the r e l a t i v e phases of the 
amplitudes. A n a t u r a l way to f i x the o v e r a l l phase of the 
OPE amplitudes i s to assume t h a t the phase of the L = 2, 
1 = 0 amplitude i s given by decay phases. Therefore we 
need to know the d e t a i l e d s t r u c t u r e of the D ( I = 0) ampli-
tude, i . e . the d e t a i l s of ^-^ i n t e r f e r e n c e . 
I n t h i s chapter we f i r s t analyse the observed ^ ( Y 1 ^ ) 
and A^V^ moments t o determine the s t r u c t u r e of the 
D(I = 0) amplitude. Then we study S* -^ i n t e r f e r e n c e , 
+ - o - o 
tak i n g i n t o account the K K and K ,K mass d i f f e r e n c e . I n 
the f o u r t h s e c t i o n we perform a " f i n — * I t * phase s h i f t a n a l y s i s , 
i n p u t t i n g the p r e v i o u s l y determined I = 1 S and D wave con-
t r i b u t i o n s , found studying the (K"K°) system. We use the 
^ decay phase to f i x the o v e r a l l phase. We discuss the 
r e s u l t i n g S (I = 0) amplitude i n conjunction w i t h S ( f i f i —>>TtT\) 
amplitude. I n the l a s t section we give our conclusions. 
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5.2 D Wave Studies 
The sum and the d i f f e r e n c e of the observed N ^ Y^^ 
of reactions (5 .1) and (5-2) show many i n t e r e s t i n g s t r u c t u r e s 
i n d i c a t i n g the existence o f , and i n t e r f e r e n c e between, the 
^, ^''and A 2 resonances^*^, ( s e e a i s o F i g . 5 -1 ) . The data 
are a v a i l a b l e i n three t i n t e r v a l s as a f u n c t i o n of M^, 
s u i t a b l e f o r a mass and t-dependent a n a l y s i s . The ^ '^ 
are produced by "H and exchange, while the A 2 i s produced 
by B and Z exchange. I f we denote the appropriate amplitudes 
by the symbols of these produced spin 2 mesons, then using 
r e l a t i o n s (5.3) we see tha t 
Now Z^Y^} shows a peak i n the^-A 2 mass region (~ + I f l i ) 1 " 
and a d r a s t i c drop around 1.^8 < M ^ <1.5U GeV which could be 
a t t r i b u t e d to {- \' i n t e r f e r e n c e ( ~ M 5 $ ' * ) , ( 7 3 ' 7 k \ The 
d i f f e r e n c e of the moments^ A < Y ^ ^ shows no evident s t r u c t u r e 
i n the ^ , A 2 r e g i o n , but there i s a cl e a r s t r u c t u r e i n the 
middle t - b i n (0.08 < - t < 0.2 GeV 2), i n the region 1.35 < 
11 (-714.) 
M K g < l » 5 GeV which may be a t t r i b u t e d to \ - Ag i n t e r f e r e n c e 
There are s i m i l a r , but not so evident s t r u c t u r e s i n the other 
t bins w i t h l a r g e e r r o r bars. 
We f i t t e d t-channel I < Y s a > , 2<Y S V> and 
\y moments as func t i o n s of both M^ ^ and t simultan-
eously i n order t o determine the L = 2 (KK) production 
amplitudes. The r e l a t i o n s between amplitudes and exchanges 
have been given i n Sec. 2 A . I I . We w r i t e the D wave ampli-
tudes, using r e l a t i o n s (2.55) and the Table 2.3 as: 
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Figure 5.1: The sum and d i f f e r e n c e of N<V^ 0> of 
reactions (5.1) and (5-2) at 6 GeV/c(19). The 
curves are the r e s u l t of the parametrizatlon des-
cr i b e d i n the t e x t . To take i n t o account the t - ^ ; ^ 
e f f e c t , we used the averaged I t l value f o r each mass 
b i n , i n the f i r s t t - b i n (-t < 0.08 GeV 2). 
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D. = 
0 * = 
o " ; -
o r ' = : w11" n = o , f ) 
+ - o 0 
o 0 2 , + - o 
(5 
That i s we assume: ( i ) that |, |' are produced by TT and 
A 2 exchange, A 2 by B and Z exchange and that ^ can also 
be produced by A^ exchange; ( i i ) the A^, B, Z exchange 
amplitudes w i t h ^ = ± 1 are aero, (we use to denote the 
t-channel h e l i c i t y of the produced resonance); ( i i i ) ampli-
tudes w i t h \ = 1 1 are zero; ( l v ) the f exchange amplitudes 
are zero. 
We w r i t e the D Q amplitudes i n a f n o t o r i z e d f o r m ^ ^ ^ : 
D o = A p r o ( t ) Adec ( 5 ' 6 ) 
where A p r o ( t ) i s the "production" amplitude and contains a l l 
the t-dependence of the amplitude. I n other words i t con-
t a i n s a l l the i n f o r m a t i o n on the exchanged obj e c t and we 
ignore the possible -dependence of t h i s amplitude. For 
pion exchange we use * 
and f o r the other Regge exchanges, R, we took a simple Regge 
form: 
a > = V" 1"' 1 1 * \ * i , - l ) r ( v - . ) t f t ) v l ( 5- 8 ) 
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where g R i s the coupling constant, n R = £ f o r B exchange, 
0 f o r A.^  Z exchanges, "5 i s the signature, a R = 0 f o r B, 
f o r A^ and Z exchanges, and i s the Regge t r a j e c t o r y . 
The amplitude A ^ M v j ) describes the decay of the 
produced resonance i n t o the (KK)channel. We assume tha t i t 
has no t-dependence. For Ti exchange i t has the form 
f\ l h ) = C _ U M - > , (5.9a) 
and f o r the other Regge exchanges i t i s 
where C I G V ^ ) V Y p u ^ ^ and 
r M Q t v f « ) , 
p 
mp i s the iLass of the produced resonance, p i s the p a r t i a l 
decay w i d t h of resonance R i n t o the channel i , k^ the 
p 
channel momenta, k^ i s the channel momenta at = mR 
R = 3.5 GeV i s the i n t e r a c t i o n radius and 
D(x) = 9 + 3x 2 + x** 
f o r L = 2. 
0^ amplitude i s to be parametrized i n terms of over-
lapping J£,£' resonances. I n p a r t i c u l a r we have to be able t o 
include the appropriate signs of the ^—">"»« , V-V- and the 
^ — • ^ K ^ couplings. Now, we can w r i t e some of the 
2++—•> 0 - + 0 " + decay couplings i n terms of A1, the s i n g l e t 
8 +•*• coup l i n g , A , the o c t e t coupling and 6, the 2 o c t e t - s i n g l e t 
mixing a n g l e ^ 7 1 ^ . We f i n d : 
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Rq—•>vtE) = [ - J - ^ a . e A 5 ) 
R I J ' - * " ) ( ^ v u , e A 1 - £f UK> e ft8) 
/ 
We have compared these r e l a t i o n s w i t h the experimentally 
known widths using the d e f i n i t i o n 
where m^  i s the mass of the resonance kp i s the appropriate 
channel momentum at the resonant mass mp. This f i t gives 
6 = 30.5 - 3-0, A 8 = M+.5 - 2 A , A 1 = 87.3 - 1 . 9 . 
(5.12) 
The r e s u l t s of the f i t are shown i n Table 5.1 (the ex p e r i -
ment values are taken from reference (37))s 
113 DEC 1978 
stoTion 
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Decay Exp. Width (MeV) SU(3) P r e d i c t i o n (MeV) 
1U5.8 - 1.8 1U5.6 
6.8 1 1.3 7.5 
- 0.5 
IfO.O - 10.0 ^8.3 
- 13.7 
60.6 1 9.0 55.5 
o " V + Table 9,1; Some of the 2 t -
experimental decay widths compared w i t h 
the SU(3) p r e d i c t i o n s . 
I n p a r t i c u l a r the values of 0, A® and A2, which are given 
i n (5 .12 ) , y i e l d the J / J coupling signs 
(5.13) 
and 
The formalism, which i s to describe the overlapping 
resonances, should be able to incorporate and check 
these sign d i f f e r e n c e s . We s h a l l use the mass matrix 
formalism, (see f o r instance r e f . (75) and references there-
i n ) . We s h a l l modify the formalism of r e f . (75) s l i g h t l y 
t o produce the usual Breit-Wigner form f o r s i n g l e resonance 
case. For two channels ( l a b e l l e d by i , j ) and two resonances 
( l a b e l l e d b y ^ f ) we w r i t e the p a r t i a l waveT matrix ele-
ments as 
\ ' ~ G l V S ' 
(5.1>+) 
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where G i s the coupling matrix 
^ I T • ^ 
and 9 i s the propagator m a t r i x . P i s r e l a t e d to the H 
matrix as f o l l o w s : 
2 
where 5= M _ . The u n i t a r i t y c o n d i t i o n f o r T^1 ( c . f . en. 
(3-31)) requires the M matrix elements to satisfy,(assuming 
the time r e v e r s a l i n v a r i a n c e ) : 
" W M l ) r = Z < j t , <j4. U^* 1 . (5.15) 
U n i t a r i t y can only f i x the imaginary part of the t3 m a t r i x ; 
t h e r e f o r e we have the freedom to choose the r e a l part of the 
mass-squared m a t r i x . Moreover, the mass-squared matrix i s 
not hermitian i n general, so u n i t a r i t y cannot be diagonalized 
simultaneously w i t h the mass-squared m a t r i x ^ ? 5 ) # We choose 
the r e a l part of the mass matrix as 
l A H 1 
I n terms of the f u n c t i o n d ( s ) , which we introduced i n 
Chapter I I I (see eqs. ( 3 . 1 0 ) - ( 3 « 1 2 )), t h i s gives 
a ^ =<ku rl) = ( m\- % -; ( v + \\)) * 
»l (5.16) 
where 
The d(s) i n e^. (5.16) incorporates the sign d i f f e r e n c e 
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of the couplings because the term 
contains terms l i k e 
Note t h a t the form of d(s) i n e^. (5.16) does not give us 
d i r e c t l y p h ysical masses and widths of two resonances, since 
i t i s not i n f a c t o r i z e d form of the two Breit-Wigner d(s) 
f u n c t i o n . However i f the 
( A M 1 U ^ Y ^ + 
term turns out to be n e g l i g i b l y s mall, to a good approxima-
t i o n , d(s) i n e<j. (5.16) can y i e l d the phy s i c a l parameters 
of two resonances. This formalism i s c l o s e l y r e l a t e d t o the 
K = M matrix formalism. I f we set AM - 5 , the 
formalism would correspond to adding two r e a l poles i n the 
K matrix : 
To f i x the t-dependence of the amplitudes we take the 
Regge t r a j e c t o r i e s as^35) . 
o ^ U ) = - 0.016 + 0.825 t 
of^(-t) = - 0.2^6 + 0.825 t 
o< 2 U) = " °-350 + 0.825 t 
^ LV) = 0.825 t . (5.18) 
The t-dependence of OPE amplitudes i s given by eq. (5.7) 
w i t h k as a f r e e parameter. We include a f a c t o r of 
111+ ) \ / I 1 * t ' 1 1 0 1 ' ^ i n the B exchange 
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amplitude i n order to r e l a t e i t s phase to the OPE ampli-
tude by IT-ft exchange-degeneracy. We f i x D B a n ( J 
amplitudes by ta k i n g 
\M = 1.31 GeV 
= 0.005 GeV 
r = 0.101 GeV 
and f i t t i n g to the values of 10o| found f o r (K°K~) system, 
(see F i g . k.2). We extr a p o l a t e from p L = 10 GeV/c of the 
(K°K") data to p L = 6 GeV/c of the (K*K~) data by i n c l u d i n g 
a f a c t o r ( p L ) i n amplitudes (see eq. (5 .8 ) ) . We take the 
'^ mass and i t s TiTT and KK widths as f r e e parameters and 
f i x the ' 5 ' — w i d t h to i t s SU(3) predicted value, 
( c . f . e<^ . (5 .13)) . We f i x the | meson parameters as 
= 1.275 GeV 
r ? * = 0.1lf6 GeV 
f j * = 0.007 GeV 
.1 
Y^= 0.027 GeV . 
That i s , we use the branching r a t i o (J —"> KK)/(J —* a l l ) = 
(19) 
3.8$ which was determined by the experimental group • 
To allow f o r decay channels other than Tin and KK f o r the 
^ and ^  resonances we use an extended version of d(s) of 
ecj. (5.16), assuming th a t the ^  can couple only to Tffi > 
KK and channels and that the other decay channels of 
the ^ can be associated w i t h momentum W.^- » by w r i t i n g : 
<J - s -! ( ^ 4 + ( . s -: ( ^ ^ j v ^ ^ . 1 )) 
• l f l h l - i l - l . v ( +v v M^" (5.19) 
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where AM i s a f r e e parameter. Note t h a t we in p u t the 
r e l a t i v e sign of the ^ *~° » \ ^ i n the second term 
of eq. (5.19). We r e l a t e the o v e r a l l n o r m a l i z a t i o n of 0 o ' 
to assuming - Z exchange-degeneracy, and allow a f r e e 
parameter r = g 4 / g 7 to measure possible exchange-degeneracy 
1 fl breaking e f f e c t s . The -dependence of 0 o' IS given by a 
simple J Breit-Wigner form ( c . f . ec^ . (5»9b) ) . We neglect 
the A 2 exchange amplitude and parametrize the 6^ (and D +) 
amplitude using the Ochs-Wagner method(32,33); t h a t i s we 
w r i t e f o r f i r s t two t i n t e r v a l s 
where c^ are ( i = 1.2) f r e e parameters f o r each t b i n . I n 
the t h i r d t - i n t e r v a l , observing t h a t ^ X Y ^ ^ i s not 
consist e n t w i t h zero everywhere^ *-9) ^ w e ^nke 
where c^ and c^ are f r e e parameters. I n the analysis we also 
TT 
include an L = 3> Fo , amplitude f i x e d by the g meson t a l l 
w i t h a g — T i f f branching r a t i o 2 ^ , a g —> KK branching 
r a t i o 1.3J6, m_ = 1.69 GeV, f t o t = 0.18 GeV. The analysed. 
g g 
moments can be expressed i n terms of amplitudes of eq. (5*5) 
as f o l l o w s : 
£ < Y* > = 1 [0.5? 5* {\oj' r 4 io» 114 1 0 ^ 4 i o l i 1 ) + o . t i 
I < Y j W [ l . i o i fc* ( Dj 7 d D ] 
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The r e s u l t s of t h i s (M^.*) dependent amplitude analysis 
are shown i n F i g . 5.1- They correspond t o the parameter 
values 
* y = 1.513 - 0.003 GeV 
\ = 0.68 Z 0.11 MeV 
r T = 3 3 - 7 MeV 
AM1" = 0.0072 t 0.0037 GeV1 
\ = 2 . 2 - 0 . 3 GeV"2 
r = ^ fl t/<^ z = 0.256 ! o.0^2 
Ct = 0.165 i 0.013 
ax = 0.293 ± 0.015 
= 0.257 * 0.015 ( 5 . 1 0 ) 
C = 0.722 ± 0.0M-2 . 
The r e s u l t i n g amplitudes are shown i n Figs. 5*2 and 5.3* 
We summarize the main r e s u l t s of t h i s analysis below: 
1) The data are compatible w i t h the SU(3) p r e d i c t e d 
sign d i f f e r e n c e of —9 Tiri and — » TTTT couplings. We 
checked t h i s by changing the to + X ~ Y01 w i t n 
Jii ' i v j ui« jnTT J TiTT 
the parameter values i n (5.20). The 2 jumped to l+32.1 
from 191.5 f o r 230 data p o i n t s , and the Tl IT —9 16 V. 0 
wave changed to the d o t t e d curve i n F i g . 5.3* We r e f i t t e d 
the data keeping the sign p o s i t i v e * The best f i t gave 
2 ^ = 1 1 5 . 5 w i t h v ^ j . Jt l . l GeV and ^ = 0 G e V -
This means tha t the data d e f i n i t e l y determine the K - l ^ — 
r a t i o t o be negative, 
( l i ) The second term i n eq. (5*19) i s s m all. Because 
AM i s small, and because " f t ^ - a n d *^|»/.v-"^|VK N A V E 
s i m i l a r magnitude but opposite s i g n , and so cancel each 
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other, Thus we can i n t e r p r e t the r e s u l t i n g ^ parameters, to 
a good approximation, as the physical ones: 
V M J ' = 1513 - 3 MeV 
I . .1 = >+3 - 9 KeV 
((-*>n*Vi^«M) = 1.6 t 0.6% . 
The mass and t o t a l width of the ^ are i n agreement w i t h 
PDG v a l u e s ^ - ^ . The values t h a t the experimental group 
d e t e r m i n e d ( 1 9 ) , ( j ' = 1.506 ± 5 GeV, ' = 6b ! 10 MeV) 
are d i f f e r e n t from our r e s u l t s . However t h e i r simple 
parametrization of the ~ ^ V v , \ - 0 u wave does not 
include u n l t a r i t y c o n s t r a i n t s , the e f f e c t of which could 
change t h e i r values considerably. I n our model u n i t a r i t y 
i s b u i l t i n by the use of the d(s) f u n c t i o n . The § —* Tin 
branching r a t i o exceeds the upper l i m i t of 0.9% obtained by 
Beusch et a l ^ ^ . This r a t i o i s very s e n s i t i v e to the 
i n t e r f e r e n c e e f f e c t and the u n i t a r i t y c o n s t r a i n t s . The 
authors of r e f . (73) do not consider the u n i t a r i t y , t h i s 
means t h e i r r e s u l t s could be i n e r r o r . The q u a l i t y of our 
f i t . to ^ \ Y J together w i t h u n i t a r i t y , i s evidence 
t h a t our analysis i s meaningful. 
i i i ) We f i n d a -^ A 1 i n t e r f e r e n c e shape w i t h i n the 
e r r o r bars, but we are unable to produce the s t r u c t u r e i n 
A< vf'' 1 < 1> In the region 1.35 ^ Mfcfc < 1.5 GeV. by - j f - i n t e r -
ference. To maximize the \ - M . i n t e r f e r e n c e terifi we add an 
extra phase to the 0 o 1 amplitude and we produce the curves 
shown i n F i g . 5*1 f o r A ^ Y ^ ^ i n that maps region w i t h 
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- t = 0 . 1 4 GgV 
/ / " \ \ W 
1 I \ V / 
1.2 U M K R (GeV) 0 - 1 0 . 2 - t (GeV1) 
Figure 5.2; The mass and t-dependence of the 
L = 2,3 amplitudes of the produced (K +K~) 
system at 6 GeV/c. The t-dependent curves 
are drawn at the M^ fc values t h a t the ampli-
tudes are l a r g e s t . That i s Mvv = 1.2875 GeV 
f o r 1 0 2 1 ; 1.3125 f o r \D§|and 10? I ; 1.52 
GeV f o r 'JQM ? a n d ! « 6 7 5 GeV f o r | P a * l . 
®ext = ~ l 2 7 ° - Recall t h a t we have f i x e d I D01 from (K~K°) 
production andloj'l i s w e l l co^Vr*.;*^ by T < Y\ > . The 
fi^ i n t e r f e r e n c e term, which i s 2. C ' Oo ) , can be 
at most , and so cannot produce such a large 
e f f e c t . The same problem occurs i n the s i m i l a r a n a l y s i s , 
which was performed by the experimental g r o u p ^ ^ . However 
we believe t h e i r conclusion i s i n e r r o r . Their values of 
l ^ ' l ^ and J A i l cannot produce the i n t e r f e r e n c e 
s t r u c t u r e t h a t they show. This i s probably because t h e i r 
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Figure 5.V. The TT Tr —> KK A J = X d wave 
Argand amplitude. The marked points are the 
Mi*c values i n GeV. The dotted curve corres-
ponds to the p o s i t i v e R-1 \-* TT it) , R. ()'-•> -R TI ) 
r e l a t i v e s i g n . Note t h a t the radius of the 
Argand c i r c l e i s 0.5. 
parametrization does not s a t i s f y the required Schwarz-type 
i n e q u a l i t i e s , I $M . 1 fl, I R e ( ^  * ) . 
i v ) The parameter r = g. /g_ i s not equal to that which 
A^ 6 
would be expected f o r strong A^ - Z exchange-degeneracy. 
However we expect such an EXD v i o l a t i o n , as the A^ and Z 
t r a j e c t o r i e s have &ot - - 0.35. 
v) The presence of the ^  changes the ^  Breit-Wigner 
form of the L = 2, I = 0, T\ \\ —> KK amplitude, (see F i g . 5 .3) . 
However the \ and ^  couplings are such t h a t we see very 
l i t t l e e f f e c t of the \ i n TTTi —*> If n , or of the \ i n the 
KK — » KK channel. 
- I l l -
v i ) The slope b.= 2.2 - 0.3 GeV"2 found i n t h i s 
a nalysis i s consi s t e n t w i t h b = if. 5 i l . i GeV"2 determined 
from f i t t i n g the t-dependence of f o r the (K"K°) 
system i n g meson reg i o n , (see Sec. ^.3, F i g . *+.5). Note 
t h a t we should compare b/2 = 2.25 * 0.55 GeV"2 w i t h b-n- . 
This i s evidence t h a t the OPE amplitudes have been i s o l a t e d 
r e l i a b l y i n both analyses. 
5.3 Threshold Region Analysis 
The data of reactions (5.1) and (5-2) allow a study of 
S* - £ i n t e r f e r e n c e . As we have discussed before, a unique 
determination of the amplitudes i s not possible without 
feeding some extra, i n f o r m a t i o n i n t o the a n a l y s i s . The % 
resonance production i n the r e a c t i o n rr" p •> (\C"vtj) |> 
i s overshadowed by strong &(1300) resonance production so 
i t i s not possible to determine the S meson production 
amplitudes from the r e s u l t s of the previous chapter. There 
are no other data w i t h s u f f i c i e n t s t a t i s t i c s to f i x the o 
production amplitudes. S i m i l a r l y there i s no way of f i x i n g 
the S* production amplitudes accurately. Therefore we have 
to study the exchange mechanisms f o r S^and o production and 
to r e l a t e them using a simple dynamical model. 
From r e l a t i o n s (2.55) and Table 2.3 we see th a t the S* 
i s produced by (and A^) exchange and that the o meson i s 
produced v i a B and Z exchanges. The data are a v a i l a b l e f o r 
- t (O.h GeV2 and < 1.1 GeV ( 1 9 ). They show the domin-
ance of the OPE wave amplitude (see Fi g . I n t h i s 
r egion of , the amplitudes w i t h L ^  0 are small and 
Z ^ . V o ^ a n d A«CY\)> are given mainly i n terms of S 
wave amplitudes as i n e^s. ( 5 A ) . ( V 0 o ) can thus be 
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expressed i n terms of the exchange amplitudes as f o l l o w s ; 
A < Y ° > = <i ^ ( S T l S«* + S f l ' S 2 ' ) . (5.21) 
As i n tt M —> VFTTI") N st u d i e s , i t i s a good approxim-
a t i o n to neglect exchange. The data show a large 
A < Y o ) i n the t h r e s h o l d r e g i o n ( 1 9 ) . This suggests, 
c Al 
together w i t h the assumption b = 0 , thut we have to 
include the S amplitude i n the an a l y s i s . The data do not 
i n d i c a t e whether or not there i s a sizeable S z. Tt i s not 
safe to assume that S z = 0 i n the th r e s h o l d region, 
e s p e c i a l l y knowing th a t the 8(1300) production has a large 
7 TT rj 
S component. However the data cannot determine S , S 
2 
and S simultaneously. For t h i s reason, we f i r s t t r y to f i t 
7 
the data ne g l e c t i n g S°. Then we t r y to remove any r e s u l t i n g 
systematic discrepancies by i n t r o d u c i n g Sz. 
We r e l a t e and S B by Ti - B exchange-degeneracy (EXD) . ^  3*+) 
We allow EXD breaking by taki n g the "IT and B t r a j e c t o r i e s as 
i n e.ejs. (5.18) and by allowing the coupling r a t i o , 
t o be a f r e e parameter. 
To study the (K +K") system near i t s production t h r e s -
hold, we have to face the problem a r i s i n g from K+, K~ and 
K°, K° mass d i f f e r e n c e s . We def i n e the channel momenta f o r 
the (K*K~) and (K°K°) states as, r e s p e c t i v e l y 
I -» ( M u / / , I >W (5.22) 
~ I M Vt.it / *f ~ 
w i t h m 2 ^ = 0.2M+ GeV2 and m 2 0 = 0.2^8 GeV2. Strong i n t e r -
actions do not d i s t i n g u i s h the (K +K~) system from the 
(K°K°) system, but instead d i s t i n g u i s h |Kvc J > from 
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I K K ' 1 = 1 > . These states can be expressed i n terms of 
\K+K"> and I K°K°>: 
I K ' I T ) 
(5.23) 
\IL5L j 1 - i > - J. | vc3 i t * > + A O . 
The s c a t t e r i n g amplitudes w i t h d e f i n i t e i s o s p i n do not have 
d e f i n i t e channel momentum. I n Appendix V I I I we d e r i v e the 
S* c o n t r i b u t i o n to the ITTT —> K+K~ amplitude, and the % 
c o n t r i b u t i o n to the T i * ^ — * K +K - amplitude, t a k i n g e x p l i c i t 
account of t h i s kinematic d i f f e r e n c e , k Q ^  k c . 
We have f i t t e d t-channel observsbles ^ ^ , 
w i t h J ^  2 i n fou r mass bins (centred on = 
0.9987, 1.02, 1.0^5 and 1.08 GeV) as fun c t i o n s of t and 
M K£ i n the region - t < O.h GeV2 ( 1 9 ) (see F i g . 5M. The 
moments w i t h M = 1 ;2 are compatible w i t h zero i n d i c a t i n g 
t h a t amplitudes w i t h are n e g l i g i b l e . We inc l u d e the 
"fl and B exchange amplitudes w i t h L ^  2: 
(5.2*0 
- 111+ . 
where 
c , u i - W ' : v U - t ; w M r { « , ) ( ^ ) * 
( 1 + e ' 7 7 ^ ) ; 
A(£ ) and A( | ) are the usual ^ and ^  meson Breit-Wigner 
forms. For the $ and A 2 we use A d e c(cj>) and A d e (,(A 2) I n the 
form of en. (5*9). We f i x DD and as i n the previous 
section (without the ^  i n 0 o ) and PD as the f t a i l by-
f i t t i n g A < Y l > - M D . ' P ? * ) ( 1 9 ) . We use m^ = 1.02 
GeV and = "+ MeV. The o v e r a l l n o r m a l i z a t i o n of the OPE 
amplitudes i s f i x e d by assuming t h a t 
— ^*JU.} = W 9/o. PK —"> i r ) i n S" i s given by ei j . 
( A . V I I I . 11) and ftU^ —•> U-1 IT) i n S ° i s given by e<|. 
( A . V I I I . 1 2 ) . ©go i s the UTi •—•» tin background phase and 
taken to be 80°. I n order to r e l a t e S B to S" by n -B EXD 
we have included the f a c t o r s fc^/l^ and — ) i n s B 
and to allow EXD breaking we l e t g B / g ^ be a f r e e parameter. 
The other f r e e parameters are the mass and Ti , KK 
coupling of the S>*, the » -exchange slope parameter, \> , the 
> B parameter gj^. g i v i n g the nor m a l i z a t i o n of P D . To f i x 
( ( $ f f ~ we use the SU(3) p r e d i c t i o n 
h D M (<ftf • 
To determine the & meson parameters accurately we s i m u l t -
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Figure 5Aa; The sum (£ ) and d i f f e r e n c e (A ) 
of the t-channel moments of reactions (5«D and 
(5.2) at 6 GeV/c (19). The values are given 
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F J ^ i r e _ _ l J i b : As F i g . 5.l+a but for I < yV>_, A<Y\>. 
<~p —!>2\n85) l^T.~) at h.2 GeV/c ( 7 6 ). We could not 
describe A < Y i")in the l a s t two mass bins without adding a 
l i n e a r l y r i s i n g phase to which i s 23° at = 1.08 
GeV. The r e s u l t s of the best f i t are shown i n Figs. 
and 5.5 which correspond to 




1.01 - 0.03 GeV 
0.35 - 0.01 GeV 
0.88 t 0.02 GeV 
0.97*+ ± 0.005 GeV 
0.251 - 0.018 GeV 
3.3 - 0.5 GeV'2 
2.61+ + 0 # 1 7 
- 0.52 i 0.08 . 
(5.25) 
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The r e s u l t i n g amplitudes are shown i n Figs. 5.6 and 5*7. 
We summarize the main r e s u l t s of the analysis below: 
i ) We were able to f i t the data without i n c l u d i n g the 
Z-exchange amplitude ( S - 1 ) . That i s the S meson i s produced 
mainly v i a B exchange. 
i i ) The sign of the D " J i n t e r f e r e n c e term ( t h a t 
i s Re( S" S** ) ~ & < V * > , predicted by TT-P> EXD, i s 
compatible w i t h the data. The Rg/R^ term (which contains 
the f a c t o r gives a phase of 
-68° to S B. S ^  contain?, a background phase, Gg G, of 80° . 
Thus apart from decay phases there i s a lW8° phase d i f f e r e n c e 
between S B and S (see F i g . 5«7) which gives a l a r g e nega-
i i i ) P Q i s n e g l i g i b l e except 
at the 4> resonance mass, = 
1.02 GeV. S i m i l a r l y D 0 B i s 
very small i n t h i s mass region. 
These two f a c t s mean tha t we 
can determine the r a t i o , 
I S ^ I / l S M accurately. We 
have I < Y V > ~ ^ I S * P V ) , 
A < Y i > - M S * 
K V \ > ^ M * 1 f ) T ) a n d 
so i s determined by 
I < Y ' U > , A < Y ^ , and 
the S resonance. \ <y« | by / \ < Y l 0 \ Z < Y ^ > • 
We f i n d g B/g ^  = 2.6U to be 
compared w i t h u n i t y expected from strong TT - $ EXD. Note 
t h a t since T ^ ^ t we would expect some v i o l a t i o n of 
EXD f o r the couplings. 
t i v e S" -S i n t e r f e r e n c e , 
nn Moss 
~ 20 Spictrum 
it 
(GeV) 
F i e . 5.5: The ( n ^ ) 
mass spectrum observed 
i n the r e a c t i o n 
VrTP -» I * U ^ 5 ) h r ) 
at if.2 GeV/c (76)V The 
dashed l i n e i s the i n -





Figure 5.6; The t -
dependence of the 
amplitudes obtained 
from the f i t exp-
l a i n e d i n the t e x t 
and shown i n Figs. 
( 5 A ) and (5-5). 
i n t h i s value. 
i v ) We determined the % resonance 
parameters by f i t t i n g mass 
spectrum, simultaneously w i t h the 
(K +K ) production data, and re-
q u i r i n g ( )X = V t (. <j\l ) l 
The r e s u l t s 
^ = 97*+ - 5 MeV 
h9.2 - 3.6 MeV 
% 
are consistent w i t h the PGD values 
r ^ 5 b t )„o ) • The S* 
parameters are somewhat d i f f e r e n t 
from those determined i n Chapter 
I I I . I n t h i s analysis we ignored 
a l l the i n f o r m a t i o n from the 
T\ TT —") T\ TT , T = 0, S wave and 
used a very small region of M^. 
So i t i s not possible to determine 
r e l i a b l e S* parameters i n such an 
an a l y s i s . However the r e s u l t i n g 
L = 0 A ( T T * —'> V-u-) amplitude i s 
c o n s i s t e n t w i t h the r e s u l t s of 
Chapter I I I . 
-2 
(37) 
v) We found b _ = 3.3 - 0.5 GeV . This value i s 
d i f f e r e n t from b IT 
TT 
= 2.2 - 0.3 GeV"2 determined i n previous 
s e c t i o n . The same d i f f e r e n c e has been observed by the 
experimental g r o u p ^ 1 ^ . and DQ* are produced by the 
same exchange mechanisms (OPE) and a naive expectation would 
be t h a t they have the same t-dependence. I n our simple 
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-t=0.22 GeV2 4 J 
2-
/ Sff /: -I I I K i f T * . 
1 
2 
I I I . 
- 2 -
- 4 -
I l l 1 * 
Figure 5 . 7 ; The amplitudes at - t = 0 . 22 
GeV2, i n u n i t s of /GeV3.)^. The arrows 
show the d i r e c t i o n i ncreasing M^c. The 
points correspond to the amplitude values 
at MKft = 0 . 9 9 8 7 , 1 .02 , 1.0^5 and 1.08 GeV 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . P B i s only shown at the 
resonant mass, M £ R = 1.02 GeV, otherwise 
i t i s very small, 
model we assume t h a t has no M^g dependence. Perhaps a 
more d e t a i l e d model could solve t h i s problem. 
v i ) The data show evidence of ^  production. The 
moment Z < Y i > ~ &L ( S" (\>S* ) i s c o n s i s t e n t l y p o s i t i v e 
at My^ = 1.02 GeV, which i n d i c a t e s the phase of production 
amplitude, P Q, i s t h a t of "i? -B EXD w i t h a negative sign 
(see F i g . 5 - 7 ) . 
v i i ) We could not f i t A < v i > M V PV" ) without 
adding some phase to PJ1 . We observed the same problem i n 
z A 4 
Chapter I I I . The ignorance of the amplitudes P Q, P 1 can 
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give such a discrepancy, but i t i s not possible to determine 
these amplitudes from the data f o r reactions (5.1) and (5.2). 
v i i i ) We have e x p l i c i t l y c a l c u l a t e d the K+, K~ and 
K°, K° mass d i f f e r e n c e e f f e c t s (see Appendix V I I I ) . Although 
t h i s e f f e c t complicates the resonance forms, i t does not 
e f f e c t the r e s u l t s appreciably. The mixing a r i s e s from a 
term p r o p o r t i o n a l to 
£ ( k c " k o > 2 = 0.00027 at = 1 GeV. 
The other m o d i f i c a t i o n s are of the form g k Q c a n d g £(k c + k Q ) . 
p 
Their c o n t r i b u t i o n s are very small compared to g and 
g 2 kv 
5.If MtT —-•> VC^ Phase S h i f t Analysis 
The "TT Ti —"> tr tr i n t e r a c t i o n has been studied i n t e n -
s i v e l y using data from OPE dominated r e a c t i o n s , such as 
Tfp —> T T T I * in . One may t h i n k a s i m i l a r analysis o f , 
f o r instance, TTp —> W T I C + d a t a can, i n the same way, give 
r e l i a b l e i n f o r m a t i o n about ^ i i — > KY. s c a t t e r i n g . However 
the exchange mechanisms of the r e a c t i o n TTp —"> W- IC* ^  are 
more complicated than those f o r "TT ^ —*> » T) ^ , (compare 
Tables 2.2 and 2 . 3 ) . Therefore, the methods, used to 
determine the TT» —~> ^ Ti amplitudes from T f | j —> T T T T ' * ^ 
data, can give misleading r e s u l t s when applied to T i n —*> V.V-
s c a t t e r i n g . A good example of t h i s danger i s the confusion 
about the p r o p e r t i e s of the S wave peak observed i n (K +K~) 
and ( K \ K l ) f i n a l s t a t e s , around = 1.3 GeV ( 9> 1 0 ). 
(10 19) •> Pa w l i c k i et a l . ' have i s o l a t e d I SI from 1 < Y°> 
of r e a ctions (5.1) and (5.2) i n the forward s c a t t e r i n g 
region (-t<0.08 GeV2) and observed a strong- peak around 
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M k k = 1 # 3 G e V * Ha v i ng ignored the possible S z amplitude, 
which can play an important r o l e i n the small t r e g i o n , 
they concluded t h a t the T = 0 S wave (OPE S wave) should be 
ten times l a r g e r than I = 1 S wave i n t h i s t region. On the 
other hand Cason et al.concluded t h i s peak i s produced 
e n t i r e l y by the I = 1 S wave, by i n s p e c t i n g the t-dependence 
of \*>) L f o r the ( K ° K p f i n a l s t a t e ( 9 ) . This confusion 
shows t h a t i t i s misleading to draw conclusions from the 
data f o r reactions (5-D, (5.2) and Tfp —* * *\ w i t h -
out studying the exchange mechanisms c a r e f u l l y . 
The r e s u l t s of Chapter IV and Sections 5«2 and 5«3 
provide enough i n f o r m a t i o n to perform a r e l i a b l e lYTi —"> Kvc 
phase s h i f t analysis using the data f o r reactions (5.1) and 
(5.2) i n the small t region (-t <0.08 GeV 2). Here we 
summarize our present knowledge about (KK) production: 
i ) The OPE S wave i s the dominant amplitude i n the 
region M^<1.1 GeV. There i s no sign of a sizeable Z 
exchange amplitude, S z, i n t h i s mass region. Moreover from 
F i g . 5.6 we see that I S"I / 1 SR1 - 1 0 at - t = 0.05 
p 
GeV . There i s an I = 1, L = 0 resonance w i t h mass about 
1.3 GeV i n (KK) system, which i s produced by both B and, 
more dominantly at small t , Z exchange. 
i i ) The OPE P wave i s compatible w i t h the J -—"> Kvc 
t a i l . Indeed i t i s possible t o f i t & < Y ' 0 > ~ £e.( ?JX*) 
i n terms of i n t e r f erence ( 1 9 ) . T < Y *0 > 
i s c o nsistent w i t h zero i n the small t r e g i o n , i n d i c a t i n g 
t h a t the I = 0 P wave i s n e g l i g i b l e . 
i i i ) The OPE D wave has a strong ^-^' i n t e r f e r e n c e 
e f f e c t . We use the Ol j in —"> VCVL) amplitude, determined i n 
Sec. 5-2, to f i x the o v e r a l l phase of the "fiTi -—* Y. \L 
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amplitudes. The K~K° production analysis also Rives the 
amount of A 2 resonance production by H and Z exchange. 
i v ) The OPE F wave i s compatible w i t h the g meson 
t a i l w i t h braching r a t i o s tM — H n ) = l < i % , 
^ [ —•> K k ) s l , ^ ^ o . There i s no i n d i c a t i o n of 
sizeable 1 = 0 , L = 3 amplitudes. 
This i n f o r m a t i o n shows t h a t we must subtract the known 
c o n t r i b u t i o n s of the S B, S z, D o B, DQZ amplitudes from the 
K+K~ production data before performing a TTTT —"> Kit phase 
R 7 
s h i f t a n a l y s i s . Tn order to determine the S and S ampli-
tudes we f i t I S.J = ( 1VM 1 -v I S 2 ! 1 ^ of the (K"K°) 
system as a f u n c t i o n of and t . We w r i t e the amplitudes 
i n the form: 
S*=c 2u + £,1"'i)r(i--1)ift}lL-lo(y) ( 5' 2 6 ) 
where CR and C_ are f r e e parameters, ol and are given i n 
ec|s. (5.18) and 
0 ( i ' ) - l i ; (5.27) 
W- ( - ) L k,: - -
w i t h m^i , and as f r e e parameters. Recall t h a t the 
(K"K°) data i s at p L = 10 GeV/c and t h a t the (K +K") data 
i s at 6 GeV/c. To f i t to the I S j obtained from the (K"K°) 
B Z 
data as a f u n c t i o n of t we i n t e g r a t e S and S over the 
experimental mass i n t e r v a l (1.2 <( MfcyjO'^ GeV), t h a t i s 
l y - [ J ( I S 2 | l ) a M k . J . (5.28) 
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We do not use the two most forward points or the points 
w i t h - t < 0.1+2 GeV2. To f i t . the )S.,| of (K~K°) a s a 
f u n c t i o n of we include a % resonance t a i l c o n t r i b u t i o n , 
parametrized as 
where C and b are f r e e parameters. That i s we use 
(5.29) 
where C N i s a f r e e parameter. The r e s u l t s are shown i n 
Fi g . 5*-8, and correspond to 
0.07 <-t< 1.0 GeV2 1.2<MUD<U GeV 
N 
(Background) 
1.1 1.2 1.3 UM^IGeV) W 02 03 OA -t (GeV*) 
KK 
Figure *?,8; The mass and t-dependence of \ SJ 
obtained from (K°K~) data. The curves corres-
pond to the r e s u l t s explained i n the t e x t . I n 
the mass-dependent f i g u r e , the background curve 
i s the possible I t a i l and the dashed curve i s 
the low energy t a i l . 
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C R = 16.2 ( f i x e d ) 
C z = ho.9 - 5.1 
m ^  = 1.302 i 0.023 GeV 
T~i = 0.220 - O.Gkh GeV 
C = 1.13 i 0.*+tf 
b = 2.8 1 1.6 
C N = 1.26 t o.22 . (5.30) 
I n the f i t we f i x e d the magnitude of S by estimating the 
reactions (5.1) and (5.2), and by r e a u i r i n g t h a t \S,| i n 
e{j. (5.28) should not exceed the e r r o r bars i n the large 
t r e gion. 
As we already have enough in f o r m a t i o n about the L = 
1>2,3 (P,D,F) TiTi —"> \c \l waves, the main purpose of t h i s 
analysis i s to determine the fffr —»> Vdfc S wave amplitude. 
From the r e s u l t s of Chapter I I I and Section 5.3 we know t h a t 
the S wave should start, somewhere near 180° i n the Argand 
c i r c l e (see Figs. 3.5 and 5-7). From the M^ - dependence 
of l < Y o > ~ l ^ l 1 j u s t above the KR t h r e s h o l d , we 
can conclude t h a t the S* should be a normal Breit-Wigner 
resonance (associated w i t h two p o l e s ) , and not a large 
negative KK s c a t t e r i n g length e f f e c t . As we have seen i n 
Chapter I I I and Section 5•35 i t i s not possible to des-
c r i b e /\ < y l t t) by i n t e r f e r i n g S* - £ resonances. This 
m i s f i t could be due to ignorance of P o B and P0^ which can 
rB r Z 
i n t e r f e r e w i t h b and b • For t h i s reason we do not f i t 
A < Y \ > and £ < Y \ > i n the analysl s. Instead we f i x 
the IPJM by f i t t i n g A<Y* > ( w i t h - t <0.08 GeV 2), t a k i n g 
minimum size required by f o r 
the form of Po as the J meson t a i l and 1 0 o as the V meson. 
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We perform an energy-independent n " ' ^  k phase 
s h i f t analysis using the observed Z <C Y^"> , Z <C V\">, 
I . < Y \ > , w i t h - t <0.08 GeV2, of the rea c t i o n s (5-1), 
(5.2). We f i r s t subtracted the 
\ s i = M = \ S T * \ S M 
2 i V 1 o l m , f * l o:i 
ID 
K0.08 GeV 




1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
(5.3D 
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Figure 5.9: I S 1 , 1 1* , l O ^ M 1 *nd 
K t l S I t l D 1 5' 1*) which are subtracted 
from the 6 GeV/c (K K") production data 
p r i o r to the —* K.*. phase s h i f t . ^ 
ana l y s i s . The lowest curve i s f o r ID 1 -
c o n t r i b u t i o n s , shown i n Fig . 5.9, from the data. To do t h i s 
B z 
we used the same D 0 and DQ as i n Section 5.2 (see F i g . 5.2). 
We also used the S and S given by (5.26) w i t h the parameters 
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l i s t e d i n (5-30) and p L = 6 GeV/c. The S z - l)Qz I n t e r -
ference term was c n l c u f . o i l .'issum?rig the phnso between 
these amplitudes i s given by 9^> - \~>^ decay phases. We 
parametrize the other non-zero amplitudes t x s : 
f ? = c , n , ^ vcic) ( 5 - 3 2 ) 
where A* (. Till — } u.u.) are the Tin —5 U-vL Argand amplitudes 
as given by the A l 2 element i n eq. (3.9), C ^ ^ i M k i ^ i s 
given by eq. (5.2*0 w i t h b ^ = 2.2 GeV"2. We take t m l n 
i n t o account by evaluating a l l the t-dependent f a c t o r s at 
the average | t I values of each mass b i n . This average 
value increases w i t h increasing due t o the t m ^ n e f f e c t . 
We f i x | as explained above, and|Aj| as i n section 5.2 
(see F i g . 5-10), and the o v e r a l l n ormalization as i n 
Section 5*3. The f r e e parameters are lfl°o); \ A£l ; B ^ o * 
^Pi) » c p a n d CD f o r e a c n m a s s D i n * W e o b t a i n a perfect 
d e s c r i p t i o n of the data i n each mass b i n . The r e s u l t i n g 
\f\\\ and l f l ^ | a r e shown i n F i g . 5.10. Note th a t since 
we have f i x e d there i s no ambiguity i n the deter-
mination of I A°J . The r e s u l t i n g Cp and c D , which s p e c i f y 
the absorptive e f f e c t s , are shown i n F i g . 5.11. There are 
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two possible s o l u t i o n s f o r the phases of the A Q and Aj 
amplitudes, which correspond to the s u b s t i t u t i o n s 
B„ *—> - 0, and 9 * » - Q„ • We f i x the o v e r a l l 
phase by assuming the phase of A2 i s given by \~ $ decay 
phases (see F i g . 5»3)« We p l o t i n F i g . 5.12 the phases of 
. 0 1 1 







A i l n n — KK) 
. / ' " f t , ! 
„ o o o 
o 0 0 o •il 
0 O o° 
lAil 
e o' 
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
MK*(GeV) 
Figure 5.10; Magnitudes of A : L ( r,n v-v.) 
amplitudes. The e r r o r s on the I A*I are 
very small and are not shown. I A',1 i s the 
f t a i l p r e d i c t i o n as explained i n the t e x t , 
\&\) i s the g meson t a i l w i t h B(g — * KK) 
= 1.30 and B(«j -» wir ) - 2h%. 
compatible w i t h P t a i l phase at the lower values. The 
phases of the A§, k\ amplitudes of the other possible 
s o l u t i o n move r a p i d l y a n t i c l o c k w i s e i n the Argand c i r c l e , 
and the a} phase i s very d i f f e r e n t from the expected f t a i l 
phase. Since I s very small i n the region M^ - < 1.2 GeV 
i t i s not possible to determine the 9 g D and 9 p D r e l i a b l y . 
Indeed we can only determine these phases w i t h very large 
e r r o r s (- 60° on average). 
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Figure 5.11; The c p and c D I n eqs. (5.32). 
Our two s o l u t i o n s are s i m i l a r to Cohen's s o l u t i o n s 
I I I . a and I l l . b ^ ^ . We favour the s o l u t i o n w i t h the slow 
v a r i a t i o n of the A° and Aj phases ( s i m i l a r to Cohen's I l l . b ) . 
We disregarded the other s o l u t i o n f o r two reasons: 
1 
1) Although the Aj phase i s consistent w i t h the f 
t a i l near the t h r e s h o l d , i t r a p i d l y moves away from the 
f - t a l l phase, f o r instance %\ = 2^5° at = 1.1125 GeV. 
11) The phase v a r i a t i o n i n the I = 0 S wave of the 
e l a s t i c (n " —"> TiTi) channel i s unable to match the f a s t phase 
r e s u l t i n g f o r A° ( Ti'' —> KK). I n the favoured s o l u t i o n , 
the Aj phase i s consistent w i t h the f t a i l phase up to 
MJJ£ = 1.25 GeV and then r i s e s s lowly. This l a t t e r phase 
v a r i a t i o n may be an i n d i c a t i o n of the f (1600) — > KK decay. 
The r e s u l t s f o r c = P /P? and c n = D /D17 do not 
p - U U _ Q 
show any systematic M^jj dependence (see F i g . 5.11), and 




Figure 5.1?: The_ r e s u l t i n g " b j n« —•> V. £.) 
and ^\ ( TTTi —-> tc i t ) phases f o r the favoured 
s o l u t i o n . The curve i s the ? t a i l %\ pre-
d i c t i o n . These phases are f i x e d by assuming 
i s given as i n F i g . 5-3-
"Poor Man Absorption") p r e d i c t i o n ( c . f . eq. ( 2 . ^ 1 ) ) . I n 
the analysis we assumed that the L_ amplitudes are produced 
by OPE absorptive e f f e c t s and ignored possible L_ c o n t r i b -
u t i o n s from E or Z exchange. This could be the reason why 
the Cp and c Q values are not consistent w i t h simple OPE 
absorption model p r e d i c t i o n s . However the sign i s consis-
t e n t w i t h a OPE absorptive e f f e c t . 
We are able t o obtain an accurate determination of I A ^) 
up to = 1.1+5 GeV. The r e s u l t i n g values of | s n o w a 
strong S* peak, reaching the u n i t a r i t y l i m i t at Mfc£ = 1.02 GeV. 
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Beyond 1.15 GeV, \Aoldoes not continue to f a l l o f f as the 
t a i l of an S* resonance, but stays f l a t on average value of 
0.325 throughout the mass region 1.15 < M K K ^ 1 , l t G e V ^ s e e 
F i g . 5-10). This i n f o r m a t i o n can help to determine the size 
of the poorly known T = 0 7 7 T T — - > T T T T S wave i n t h i s mass 
region (see Ref. (78) f o r a recent review). I f we ignore 
the e f f e c t s of the channels other than "nTT and KK, then 
1 - 0 s Y\ l n > 0 should be about 0.76 i n the region = 1.15 
l u ° 1-0 - l.k GeV. The behaviour of S C TTTT—0 TFrr ) and 
gl=0 (-fiYj — ^ KK) cannot lead to an unambiguous s o l u t i o n , 
since we do not have any in f o r m a t i o n about the phase of the 
S I = 0(KK — > KK) amplitude. However the r e s u l t i n g %l, i n 
Fi g . 5*12, seems to be consistent w i t h the phase of I = 0, 
TlTT — > TTTT S wave. 
5.5 Conclusions 
The complexity of the exchange mechanisms f o r the 
react i o n s (5.1) and (5*2) means t h a t the (K +K~) data can 
only be r e l i a b l y analysed i f we have f u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n on 
c o n t r i b u t i n g amplitudes. However using the r e s u l t s of 
Chapter IV f o r (K~K°) production to determine the 1 = 1 
S and D waves, and i n p u t i n g t h i s I n formation we were able t o 
perform an I = 0 S,D and 1 = 1 P,F p a r t i a l wave analysis of 
the (K +K~) data. I n t h i s way we obtained r a t h e r accurate 
i n f o r m a t i o n about " f l ^ —» KK s c a t t e r i n g . The main r e s u l t s of 
t h i s chapter are f o l l o w i n g : 
1) We f i r s t determined the 1 = 0 , UK—> KK D wave, 
i n terms of overlapping ^ and | resonances. We described 
the ^- ^ ' i n t e r f e r e n c e e f f e c t by the mass-matrix formalism 
and found the 3 meson parameters 
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= 1.513 - 0.003 GeV 
r y = ^ 3 - 9 MeV 
m j 1 - * ™ ) = 1-6 ! o.6% 
2) We analysed the t h r e s h o l d region i n terms of S* 
and o resonances, r e l a t i n g the B to the TV exchange amplitudes 
by TT -B EXD. We found that the data are compatible w i t h 
the phases of the amplitudes as predicted by IT -B EXD and 
determined the & meson parameters as 
O = *+9.2 t 3.6 MeV . 
We were able to determine the S wave (KK) production ampli-
tudes, S" and S R , and found I S 1 71 / 1 S B \ ~ 1 0 at 
- t = 0.05 GeV2. We d i d not f i n d any evidence of an S Z 
amplitude i n the t h r e s h o l d region. We e x p l i c i t l y c a l c u l -
ated the e f f e c t of K +, K" and K°, K° mass d i f f e r e n c e and 
found that i t was unimportant. 
3) We f i t t e d the \ \\ extracted from (K~K°) data, both 
Z R 
as f u n c t i o n of and t , i n terms of S nnd S amplitudes. 
1 
We determined the £> meson parameters as 
= 1.302 - 0.023 GeV 
T = 220 * Mt keV 
o 
Z R + — We then used the r e s u l t i n g S and S i n the (K K ) production 
data analysis by e x t r a p o l a t i n g them p L = 10 GeV/c to p L = 6 
GeV/c. 
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h) We found that, the TTTi — > KK P wave i s given by 
^- t a i l by f i t t i n g A"sY^> i n terms of % - \ i n t e r f e r e n c e 
We also found t h a t the TiTi > KK F wave i s given by the g 
meson t a i l w i t h B(g —> n n ) = 2k%, B(g KK) = 1.2%. 
5) We performed a Tn< —> KK phase s h i f t analysis to 
determine the 1 = 0 —"> KK S wave. We determined i t s 
magnitude and phase accurately up to = l.U GeV. The 
magnitude of "NTi —*> KK S wave shows the strong S* peak i n 
the t h r e s h o l d region and stays f l a t at about 0.325 i n the 
region of = 1.15 - l A GeV. We found two possible 
s o l u t i o n s , one of which gives S("T^ —* KK) w i t h a r a p i d 
counter clockwise phase movement, while the other gives a 




C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of J P C - 0** Mesons 
I n the l a s t three chapters of t h i s t hesis we have 
obtained a l o t of i n f o r m a t i o n about the non-strange 0 + + 
mesons. We have seen that the S* i s a normal Breit-Wigner 
resonance w i t h ms* = 980 MeV and ( <J™ ) l / ( ' j ' ^ ) 1 ^ 0.1b. 
There could be a very broad e l a s t i c 1 = 0 T\ n resonance, 
c a l l e d t. The 1 = 1 £(970) i s observed c l e a r l y i n the 
( tr «^  ) mass spectrum and i t s T T ^ and KR couplings r a t i o , 
i s c onsistent w i t h the SU(3) p r e d i c t e d value. I n a d d i t i o n 
C + + 
t o the b (970), there i s another I = 1, 0 resonance w i t h 
mass 1.3 GeV and width 220 MeV. The existence of two 1 = 1 , 
0 + + resonances, £(970), 8(1300), makes the problem of 
c l a s s i f y i n g the 0 + + mesons a very d e l i c a t e j o b . However 
one may question the existence of these T = 1, 0 + + mesons. 
The 8(970) i s c l e a r l y evident i n the Cn^) mass spectrum* 7^' 
We have also observed the o(970) production i n the (K^K ) 
system i n the Section 5-3« The 8(1300) i s observed as a 
- o r 
pronounced peak i n the (K K ) i wave mass spectrum (see 
Figs. *+.9 and 5.8). Also the t-dependence of extracted 
from (K~K°) production data i n the region M^ = 1.2 - l.h 
GeV shows very c l e a r i n d i c a t i o n of & (1300) production 
(see F i g . h.2). Further evidence f o r ^(1300) production 
can be obtained from the (K +K~) production d a t a * 1 * ^ . I n 
- i& -
;a to plot ^ < YV> ~ * 1 S f F i g . 6.1 we use the (K K~) dat 
and A < V » > = * i k I S 1' 1*) «t MR- = 1.01+5 GeV; 
and also 1\^\X and A < Y °0 (which i s again S T = 0 - S 1 = 1 
i n t e r f e r e n c e e f f e c t since i s small I n d i c a t i n g t h a t 
D I = 0 _ DI=1 i n t e r f e r e n c e e f f e c t i s n e g l i g i b l e ) at = 
1.275 GeV, as f u n c t i o n s of t . The f i g u r e shows t h a t the 
exchange mechanism f o r S wave production at = 1.0^5 
and 1.275 GeV are e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t . We know t h a t i n the 
t h r e s h o l d region b i s the dominant amplitude, and t h a t 
£ < Y o>can be explained by i n c l u d i n g a small S R amplitude 
(see Section 5-3» F i g . 5.*+). The t-dependence of at 
M _ = 1.275 GeV i s shallower than t h a t at = 1.0l+5 GeV, 
i n d i c a t i n g the presence of other exchanges besides S 
Also A K Y u ) has a very d i f f e r e n t t-dependence i n the 
two mass regions. Z\ < Y o ^> , at = 1.275 GeV, cannot 
be described without i n t r o d u c i n g a large S° amplitude. The 
KK shallow t-dependence of \S) around M^r = 1.3 GeV has been 
also observed i n the r e a c t i o n -jpp —•> [ K* y\ (9) 
Before the discovery of the o'(1300) Morgan was able to 
accommodate the 0 + + mesons i n a n o n - i d e a l l y mixed (mixing 
angle about 70°) L = 1 (qq) nonet, provided the states were 
taken to be &(970), M1200), S*(98o) and £ ( 1 3 0 0 ) ( 1 1 ) . 
There are some outstanding problems w i t h t h i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
scheme. The 1 and 2 nonets, which are the w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d 
nonets, are i d e a l l y mixed, t h e r e f o r e one might have expected 
an i d e a l l y mixed 0 + + nonet. The other problem i s the un-
c e r t a i n t y about the mass of the and £ mesons. For instance, 
a recent analysis of the (KTT ) systeru^-^ has shown the 
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0.1 Q2 0.3 - t 0.1 0.2 - t (GeV*) 
Figure 6.1; The t-dependence of 5. < Y *> ~ 11 M x 
and &<v%-> ( l e I S I = 1 * ) at M-r = 1.0^5 
GeV-, and of i-lSi"1- and 4<Y°U*> a t K K M k R = 1.275 GeV. At M K R = 1.275 GeV we use Z < Y ' B > , K Y ^ i c ^ n d X < Y \ > ^ i s o -
l a t e w \ m 
w i l l v i o l a t e the Gell-Mann, Okubo mass formulae f o r the 0 
nonet. Also the £ mass could vary from 800 MeV up to 1.3 
GeV. 
The £(1300) has 1 = 1 . Thus i t cannot belong to an 
SU(3) s i n g l e t , ( t h a t means i t cannot, be a g l u e b a l l or a 
d i l a t o n ) . The simplest assumption i s that there are two 
0 nonets. I f we assume tha t the , S a n d £ are 
members of the L = 1 (qq) nonet, then the S* could be a 
++ 
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member of the r a d i a l l y excited L = 1 (qq) nonet. However 
t h i s i s very u n l i k e l y , because the mass d i f f e r e n c e of the 
^'(1300) and the S(970), about 300 MeV, i s small. We do 
not expect to see the f i r s t r a d i a l e x c i t a t i o n of the S(970) 
below 1A5 GeV. 
A possible way out of the dilemma has been given by 
J a f f e . He has studied the L = 0 (qqqq) s t a t e s , using a 
simple magnetic gluon i n t e r a c t i o n t o estimate the mass 
splltting^°\ and found th a t the lowest l y i n g (qqqq) states 
belong to a 0*"*" nonet. I n t e r e s t i n g l y an e x p l i c i t quark-bag 
(7) 
model c a l c u l a t i o n estimates the mass of such states to 
be about 1 GeV or l e s s . So i f the (qqqq) states e x i s t , we 
would expect to observe two 0 + + nonets w i t h masses below 
l A GeV. J a f f e has i d e n t i f i e d the ^ , 1^  , S*and £ as the 
members of (qqqq) 0 + 4 - nonet and claimed the existence of 
(qq) 0 + + nonet w i t h masses around 1.3 GeV. However De 
Rujula et a l . has predicted the masses of (qq) 0 + + mesons 
less than t h a t ( 8 o ) . 
To discuss the problem i n d e t a i l l e t us e s t a b l i s h 
n o t a t i o n f o r the members of a 0 + + nonet; we denote the 1 = 1 
member by &, the I = £ member by l^and the 1 = 0 members by 
S and £. . I f the nonet i s i d e a l l y mixed we take S to con-
t a i n an ( s i ) p a i r and 1 to be b u i l t e n t i r e l y of non-strange 
quarks. For the (qqqq) states the quark contents of the 
members would b e ^ 
£ = (uudd) 
S = s5(uu + dd) 
= udss e t c . 
1^  = uidd e t c . (6.1) 
For the i d e a l l y mixed (qq) nonet, £. and £ w i l l be degenerate 
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i n mass w i t h the S s t a t e at a higher mass. On the other 
hand, f o r the i d e a l l y mixed (qqqq) nonet, the S> and S are 
degenerate i n mass and the £. l i e s at lower mass. The 
r e s u l t i n g mass spectrum f o r the two nonets i s sketched i n 
F i g . 6.2. I t was the approximate degeneracy of the observed 
S*(980) and S(970) which prompted J a f f e to assign these 
states to the (qqqq) nonet, together w i t h broad £. and ^ 
s t a t e s . This assignment seems to be i n good agreement w i t h 
the observed p r o p e r t i e s of the %, )\} S* and £. . Indeed 




Figure 6.2; The mass spectrum of the (qq) and (qqqq) 
nonets. The quark content of (qqqq) s t a t e s are shown 
i n ( 6 . 1 ) . The members of the other nonet have the 
usual quark content of an i d e a l l y mixed (qq) nonet. 
observed narrow width of the — d e c a y ; since t h i s 
i s a (qqqq) (qq) + (qq) " f a l l a p a r t " type of decay, i t 
should be much broader. Of course the problem of the 
masses of the and £. s t i l l remains. I n Jaf f e ' s scheme the 
mass of the L should be about 700 MeV and the mass of \ 
would be about 900 MeV. The most important evidence, which 
supports t h i s assignment, i s the existence of the &(1300). 
As we have discussed above, to i d e n t i f y the o(1300) as the 
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r a d i a l e x c i t a t i o n of the &(970), although i t i s possible, 
seems an u n l i k e l y explanation. 
Having established the existence of second 0 +* nonet, 
we should look f o r the other members of t h i s nonet. We 
expect to observe the t — > " T ' , ^ VL , \~* ^ " ; S* — 9 
decays. I n the previous Chapter,we have found t h a t the 
1 = 0 TTiT — » KK S wave magnitude does not f a l l o f f as the 
t a i l of S* w i t h i n c r e a s i n g M^g and there i s a broad s t r u c t u r e 
i n the region of M^g = 1.15 - l.*+ GeV, which could be 
a t t r i b u t e d to the £' . The 1 = 0 i r i i — t T \ TI S wave i s not 
known very w e l l , but the r e s u l t s of a l l the a nalyses^8) 
agree that the 1 = 0 " " " —*r>"" S wave goes around counter-
clockwise i n the Argand diagram more than two f u l l turns 
by 1 , 7 G e V * T n i s nieans th a t 2>Tl^ has more phase 
than that produced by two resonances. Therefore i t i s con-
ceivable t h a t there are three overlapping resonances, 
£ c,-* f £* , i n the 1 = 0 "fiTi —»M 17 S wave, but i t , i s 
not possible to determine the parameters of the £ and <? 
from the p r e s e n t l y a v a i l a b l e data. The s i t u a t i o n i s s i m i l a r 
i n the I = f KTi —» Kir S wave ( w i t h o u t , of course, the S* 
e f f e c t ) ^ - ^ . I t i s again possible to accommodate a broad ^ 
and states i n the I = f K I T — * K T T S wave, though w i t h -
out d e f i n i t i v e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . 
The discussion given above represents an i d e a l i z e d 
s i t u a t i o n . There w i l l be several complications. F i r s t the 
members of the two nonets can mix by gluon exchange. Second 
we expect some v i o l a t i o n of i d e a l mixing. For example, i n 
a (qqqq) s t a t e one (qq) pair spends a f r a c t i o n of the time 
(7) -+ i n a colour o c t e t s t a t e or i n a 0 s t a t e . I n e i t h e r 
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case t h i s w i l l lead to v i o l a t i o n s of i d e a l mixing. Also 
from a phenomenological point of view, we have to face the 
problem of determining t;he p r o p e r t i e s of several overlapping 
resonances w i t h i n a given p a r t i a l wave. 
i 
The discovery of the S(1?,00) has led us to c l a s s i f y 
the 0 + + mesons i n terms of two nonets. The only possible 
s o l u t i o n of t h i s problem w i t h i n the conventional quark 
model, i n which the mesons are always (qq) s t a t e s , i s to 
assign the &'(1300) as a r a d i a l e x c i t a t i o n of the £(970). 
This explanation seems unreasonable, because of the small 
mass d i f f e r e n c e of the % and % . An a l t e r n a t i v e s o l u t i o n 
has been proposed by J a f f e ^ i n which there are two nonets 
w i t h (qq) and (qqqq) states. An e x p l i c i t c a l c u l a t i o n has 
p r e d i c t e d ^ ) the mass of the (qqqq) 0 + + mesons about 1 GeV 
or l e s s ; which means we should expect to observe two 0 + + 
nonets w i t h masses below l.k GeV. There are some i n d i c a t i o n s 
f o r the existence of the members of the second nonet besides 
'^ , but w i t h the a v a i l a b l e data, i t i s hard to draw any 




We have studied properties of some mesons, which decay 
i n t o the ( ) and (KR) channels, using high s t a t i s t i c s 
(meson-meson) production data f o r reactions of the type 
TT M — > 1 Ti T. ) N 
Ti N ~ > ( W-VL) N 
w i t h a primary i n t e r e s t i n the J r c = 0 + + mesons. We have 
obtained several other new r e s u l t s as by products of our 
l i n e of enquiry. 
We have studied the pro p e r t i e s of the S* e f f e c t i n 
Chapter I I I . We have found t h a t the data favour the two-
pole d e s c r i p t i o n of the S x: t h a t i s the S* i s a normal 
Breit-Wigner resonance. We have determined 
We have been unable to c a l c u l a t e r e l i a b l e parameters f o r 
the £ meson. We have seen tha t the S* pole p o s i t i o n s are 
determined by the data accurately, independent of the way 
of par a m e t r i z a t i o n . We have proposed forms of parametriz-
a t i o n of the coupled channel (»»; KK) I = 0 S wave which 
permit an i n v e s t i g a t i o n of the nature of the S x and £- . 
= 978 t 7 KeV 
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We have seen t h a t i t i s not possible to e x p l a i n these 
mesons simply as (qq) states and tha t forces i n the 
meson-meson (qqqq) sector are also important. 
We have analyzed the data f o r the r e a c t i o n "n~p — > 
(K"K°)p i n Chapter IV. We have found t h a t production 
proceeds dorainantly by NPE, and t h a t the UPK A 2 production 
amplitude i s consistent w i t h t h a t found i n CEX A2° produc-
t i o n . We determined the A 2 meson parameters as 
VM = 1.318 ^ 0.001 GeV 
r f l = 0.113 ± 0.00k GeV, 
We have seen t h a t there 1s an I = 1 S wave resonance i n the 
A 2 mass region, c a l l e d ^(1300), w i t h the parameters 
. = 1.302 ± 0.023 GeV 
= 0.220 t 0.0M+ GeV . 
The t-dependence of the S wave amplitude shows t h a t the 
(1300) i s produced by B and more s t r o n g l y Z exchanges. 
We have r e l a t e d A and 1^(1^20)- production using the 
x 2 
^, ^  dominated scheme f o r the pomeron. We have estimated 
the pomeron r e l a t i v e to ^  exchange and found, f o r example, 
at - t ~ 0 . 2 GeV2 a r a t i o 1:1 3n Tfp —> j) at 10 GeV/c. 
We have seen tha t the g meson production proceeds dominantly 
by UPE (IT exchange), and found 
B(g — * KK) = 1.3 i 0.h% . 
We have compared the NPE (u> exchange) g production amplitude 
w i t h NPE (u)exchange) f production data and estimated 
B(g —•> KR) ~ 1.5$. We have determined the g meson para-
meters to be 
- Ih2 -
m = 1.698 ± 0.012 GeV 
& 
f g = 0.199 ± O.OkO GeV. 
We have observed the emergence of L = h (K"K°) production 
above M^- 0^ = 1.6 GeV. The t - s t r u c t u r e of G+ shows tha t 
1 + h (K"K°) system i s produced by NPE ('iP, ^  exchanges). 
The data do not allow the determination of the mass and the 
wi d t h of t h i s resonance, but D +G + i n t e r f e r e n c e term suggests 
t h a t the G+ amplitude i s resonating. 
We have analysed the data f o r the re a c t i o n s 
Tl" p —v> ( VC* vt~ ) *n 
— > ( i c + vr) p 
i n Chapter V. We have f i t t e d the combinations of N 'C "f M } 
moments, employing a mass-matrix parametrization to describe 
the i n t e r f e r e n c e . We have determined the ^ resonance 
parameters to be 
= 1513 ± 3 MeV 
Y"j' = 1+3 ± 9 MeV 
& ( ^ - - > T . T , ) = 1.6 t o.6% . 
We have analysed the data w i t h < 1.1 GeV i n terms of 
S* and % resonances, r e l a t i n g the B exchange amplitudes to 
the "u exchange amplitudes by """-B EXD. The data are com-
p a t i b l e w i t h TT - B EXD as f a r as the phases are concerned. 
We have determined the meson parameters to be 
^ = 97^-5 MeV 
^ 1 = ^9.2 t 3.6 MeV. 
We have c a l c u l a t e d the e f f e c t of the K+K" and K°,K° mass 
d i f f e r e n c e and found t h a t t h i s e f f e c t does not change the 
- 1*3 -
r e s u l t s appreciable. We have found th a t the 1717 —^KF p 
wave i s given by the f t a i l , and tha t the F wave i s com-
p a t i b l e w i t h the g meson t a i l w i t h B(g—» KK) = 1.3$ and 
B(g—*> Tiii ) = 2h%. We have determined the T = 0 T\ » — * KK 
S wave by performing an energy-independent an a l y s i s of the 
data i n the forward s c a t t e r i n g region. The magnitude of the 
H i KK s wave shows the strong S* peak near the KK 
th r e s h o l d and stays f l a t at about 0.325 i n the region of 
M^ g = 1.15 - l . 1 * GeV. We have found two possible s o l u t i o n s , 
one of which gives the S wave w i t h f a s t phase v a r i a t i o n . 
We have favoured the s o l u t i o n w i t h slow phase. 
We have explored the possible c l a s s i f i c a t i o n schemes of 
the known 0 + + mesons. The existence of two 1 = 1 0 + + mesons 
has suggested the existence of two 0 + + nonets. A possible 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n scheme has been proposed by J a f f e , i n which 
there are two 0 + + nonets composed of (qq) and (qqqq) s t a t e s . 
The £,(1300), i n a d d i t i o n to S(970), i s good evidence f o r 
such a scheme. 
This t h e s i s contains a remarkable amount of i n f o r m a t i o n 
about the 0 + + mesons. Although we know q u i t e a l o t about 
these mesons we s t i l l have a long way to go t o reach the 
f i n a l p i c t u r e . The most important problem i s t o discover 
the missing members of the two 0 + + nonets. I n v e s t i g a t i o n 
of Til , KK channels i n other charge c o n f i g u r a t i o n s or of 
the ^ c h a n n e l , would be invaluab l e i n t h i s respect. When 
we have enough i n f o r m a t i o n about a l l the members of the 0 + + 
nonets, a q u a n t i t a t i v e analysis of the pr o p e r t i e s of these 
mesons w i l l answer many of the present questions, the most 
- lMf -
important of which is the possible existence of multi-quark 
states among the 0"*"+ mesons. 
- i>+5 -
APPENDIX I 
Moments i n Terms of Density Matrix Elements 
Here we give the r e l a t i o n s between the moments 
defined i n (2.15)» and the spin d e n s i t y matrix elements 
? ^ (2.21) f o r |_„ <i and 1 V i 1, I Aft> | £\. We 
use eq^ . (2.22) to c a l c u l a t e the appropriate c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
A given moment only contains terms w i t h L^-+L^ ^.3 and 
\Xe - A*, L + L must be even (odd) i f J i s even 
(odd). These r e s t r i c t i o n s are embodied i n the Clebsch-
Gordan c o e f f i c i e n t s i n e^. (2.22). fWe. S j ^ ^ - & t ( Jk\J 
>/Vn < Y ° > = 1.000 ?°° + 1.000 f U + 2.000 ? 1 ! + 1.000 ? 2 2 o f >oo 1 oo ' 1» ' oo 
+ 2.000 ? 2 2 + 1.000 + 2.000 ? 33 + 1.000 f **** M i ; oo ; I t ; oo 
+ 2.000 y j ] 
NA^ < Y 0 > = 2.000 f0°0 + 1.789 ? | i • 3.098 f \ \ + 1.757 J 3 2 
• 3-312 ? 3 2 + l . T W f ^ + 3.381^3 
v/Vn < ^ Y j > = 2.000 fj° - 0.89W J 2 } + l ^ f 2 * - 1.01»+y 3 2 
+ l . ^ J 3 2 - 1.069 ^ 3 + i.38oj»^3 
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< Y 2 > = 0.89k ? i l - 0.89*+ ?!! + 2.000 P 2 ° + 0.639 p 2 2 
o J 00 ' i t ^ 00 J 00 0 
!2 + 0 . 6 3 9 ? ^ + 1.757 f 3 1 + 0 . 5 9 6 f 3 3 + 2.869 ? 3 1 
I t 
+ 0.89Wf 3 3 + l.7lh <?h2 + 0.581 Q k h + ^.130 9 k 2 
' 1 1 ' 0 0 ' 00 y I t 
+ 0.987 y ! f t 
I t 
NAT < Y 2 > = 1.5^9 + 2 ' 0 0 0 ? i ° + ° ' 6 3 9 f 10 - i - 0 1 ^ ^ 31 ol 
31 . „ o33 , 3 2 . , e,e > 2 + 1.656 P J + 0A22 - l.H+3 P + 1.565 f 
M o lo ; ol J l o 
+ 0 . 3 1 8 J ^ 
\ A U T < Y 2 > =-1.095 f 1 1 - 0.782 f 2 2 + 0.586 e 3* . 0.730 ? 33 2 >n ; 1-1 > 1-1 5 M 
+ ° ' 6 3 9 ? H 
1+1+ 
VA"Y." <"Y 3 > = 1.757 f 
o 





>+3 + I.1+08 ^ ^ 
2.028 y 2 1 + 2.000 y 3 ° + 1.193 y 3 2 
11 
i+l 1.7W6f"ri + 1.091 f ^ 3 + 2.760 ? , ! 




A n < Y 3 > = 1 A 3 M 2 1 + 1- 656 ? 2 1 + 0A22 P 3 2 + 2.000 ? 3 ° 
t ' ol M o ' ol M o 
+ 0.89^ ? 3 2 - 1.069 e ^ 1 + O.I82 P1*3 + 1.690 ? 1 + 1 
M o ; ol > ol ; l o 
0.70*+ y »*3 
1o 
\fw < Y 3 > = - l . 852<? 2 1 - 1.155 e 3 2 + 0 . 7 5 6 ? ^ - 1.029 ^ 3 
- li+7 -




- 2 . 1 3 8 ? J! + 0 . 1 8 2 ? 3 3 + 2.000 ? 1 + 0 + 1.162 f 
1 1 1 1 00 00 
+ 0.1+86 ? k h + 0 . 6 3 6 ^ ? + o A 8 6 ? ^ * 
00 " " * * 
x/TTir ^ Y ^ > = 1.565 ? 2 2 + 1.380 J 31 + 1.690 f 31 + o.70*+? 3 3 
+ O.318 e ^ 2 + 2.000 e 1 + 0 + 0 .987? 1 * 2 + 0.436 f ^ 
ol ; 1 o M o M o 
\Avn~ < Y ^ > =-0.904$ 2 2 - 1.690? 3J . 0.575 y 33 . 0 . 9 0 5 ? ^ 1+2 
i 
M+ 
\AnT < Y 5 > = 1 . 6 9 9 ^ 3 2 . 2 . ^ - 0 2 ? 3 2 + 1.741 ?*** +• 1.052 f 
o } 00 * * 00 ; 
»0 
00 
- 2.202 + 0.136 ?|* 3 
\AnT<f > = 1.519 ? 3 2 + I . 6 1 2 ?32 + 1.31*8 ? 1 + 1 + o . 6 i o f 1 + 3 
1 o l 10 o l o l 
+ 1.706 + 0.816 f ^ 
' !o ; ! o 
^3 
v/viT < Y 5 > =-i.741? 3 2 _ 1 . 5 9 5 ? ^ - 1 . 0 5 05 1 + 3 
V ^ T < Y 6 > = 0.81+0? 33 
00 
1 . 2 6 1 * 3 3 + 1.691 <?k2 + o . 5 o i + ? M f 
' ' 1 •'00 00 




NATTT < Y 6 > = 1.572 5 3 3 + l .»+92? 1 + 2 + I.631+<? ^2 + 0 . 7 3 1 1 h k 
1 lo ' o l Mo 1o 
- IkS -
VM7 < Y ^ > =-0.861^33 . 1.6881£ - 0-517 f J J 
\ A n < Y 7 > = 1.6725 ^ 3 
00 
- 2.5905 ^ 
/ m . < y j > = + 1.599?1J3 
4 o l J 10 
qir < Y ? > =-1.696 5 J-3 
/ — 8 kh kk 
X/MT <Y > = 0.8315 - 1.330 ? i 4 
o ' 0 0 ' 1 1 
\ArT < Y® > = 1.577 j» 
l o 
< Y * > =-0.8^3 ? 1 4 
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APPENDIX I I 
fi-hatrlx. State Normalization. Phase Space 
HrnsR Secti o n r P a r t i a l Wave Expansion 
We use the u n i t s such that 
* = C -s 1 •. ( A . n . i ) 
I n these u n i t s 
(GeV)" 2 = 0.38935 mb. (A . I I . 2 ) 
We def i n e the metric such th a t the four momentum 
P = P y | P^ (A . I I . 3 ) 
s a t i s f i e s 
p 2 •= E 2 - p 2 = m2 (A.TI.^) 
where E i s t o t a l energy of a p a r t i c l e of r e s t mass m. That 












o ( A . I I . 5 ) 
We define the S-matrix elements so t h a t 
( A . I I . 6 ) 
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We normalize the s i n g l e p n r t i c l e states 
^ . - U ^ A V (Wu^lPi-PO (A.TT.7) 
where and ^; are the p a r t i c l e four momentum and the 
h e l i c i t y r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
For a system c o n s i s t i n g of n p a r t i c l e s w i t h four-momenta 
^1 '*'* ^n' ^orentz i n v a r i a n t phase space element i s 
given by 
For the states w i t h a given t o t a l f our momentum P, we define 
the r e s t r i c t e d phase space element 
d t - ' r ^ V - - 0 = Ur , )V(p-z r ; ) c A L i ^ t r , . . . ^ ) ( A . I T . 9 ) 
where 
S= ( 1 P ; ) V . (A.II.10) 
We define the cross-section f o r the process 
a + b * H2 +... n 
i [ A U i < , ~ i ) l V ' j (A.II.11) 
i n the l i m i t of i n f i n i t e space-time volume TV, where 
(A.TI.12) 
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The second formulae in (A.II. 1 2 ) i s w r i t t e n i n the centre-
of-mass frame of p a r t i c l e s a,b, where q is . the three-
momenta. The t h i r d one i s w r i t t e n i n the l a b o r a t o r y frame 
of p a r t i c l e b, w i t h p a r t i c l e a moving w i t h three momenta 
The cross-section i s given i n terms of T , defined i n 
( A . I I . 6 ) , and the r e s t r i c t e d phase space element (A.T T.9)s 
= U - r ^ h j P - . f ^ | T.KI* ( j = . m-, • • (A.TI.13) 
We define the p a r t i a l wave expansion of "T^ 0 f 
( A . I I . 6 ) , i n terms of Legendre polynomials P L ( x ) , as 
T u ) - ( u + i ) p u 1 T L ( A . I I . I U ) 
where x = cos0 G i s the s c a t t e r i n g angle. Note that T L 
have no © dependence. They are c a l l e d p a r t i a l waves. We 
can d e f i n e the p a r t i a l wave S-matrix such t h a t 
C C + 7 I T \ J V . U (A.IT.15) 
where k^, k | are the i n i t i a l and f i n a l three-momenta 
r e s p e c t i v e l y i n the centre of mass frame. 
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APPENDIX I I I 
The IT Coupling at the Nucleon Vertex 
Since we study OPE processes we wish to study the form 
of the TT exchange coupling at the nucleon ve r t e x . The 
Dirac equation f o r a spin ^ nucleon of n.ass m has the form 
(jrf - m)U x 2 ( p ) = 0 ( P o s i t i v e Energy) ( A . I T I . l ) 
where 
We use the representation of 




0 J i ^ 
where Ol'are the Pauli matrices. 
The Dirac spinors f o r a spin p a r t i c l e of momentum p, 
w i t h polar angles 9 and (j), r e s t mass m, and energy E are 
/ cos (6/2) 
s i n (9/2)e' i (' 
U +(p) =/E+m P cos (G/2) 
E + m 
P s i n (G/2) 
E + m 
( A . I I I . I f ) 
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U (p) = /i+m 
- s i n (0/2) \ 
cos (6/2) 
P s i n (Q/2) ^ 
E + m 
P cos (6/2) 
E + m /. ( A . I I I . 4 ) 
Here U+ correspond to nucleons w i t h h e l i c i t y of - -?- respect-
i v e l y . 
For the vertex /vj, 77 , we choose the coordinates 
as shown i n F i g . A . I I I . l . The spinors of Nj and i n t h i s 
frame are given by r e l a t i o n ( A . I l l . 4 ) . For Ni we have 
9 = 0, <f) = 0, p z = P j , and f o r we have 9, (ji = 0, . 
Using the Feynman r u l e s , the vertex 
f u n c t i o n i s : 
> ' 1 ( A . I I I . 5 ) 
where \> and A, are the h e l i c i t i e s of 
\ 
the f i n a l and i n i t i a l nucleons 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Using the spinors of 
eq. ( A . I I I . 4 ) we f i n d 
where m i s the nucleon mass. S i m i l -
Figure A.131.1 
a r l y 
V + _ ~ G ^ [\/ ( t ^ - ^ E ; - ^ - v/ It ; t ^ , | U j - • 
Thus the c o n t r i b u t i o n to the cross section i s 
( A . I l l . 6 ) 
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D e f i n i n g the square of the four-momenturn t r a n s f e r to be 
K I P ; - U ^ - t ; t j + p ; j j U J > 9 ) ; 
and averaging over the i n i t i a l nucleon h e l i c l t i e s and summing 
over the f i n a l nucleon h e l i c i t i e s , we f i n d 
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APPENDIX IV 
Phase Space C a l c u l a t i o n 
The Lorentz i n v a r i a n t phase space element oc c u r r i n g i n 
the expression f o r the cross-section f o r the r e a c t i o n 
q i + q 2 — » Pi + P 2 + P3 l s S i v e n i n (2.32). Suppose p 1 
and P2 form a system R of mass M, then 
2 f^1 
PR = Pi + P2» PR = ^ 
We m u l t i p l y the right-hand side of eq. (2.32) by 
* K PR S ( P R - p r p 2 } 5 X« 
and r e - w r i t e i n the form 
d L i p s ( s ; p 1 P 2 P 3 ) = dLips(M : p ^ ) ^ (q^ q2 - p R - p-^ ) 
x d L i p s ( p . ) d l + p p . 
3 « ( A . I V . l ) 
Using 
d^p R = (2T» P d L i p s t p R ) dM2, (A .IV.2) 
we f i n d e^. ( A . I V . l ) becomes: 
dLips(s;p 1,P 2,p^) = l _ d L i p s ( s ; Pp,p^)dLips(M ; p-pP^cAM 
(A.IV.3) 
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We c a l c u l a t e d L i p s ( s ; p^, p,) i n the centre-of-mass frame 
of the r e a c t i o n T> N —* RN, shown i n F i g . A . I V . l ; we f i n d 
Figure A.IV.l 
d L i p s ( s ; p R , p 3 ) = PR dE d-Tl £ ( g £ _ £ ) ? 
(2 TV ) 21+ E 
where three-momenta part of p R i s 
Performing the <[> i n t e g r a t i o n of d-d= d<|) dcos © R 
U i p . C , PR, P 3) = PB d c ° s 6R . U I V > l t ) 
8 H S2 
Now 
t = ( q x - p R ) = (E x - E R ) ' - 4 ~ 4 + 2 W ° S G R 
dt = 2 cos © R, (A.IV.5) 
and so eq. (A.IV. 1*) becomes ( c . f . e<j. ( A . I I . 1 2 ) ) 
d L i p s ( s ; p , p ) = dt = djj „ 
5 16 n q x s* S ^ M s ; , 2 , ^ ) ] * 
(A.IV.6) 
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We have c a l c u l a t e d J d L i p s ( s ; p_., p_) i n terms of Lorentz 
s§ R 3 
i n v a r i a n t s , t h e r e f o r e we can use the r e s u l t i n any Lorentz 
frame. S u b s t i t u t i n g (A.IV.6) i n t o (A.IV.3) we o b t a i n : 
] dLips(s;p 1,p 2,P3) d t dM 2 dLips(M 2;p 1, p 2) 




TTTT — ^ T n i , ! S c a t t e r i n g 
Here we evaluate 
f 
where 
*Z - 1 I TfB —"> TiT. ( U.U-)) } 
are the momenta of the produced mesons, and M i s the mass 
of the di-meson system. We c a l c u l a t e dLips(M 2; p^, p,,) 
i n the r e s t frame of the produced resonance, R. I t i s also 





I n the r e s t frame of the produced resonance 
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P i " 
where ni = m _ or m, according as the produced system i s m " K 
TVTT or KR. Also we have 
P l = p 2 = (*\ - mg)* = p 
d-^ p = p2dpdcosQd<|) 1 -
E = E, + E 5 = 2Vm 2 + P 2 
dE = 2DdD . 
E (A.V.2) 
Therefore, performing the i n t e g r a t i o n of d(| 
d L i p s ( M 2 ; p.,p_) = p dcos9 . 
^ 1 2 8iiM (A.V.3) 
I t i s convenient t o express T. i n terms of p a r t i a l 
waves using e<j. ( A . I I . l W ) : 
£ = ?TT M ^ UL+ l) T L( TiTi - ••>) »T, ){\LV')) ^ {i*J>\$) . (A.VA) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g U.V.3) and (A.V.1+) i n t o e^. (2.35) we f i n d 
Using the o r t h o g o n a l i t y r e l a t i o n of P ^ u>-o B) 
-1 
we f i n d 
- IfaO -
(A.V.6) 
where T (flu — * > "nil, I ^  ) can be written in terms of the 
phase s h i f t and i n e l a s t i c i t y as 
T L (t? r, —•> nr,] = - — - — 
and 
T , ^ P U - 4 0 
1 ( Ti n — V - \£ ) = 
for two open channel ( Ti TT and K K ) . 
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APPENDIX VI 
Density Matrix Elements I n Terms 
of Pi-Meson Production Amplitudes 
Here we give the r e l a t i o n s between d e n s i t y matrix 
elements and the d e f i n i t e exchanged p a r i t y amplitudes, 
L 0 ^ - , w i t h L £ ; 1 ^  | £ { . We use the spectro-
scopic n o t a t i o n f o r the amplitudes: t h a t i s : L = S,P,D,F, 
G f o r L = 0,1,2,3,*+, r e s p e c t i v e l y . The d e f i n i t i o n of the 
density matrix elements I F given i n ec^ . (2.21). Using e.<j. 
(2.21),(2.22) and (2.23) we see t h a t : 
N t t ^ \ - l h \ L'.)/n 
M l « Si'. 1, ' f c U \ L*,-L'_ . 
For instance, w i t h only L = 0,1 present, the d e n s i t y matrix 
elements are: 
N R . . ? ; i - \ S 
N R i f J 1 - - I Pol 1 
0 o 
N fU. [ = ( I M S I P - l 1 ) / * . 
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APPENDIX V I I 
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of Phase S h i f t Solutions 
(67) 
B a r r e l e t zeros provide a convenient way of f i n d i n g 
and c l a s s i f y i n g a l l possible phase s h i f t s o l u t i o n s . Con-
sider a case where only p a r t i a l waves w i t h L ^  J L c o n t r i b u t e . 
Then, using the spectroscopic n o t a t i o n , 
A X L 
L , ~- U • * , AR A A > f c > 
where VA ^ ^  are defined i n ecj. (2.19), the s c a t t e r i n g 
amplitude can be w r i t t e n as 
H ~ £ L . V ( 9, 4>) , ( A . V I I . I ) 
where we use e.c^ . (2.19) and 
'V o V 11 ' 
and omit the nucleon h e l i c i t i e s . The amplitude H i n ecj. 
( A . V I I . I ) can be r e - w r i t t e n i n terms of the d e f i n i t e 
exchanged p a r i t y amplitudes L Q, L_, L +, w i t h I A ^ j ^ 1 as: 
^ l/L r 
H ~ Z " u i + n L L o P u t z ) + (A.VTI.2) 
f i L n i V V w ^ * - ^ L j - P L u , 
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where z - cos 0 and we use eq. (2.23) ind we set L_ = 0. 
We also use the r e l a t i o n s between V R and P . There-
f o r e f o r UPE and NPE sectors we can w r i t e : 
= Vt TT I 1 - 2.) 
1 . » 
1 s. 
( A . V I I . 3 ) 
• +) 
where <£. - 3 , and 
^ H" ^  d> V L . to T T U - *';) ( A . VII A ) : = 1 
where £ = Here we assume t h a t the amplitudes I n NPE(UPE) 
sector are a l l nucleon spin coherent. 
Since the amplitudes are complex, the " B a r r e l e t " 
zeros, Z^; Z^  are complex. The ambiguities a r i s e because 
the data do not determine the signs of the Ten Z« or the 
1 I 
Im Z±. Thus there i s a :2_ - f o l d ambiguity w i t h i n the UPE 
sector and a • 2. - f o l d ambiguity w i t h i n the NPE sector. 
From a given s o l u t i o n we generate the other s o l u t i o n s by 
f i r s t determining the Z^(z[) and then making s u b s t i t u t i o n s 
.a ' '» 
Z\ •—=•> ZA , (Z * => Z ) f o r the various combinations of the 
J- i i 
zeros. 
+) I n the analysis we take G Q= 0. 
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APPENDIX V I I I 
The E f f e c t of the K*.FT and 
K° TK° Mass D i f f e r e n c e 
Consider the M = k-' matrix parametrization of L = 0 
S wave Argand amplitude (see eq. (3«*+5)): 
A - ' V f ( A . m i . i ) 
To describe Tiv^ —"> \LS and T»ii — K + K ~ we may def i n e 
two bases: 
( W \ 2 : ^ l ^ i l - i ^ U a j M > , l i i i ; l * 0 ^ 1 ^ i l = o > ] t U . V I I I . 2 ) 
The momentum matrix k , can be w r i t t e n i n diagonal form i n 
Dasis I : 
\ „ n 0 W / ( A . V I I I . 3 ) 
where U and V are the (tin ) and ( T\ FT ) centre of mass 
momenta; and W^and V-a are given by eqs. (5*22). On the 











17. ( A . V I I I . U ) 
and KK KK 
V.V-
where j describe Tl*j — •> 'u ^  f 7»*^— t 
( 1 = 1 ) processes; and N^j describe TIM —•> 77 o f MM 
and KK — * KK ( I = 0) processes w i t h L = 0. I n order to 
determine 77 —•> i t * w." and fnj — r > I t * Vt~ amplitudes, we 
transform M- to the Basis 1. For t h i s procedure we need ~- i i 
t o know the ( I I ) —-> ( I ) tra n s f o r m a t i o n matrix 
( I ) = G ( T I ) . 
Using e^s. (5.23) we f i n d : 
1 x 
0 b 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 
v. 0 0 
Then the M i n ~- I Basis I i s given 
ML , G M. ^ i 





I n order to c a l c u l a t e A matrix elements we need 




k = * ( k + k ) . 
The A( * Y K") and A( —-> K K") amplitudes are 
Au.T, ~> k V ) = [in,,-.AO (Mlir:V,) - H ^ l 
( A . V I I I . 3 ) 
( A . V I I I . 9 ) 
I n our problem we have I = 1, S and I =0, S* resonances 
decaying i n t o the (K +K~) f i n a l s t a t e . I n t h i s case the 
and elements are given i n terms of resonance parameters 
by: 
M.K-I. vt-JJE^ i t - l a i l ' u - i l l i i l , 
I I H I/, u 
> K*- ~ r - — T ~ - • 
1 1 
Then cLJ-l ^ T - '< ^ ) becomes: 
( A . V I T I . 1 0 ) 
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The A ( T»r. •—-> K + K ~ ) and A( T«v^ —>> K +K") amplitudes 
becomes: 
( A . V I I I . 1 1 ) 
At 
( A . V I I I . 1 2 ) 
Note where cU>( M- - I U ) i s given by e^. ( A . V I I I . 1 0 ) . 
t h a t f o r k c = k Q, A ( TTu —-> K + K " ) and A( — » K +K") 
reduce to normal Breit-Wigner forms. 
- 168 -
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